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Researcher and Evaluator Perceptions on the Adherence-Adaptation Debate in Fidelity of
Implementation
Kristen M. Juskiewicz, PhD
University of Connecticut, 2018
Fidelity of implementation (FoI) should be measured to understand why or how
interventions and programs work; although, this well-intentioned maxim has been riddled with
debate and division (Century, Rudnick, & Freeman, 2010; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Mowbray,
Holter, Teague, & Bybee, 2003; Ruiz-Primo, 2006). One such debate is the role of adherence and
adaptation in FoI. Using Century & Cassata’s (2016) conceptualization of the adherenceadaptation debate, I hypothesized three profiles representing researcher and evaluator beliefs
about the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI: pro-adherence, pro-adaptation, and productive
adaptation.
A newly-developed Fidelity Agreement Measure (FAM) profiled underlying researcher
and evaluator perspectives on the adherence-adaptation debate using latent profile analysis
(LPA), offering support for a three-class model. Qualitative coding of the FAM and cognitive
interviews provided evidence for the hypothesized pro-adherence and pro-adaptation
perspectives amongst respondents, with tentative support found for the productive adaptation
perspective, due to the weak boundaries defining this perspective. Most respondents (76%)
aligning with the productive adaptation perspective challenges the historically dominant proadherence perspective in the literature, with 16% and 8% of respondents associating with the
pro-adherence and pro-adaptation perspectives (Century & Cassata, 2016). The six themes
identified from cognitive interviews drew attention to larger underlying conversations in the
literature surrounding the disconnect between theory and practice, perceived disconnect of
researchers/evaluators with funder perspectives on FoI, and the messiness of practice (Argyris
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1977; Chelminsky, 2012; Krainer, 2014; Schwandt, 2015). Data suggests a disconnect between
theoretical knowledge and practitioner theory and a lack of knowledge or awareness by
respondents of FoI literature-based models or frameworks. This disconnect can partially be
explained by the lack of literature-based FoI models or approaches in request for proposals
(RFPs) and by funders. Additionally, funder preference of experimental methods aligns with
traditionally dominant perspectives on knowledge creation and utilization associated with the
pro-adherence perspective. Results from this study and several authors indicate growing
departure from this perspective (Blakely et al., 1987; Century and Cassata, 2016; Rich, 1997;
Van Dellen, 2013). Participant commentary highlighted practitioner uncertainty in how to handle
FoI in a practical sense.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Despite general agreement on the necessity of fidelity of implementation (FoI) to
understand why or how interventions and programs work, a sense of discord stemming from a
lack of consensus has inhibited the use and understanding of FoI (Century & Cassata, 2016;
Mowbray, Holter, Teague, & Bybee, 2003) . From the beginning, the question of how to
1

conceptualize and measure FoI has been debated within and across fields, with scholars offering
different fidelity models and varying criteria for success (Century, Rudnick, & Freeman, 2010;
Dane & Schneider, 1998; Mowbray et al., 2003; Ruiz-Primo, 2006; Trigwell et al., 2015). These
discussions appear across the social sciences, in health, and education, however, increased
knowledge and understanding of FoI has not been equal across fields, nor has cross-field work
aided in alleviating the abounding conceptualizations of fidelity, inhibiting shared discussion.
While FoI is replete with debate, the dispute between the necessity for strict adherence to
a program model and the allowance of contextual adaptation, referred to as the adherenceadaptation debate, is the central focus of this dissertation. This study adds value by empirically
examining researcher and evaluator assumptions and beliefs surrounding the adherenceadaptation debate, and how variations in how one approaches the debate may be associated with
differences in practice. This is achieved via two purposes: 1) identification and description of
underlying researcher and evaluator beliefs about FoI using latent profile analysis (LPA) and
qualitative analysis of subsequent response data, and 2) use of cognitive interviews to identify
how researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their perspective on the adherence-adaptation
debate. Identification and description of these profiles adds value by providing additional
information to aid funders in developing a clearer depiction of what is desired from fidelity
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The terms fidelity of implementation, FoI, and fidelity are all used interchangeably in this dissertation.
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studies, and in supporting researchers’ and evaluators’ recognition of what their perspectives and
assumptions about FoI entail. Overall themes and discussions on the adherence-adaptation debate
provide attention to areas of consensus, struggle, and confusion for researchers and evaluators
regardless of perspective.
Using Century & Cassata’s (2016) conceptualization of the adherence-adaptation debate,
I hypothesized that there are three separate profiles representing researcher and evaluator beliefs
about the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI research and practice: pro-adherence, proadaptation, and productive adaptation. I hypothesized that differences in these profiles may
manifest through differences in the definition and conceptualization of fidelity, differences in
thought about the design and practice of FoI studies and evaluations, as well as what inferences
can be made from the resulting data. There were no hypotheses for the contents or patterns of
overall themes as they emerged as a result of semi-structured cognitive interviews, which were
exploratory in nature.
Chapter One provides a brief overview of why, in an evidence-driven culture, FoI is of
increasing concern and focus, proposed approaches and methods to examining FoI, ongoing
debates in FoI research and practice, and finally, how this project examined one of those debates.
Chapter One outlines the purposes of this project, the subsequent research questions, and finally
provides a succinct synopsis of methodology, including development of a fidelity agreement
measure (FAM), use of LPA, and cognitive interviews.
Nature and Significance of the Problem
An increased focus on systematic empiricism and the necessity for evidence-based
decisions has fueled emphasis on evaluating effectiveness of programs (Albaek, 1996; Mark,
Henry, & Julnes, 2000). One of the key questions to be answered via program evaluation is,
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“Does the intervention work?”, but this basic question simplifies and understates the multitude of
factors accompanying this loaded question (Century et al., 2010). Organizational theory,
particularly contingency theory, steps out the question of “Does the intervention work?” to
unearth underlying questions of “for whom?” and “under what conditions?” (Albaek, 1996).
Realization by psychiatric researchers in the 1960’s that program implementers are not “passive
acceptors of an innovation” but rather an integral part of implementation, fostered exploration of
fidelity of implementation (FoI) as an aspect of program evaluation and a quintessential part of
answering these three questions (Rogers, 2003, p. 180). Fidelity of implementation, referred to as
implementation fidelity, program integrity, treatment integrity, fidelity, degree of
implementation or degree of enactment (Corday & Pion, 2006; O’Donnell, 2008; Sanetti &
Kratchowill, 2009), is broadly defined as “the degree to which a particular program follows a
program model” (Bond, Evans, Salyers, Williams & Kim, 2000, p. 75). How closely aligned the
implemented program is to the intended program can have implications for program outcomes
and interpretation of outcomes.
As attention has grown on the need for accountability and evidence-based programs, the
draw to measuring FoI has manifested in an increased number of publications and academic
presentations surrounding FoI, with interest and necessity for FoI research and measurement
being echoed by major funding agencies (O’Donnell, 2008; Sanetti, Gritter, & Dobey, 2011).
The focus on data-driven evidence has led to the linking of “funding to a program’s quality and
extent of existing evidence showing that the program can indeed improve […] outcomes”
(Meyers & Brandt, 2015, p. 2). Examples of this link can be seen in the Investing in Innovation
(i3) Fund’s requirement of proof of program efficacy and a third-party evaluation of the
program’s FoI, and in the Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences (IES) 2015
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funding call, requiring researchers to complete efficacy studies and “describe sufficient
implementation” (Century & Cassata, 2016, p. 51) of the program (Meyers & Brandt, 2015; U.S.
Department of Education Institute of Education Sciences, 2015). The ability to provide evidencebased answers to the questions of what works, for whom, and under what conditions, has been
directly tied to funding from both public and private funding organizations (Century & Cassata,
2016).
Despite the push to measure FoI, requirements and guidelines from funders have been
vague, leaving substantial room for interpretation (Century & Cassata, 2014; Century & Cassata
2016). This room for interpretation has led to not only variance in terminology and criteria for
success, but also a plethora of divergent researcher and evaluator-designed approaches and
frameworks for measuring FoI. Despite their variant nature, approaches to FoI can be
categorized into two categories: context-dependent and context-independent (Li, Juskiewicz,
Gambino, Rhoads, & Montrosse-Moorhead, 2016). The context-dependent approach, stemming
from a focus on theory-based models purported by authors such as Rossi and colleagues, focuses
on fidelity to a program model that is specific to that program and/or context (Chen & Rossi
1980; Rossi, Freeman, & Wright, 1979). Theory-based models rely on the creation and testing of
program theory: stating the inputs, hypothesized processes, outputs, and outcomes for a program
(Chen, 1990; Funnell & Rogers, 2011). The theory-based approach gained traction with the
belief of authors such as Sechrest & Cordray that there was inadequate or non-existent concern
with treatment in evaluations (Cordray, & Pion, 2006; Hulleman, & Cordray, 2009; Lipsey, &
Cordray, 2000; Sechrest & Redner, 1979; Sechrest, West, Phillips, Redner, & Yeaton, 1979).
Differences in treatment, both between intended and received treatment, as well as variations in
received treatment have implications for program outcomes (Weiss, Bloom, and Brock, 2014).
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The use of theory in interventions, in this perspective, is essential to investigate causal
mechanisms and business-as-usual differentiations, often with the use of control and treatment
groups.
Context-independent approaches view FoI as an external concept which has components
that can be found and measured in all programs, regardless of content or program layout. One of
the most-cited context-independent frameworks is the five dimensions model proposed by Dane
& Schneider (1998; Century et al., 2010; Li et al., 2016). In this frame, the dimensions of
adherence, exposure, quality of delivery, program differentiation, and participant responsiveness
provide information as to whether or not components of the program were implemented as
expected. Commonly cited context-independent approaches also include assessment of structural
and procedural components of a program as implemented against the program as written
(Century et al., 2010; Wang, Nojan, Strom, & Walberg, 1984).
Both within and across these two approaches, there is vast variability in use of
terminology and conceptualizations of FoI. The differing and often contrasting ideas have led to
FoI research and practice being riddled with debates, tensions, and slow progress. These debates
include the lack of unanimity surrounding the terms and conceptual definitions used to describe
the components constructing the concept of fidelity, and variance in what constitutes high
fidelity (O’Donnell, 2008; Li et al., 2016; Mowbray et al., 2003).
A central tension within FoI research and practice, and the focus of this project, is the
debate between the roles of adherence and adaptation in relation to program components (Castro,
Barrera, & Martinez, 2004; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Li et al., 2016, Mowbray et al., 2003). This
debate occurs on a program-level and focuses on the juxtaposition between implementing
programs and interventions with strict adherence to the program model as outlined by the
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developer, and programs which are context-dependent, culturally responsive, and aligned with
the needs of the participants (Castro et al., 2004). This debate was strategically chosen as the
focus of this project due to not only my perception of the debate as one of the major blockages to
progress of FoI research and practice, but additionally, due to its enduring presence in the
literature since the inception of FoI (Blakely et al., 1987; Century & Cassata, 2016). Variance in
assumptions about adherence and adaptation can have implications about how one designs
studies, measures FoI, and even how fidelity is defined. These differences carry through to how
results from the evaluation or study can be interpreted and inferences that can be made.
Purpose
Building upon the work of Century and Cassata (2016) and other authors who have
conceptualized the adherence-adaptation debate, this project contains the development of a
scenario-based fidelity agreement measure (FAM) to describe and classify researchers and
evaluators beliefs about the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI. Surveying of perspectives
and beliefs in FoI has typically been completed on those implementing the program, in an effort
to relate implementer buy-in to levels of fidelity (Cutbush, Gibbs, Kreiger, Clinton-Sherrod &
Miller, 2017). Minimal surveying has been completed on fidelity researcher perspectives, beyond
work completed by Sanetti and Reed (2012) to ascertain what FoI researchers believed to be the
greatest barriers to progress. As fidelity work is completed by both researchers and evaluators,
the inclusion of evaluators’ perspectives adds an additional element towards understanding the
big picture of how fidelity is conceptualized. Surveying both those who self-identify as fidelity
researchers and/or fidelity evaluators, provides additional knowledge about the concepts of
adherence and adaptation in FoI, aiding evaluators and researchers in being clearer about their
normative view on these two aspects. Profiles of researcher and evaluator beliefs on these
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concepts also can aid funders in being clearer about what they are looking for from researchers
and evaluators with regards to adaptation and adherence.
This descriptive mixed methods study uses both quantitative and qualitative data via the
FAM and cognitive interviews to extend previous work with two purposes. The first purpose
involved identifying and describing researcher and evaluator perceptions on the adherenceadaptation debate in FoI using the collection and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data
through latent profile analysis (LPA) and qualitative coding on data from the FAM and cognitive
interviews. Second, cognitive interview data will be used to highlight and describe overarching
themes in how researchers and evaluators as a whole view the adherence-adaptation debate.
Using Century & Cassata’s (2016) conceptualization of the adherence-adaptation debate,
it was hypothesized that there are three separate profiles representing researcher and evaluator
beliefs about the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI research and practice: pro-adherence,
pro-adaptation, and productive adaptation. The pro-adherence perspective centers on the
promotion of adherence to the program model in its entirety, with any modification or alteration
to the program constituting infidelity. The pro-adaptation perspective promotes modifications or
alterations to ensure accord between the program and the context. The productive adaptation
perspective can be seen as the mid-ground. In this perspective, adherence to the core components
of the program is essential, but modifications, especially for purposes of accessibility of the
participants, are permitted. It was hypothesized that differences in these profiles manifest in
differences in thoughts about the design and conduction of FoI research and practice, as well as
inferences that can be made from the data. Century and Cassata’s (2016) frame was chosen due
to the strength of the literature base used to develop this article and antecedent articles.
Overview of the Study

7

Research questions and hypotheses.
This study aimed to answer two research questions based on the purposes outlined above: 1)
What adherence-adaptation profiles can be identified among researchers and evaluators? 2) How
do researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their views on the adherence-adaptation
debate? In regard to the first research question, it was hypothesized that there are three different
researcher and evaluation profiles in the adherence-adaption debate: pro-adherence, proadaptation, and productive adaptation. It was hypothesized that differences in these profiles may
manifest in not only differences in the definition and conceptualization of fidelity, but also
differences in the role of FoI, as well as what inferences can be made from the resulting data. No
hypotheses are offered for question two, as it is a qualitative research question.
For purposes of transparency, it is necessary to declare my positionality as it pertains to
this research topic. I self-identify as both a researcher and an evaluator, with the greater of my
experience in research. In terms of the above hypothesized groupings, I fall squarely into the
productive adaptation perspective. While my heavily quantitative background understands the
importance of adherence for the purposes of testing the program theory, equity of program
implementation, and validity of inferences, as a former high school teacher, I also understand the
necessity of adaptations for purposes of accessibility and the needs of the context in which it is
being implemented.
Summary of methods.
In order to both identify and describe researcher and evaluator perspectives on the
adherence-adaptation debate, both quantitative and qualitative methodology was required.
Identification of these perspectives entailed not only determining the number of perspectives
present in the data, but also having sufficient evidence to interpret these perspectives. The second
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purpose of this study, the examination of overall themes that are present in the data regardless of
respondent perspective, required only qualitative methods. This descriptive study used mixed
methods in the methodological sense as opposed to the philosophical sense, as the purpose of the
qualitative data in research question one was to support the data, with no reciprocation of the
qualitative data analysis being informed by the quantitative data analysis (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2017). The qualitative data used for research question two also did not inform the
quantitative data analysis. Further discussion of the relation of the purposes, research question,
and methods can be found in Chapter 3.
A chief area of tension found in the FoI literature focuses on the issue of strict adherence
to the program model verses allowance for adaptation to fit contextual or situational needs on a
program-level (c.f., Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005, Sanetti & Kratochwill,
2008; Durlak & DuPre, 2008). In order to empirically explore the existence of this tension, a
scenario-based fidelity agreement importance measure (FAM) was developed based on the
literature, and in consultation with relevant faculty members. The purpose of the FAM was to
provide quantitative data that could be used with latent profile analysis (LPA) to identify the
number of perspectives present in the data, and also provide sample-wide qualitative data to aid
in the interpretation of the perspectives identified by the LPA. The initial measure centered
around three scenarios in which education-based programs were being evaluated. Each item in
the scenarios corresponded with a modification of, addition to, or subtraction from the program
model by the implementing teacher. Demographic data collected by the FAM served to provide
data surrounding the composition of the sample. An initial draft of the FAM can be found in
Appendix A. Once initial items were developed, a five-section content validation form, adapted
from McCoach, Gable, and Madura, (2013), was provided to experts to ascertain the relevance of
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the items and their ability to discriminate between hypothesized groupings (see Appendix B).
The two scenarios with the highest ratings were chosen as the final scenarios for the instrument,
with the lowest rated scenario being removed (see Appendix C for final FAM). After necessary
changes to the items were made based on expert feedback, the instrument was programmed into
Qualtrics and sent out to participants via networks within the American Evaluation Association,
the Washington Evaluators Group, the American Education Research Association Division H
network, and via personal contacts in the FoI network (see Appendix E for FAM recruitment
email).
Due to the lack of a concrete rule for sample size in an LPA, it was decided to regard a
sample size of 10 respondents per final FAM item as sufficient, based on a rule of thumb for
exploratory factor analysis, and a simulation study conducted by Nylund, Asparouhov, and
Muthen (2007) (McCoach et al., 2013). Further discussion surrounding sample size decisions can
be found in Chapter 3.
The FAM data was examined en bloc, as well as by scenario. First, the data and
demographics were analyzed via descriptive statistics (e.g. mean, median, and standard
deviation) to give an overview of the data and a description of the sample, regardless of group
membership. Second, LPA was used on the quantitative information collected from the FAM to
examine response patterns of the respondents. The person-centered approach of LPA was chosen
to conduct this analysis because the interest was in finding similar subgroups of individuals in a
larger heterogeneous population (Pastor, Barron, Miller, & Davis, 2007). Due to the continuous
nature of the latent indicators with categorical latent variables of interest, LPA was selected for
analysis (Masyn, 2013).
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A series of models with varying latent profiles were fit to the data, increasing from two
classes to five classes . The best fit for the models was explored by assessing the Bayesian
2

Information Criterion (BIC), the Bootstrap Likelihood Test, and the Lo-Mendell Rubin Test.
Additionally, entropy, latent class separation, and within-class homogeneity was assessed to
determine which model had the best predictive utility. The best-fitting and best predictive model
was chosen.
To provide context and support to the groupings found in the LPA, qualitative data from the
FAM was imported into NVivo. Data was coded regardless of class membership in three cycles,
using a “start list” of deductive codes, a refined list, and finally, the data was examined to look
for themes (see Appendix F for the “start list”) (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2013). Once the
data was coded, the most likely class membership variable was included to look for patterns
within and between classes. A cross-case approach was used to examine themes across
respondents rather than have each respondent serve as a separate case. To ascertain similarities
and differences within and between classes, a variable-oriented strategy was used. This strategy
involves the use of a variable (in this case class), to delineate the data into meaningful groups to
allow for generalization within the class, as well as the ability to deepen understanding or
explanation of the class formation (Miles et al., 2013). This qualitative information served to
provide context and support for the quantitative data. Once finalized themes were created, a
secondary researcher randomly selected a portion of participant responses within each class to
secondary code. Acceptable inter-rater reliability was established via a kappa coefficient above
0.60, in accordance with guidelines by Viera and Garrett (2005) (see Appendix G for the final
qualitative codes).
2

Latent Profile Analysis was conducted in this study but the groupings stemming from this analysis are still called
“classes” by MPlus and in most literature. Therefore, groupings or profiles henceforth will be referred to as classes.
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Respondents who agreed to participate in cognitive interviews were contacted via email to
schedule interviews (see Appendix H for the semi-structured interview protocol). A sample
email can be found in Appendix I. Semi-structured interviews were conducted via phone to
ascertain reasoning behind their FAM responses, underlying assumptions that led to these
responses, and also reasons for similarities or differences between responses to the two
scenarios. There is no set minimum sample size for cognitive interviews as varying numbers are
needed to reach saturation (Castro, Kellison, Boyd, & Kopak, 2010; Creswell et al., 2003;
Teddlie & Yu, 2007). Considering variance in suggestions, there was an aim of at least 15
interviews to completed, with the aim being at least 5 interviews per grouping. In total, 20
interviews were completed, and although there were not five interviews per class, the percentage
of interviews completed per group matched up with the proportion of total respondents per class.
Further explanation of sampling can be found in Chapter 3. A copy of the initial semi-structured
interview protocol can be found in Appendix H. The interviews were recorded but not
transcribed, rather rapid identification of themes from audio recordings (RITA) was used to
identify patterns. RITA involves specifying a research focus, identification of key themes and a
codebook, creation of a coding form, testing and refinement of the coding form, coding, and
finally analysis of codes (Neal, Neal, VanDyke, & Kornbluh, 2015). The preliminary coding
form can be seen in Appendix J. Use of RITA as opposed to the use of NVivo qualitative coding
seen in the analysis of the qualitative questions in the FAM, removed the need for transcription
and retained the ability to capture intonation (Neal et al., 2015.)
Human subjects.
There was minimal risk to the participants in this project because the data collected via
the FAM was collected anonymously via a secure UConn-endorsed survey software (Qualtrics).
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Prior to the beginning of data collection, participants, all of whom were over the age of 18,
provided consent for their participation. Information collected from this instrument included no
sensitive information and participants had the ability to skip questions or withdraw at any time.
No personal or identifying information was collected unless a name and email address was
willingly provided for the purposes of further communication and participation in the cognitive
interview process. All data collected containing contact information was kept in a secure network
folder with access restricted to myself and my committee chair. All data used for analysis, saved,
or transmitted was deidentified using a three-digit participant number. A master key containing
the personally identifiable data for those who volunteered to be interviewed and their
corresponding participant number was kept in a separate secure folder from the data.
Chapter Two: Review of Literature
This chapter serves to provide an overview of relevant literature and set this study in the
context of the larger landscape. Beginning with the birth and re-emergence of fidelity of
implementation in research and evaluation, the chapter then surveys some of the major tensions
in the conceptualization and use of fidelity of implementation. The focus of the chapter then
narrows to the debate of interest in this study: the adherence-adaptation debate and the three
perspectives profiled by Century and Cassata (2016), before examining limitations of current
literature and the role of this study in extending the literature.
The Birth of Fidelity of Implementation
Under the oversight of President Johnson in the 1950’s and 1960’s, a wave of policy
changes in the United States in health, education, and criminal justice, led to the creation and
enactment of a surge of new social programs (Century & Cassata, 2016). The creation of social
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programs stemmed from President Johnson’s desire to create a “Great Society” through the
elimination of poverty and racial injustice (Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991; Fitzpatrick,
Sanders, & Worthen, 2011). One key part of this plan was what was deemed the “War on
Poverty”. This initiative sought to end poverty in the United States by means of elimination of
hunger, unemployment, lack of access to healthcare, and lack of access to a decent education.
Legislation including the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 and the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) in 1965, substantially increased the amount of federal
funds being directed to public education, especially in areas with a high concentration of lowincome families. (Shadish et al., 1991; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). The Social Security Act of 1965
also provided substantial federal funds to alleviate medical costs for those on Medicare. With the
influx of federal funds, new social programs, such as Job Corps and Head Start, flourished.
With billions of federal dollars spent without evidence or proof of success of the newlycreated social programs, Robert F. Kennedy pushed for evaluations of the programs receiving
federal funds (Shadish et al., 1991; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). It is during the 1960’s and 1970’s
that one can see the focus shift to include evaluation of these programs and the desire for
evidentiary proof of program efficacy began to develop. In the beginnings of modern evaluation,
stemming from the plethora of legislation in the 1950s and 1960s, the question of focus was,
“what works?” This context-independent question aligned with the belief that interventions were
“replicable ‘technologies’” that once proven effective, would function in the same manner
regardless of setting or context (Century & Cassata, 2016, p. 35). As evaluations increased in
size and scope, it became clear that elements such as context and setting were essential to the
understanding of program inner-workings and efficacy (Berman & McLaughlin, 1976). This
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contextual focus brings forth the additional context-dependent questions of, “for whom?” and
“under what conditions?”
The realization of the complexity of program implementation came to light in the 1960’s
as psychiatric researchers began wrestling with issues of replicability of studies (Bond et al.,
2000). Researchers were finding vastly different outcomes despite the assumption that the same
intervention was being used in every case, in line with the assumed program theory. By the
1970’s, researchers in psychology had made the discovery that programs were being
implemented differently across personnel, cases, and institutions due to lack of standardization of
methods (Berman & McLaughlin, 1976). Previous to this discovery, researchers assumed that
implementers would copy the innovation exactly as outlined by the developer, with no adaptation
or modification (Rogers, 2003).
Berman & McLaughlin were among the first to bridge the issues occurring in psychology
with education, with their 1976 report showing that federal education programs bore the same
issues with varying implementation as the health field. Realization that implementers were in
fact an instrumental piece of implementation caused a newfound focus on program inputs and the
inability to assume these inputs were implemented exactly as intended, if at all. (Rogers, 2003).
Hall & Loucks (1977), stemming from Berman & McLaughlin’s 1976 report, developed a
“levels of use” framework which unpacked implementation into 8 levels, ranging from nonuse to
renewal (Benner, Nelson, Stage & Ralston, 2011). These levels were linked to outcomes and
hinted at the idea that differences in implementation or quality could possibly impact outcomes
(Hall & Loucks, 1977; Dhillon, Darrow, & Meyers, 2015). Hansen, Graham, Wolkenstein &
Rohrbach (1991), further theorized that levels of FoI altered the mediating variables causing the
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observed outcomes. Essentially, that failure to implement the program as prescribed may prevent
the hypothesized causal mechanisms to change, leading to poor or unintended outcomes.
Re-emergence of Fidelity of Implementation
Realization that implementers are not “passive acceptors of an innovation” but an
integral part of implementation, led to the research focus and practice of measuring FoI (Rogers,
2003, p. 180). FoI, is generally defined as the degree to which the program model was
implemented as prescribed (Bond et al, 2000). Fundamentally, how well did the implementers
implement the program as it was meant to be implemented. Although FoI was conceptualized in
the 1960s, “the development of a methodology to quantify the degree of adherence to an original
program model is a recent phenomenon” (Blakely et al 1987, p. 258).
An increasingly educated public and growing public sector led organizational bodies,
such as Congress, to demand empirical and scientific basis to theories, decisions, and actions
(Albaek, 1996; Mark et al., 2000). This push from eminence to evidence has boosted the use and
necessity of systematic empiricism involving experiments, replicability and justification for
results; adding legitimacy to knowledge and evaluative rigor to sense-making (Albaek, 1996;
Chen, 1990; Whitehurst, 2004). Public skepticism of bureaucracy and the distancing from the
“just trusting authority” mindset, has led to this need for transparency (Albaek, 1996;
Whitehurst, 2004).
The public’s need for legitimacy and justification is evident in the plethora of legislation
pushing for accountability and transparency in public sectors in recent decades. While evidencedriven research has been a standard in the healthcare and clinical fields, the emphasis in
education and the social sciences is more recent. In this age of accountability, under the 2001
mandate of No Child Left Behind, the 2008 Federal enactment of Race to the Top, and the
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subsequent 2015 enactment of the Every Student Succeeds Act, the pressure is on for schools to
enact effective programs with validity and reliability evidence (Century & Cassata, 2016). This
evidentiary focus and the acceptance that implementers are an integral part of implementation,
has increased the spotlight on FoI within the social sciences as well (Rogers, 2003, p. 180).
As attention has grown on the need for accountability and evidence-based programs, the
renewed draw to measuring FoI has been seen in not only the increase in publications and
academic presentations surrounding FoI, but also in the creation of the Implementation Science
Journal in 2006 (Century & Cassata, 2016). The interest and necessity for FoI research and
measurement has also been echoed by major funding agencies. In recent years, funding
institutions, such as the National Institute for Health (NIH) and the U.S Department of Education
Institute of Education Sciences (IES), have realized the influence implementation can have on
program efficacy, and now require testing of efficacy of the program, as well as description and
measurement of implementation (Lastica & O’Donnell, 2007; Mowbray et al., 2003). The
Investing in Innovation (i3) Fund has linked “funding to a program’s quality and extent of
existing evidence showing that the program can indeed improve […] outcomes”, and the ability
of researchers and evaluators to provide “detailed information about implementation” (Meyers &
Brandt, 2015, p.2). IES, established under the Education Sciences Reform Act of 2002, in their
2006 Request for Applications, required researchers to detail measures of FoI and in their 2015
Call for Proposals required researchers to “describe sufficient implementation” (Century &
Cassata, 2016, p. 51) of the program (Meyers & Brandt, 2015; U.S. Department of Education
Institute of Education Sciences, 2006; 2015). The ability to provide evidence-based answers to
these questions of what works, for whom, and under what conditions, has been directly tied to
funding from both public and private funding organizations.
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Importance of Measurement of Fidelity of Implementation
The increasingly common requirement by funders for conceptualizations and measures of
FoI stems from the generally agreed upon notion that measurement of FoI is necessary, as it
provides validity support for successful program outcomes while also providing further insight
into why a program may not have performed as expected (Mowbray et al., 2003; Sanetti & Reed,
2012). There are many reasons as to why an intervention may have produced unexpected results
or performed unpredictably. The key practice in determining whether or not a program is
functioning as prescribed by the developers, and to what extent, is measurement of FoI (Century
& Cassata, 2016; Century et al., 2010; Dane & Schneider, 1998).
Although an essential aspect of unpacking reasons for a program’s success or lack
thereof, FoI is referred to as the “‘black box’ of evaluating effectiveness of interventions” due to
the shroud of uncertainty that still surrounds this topic (Century et al, 2010, p. 199). The concept
of a “black box” comes from the idea that the inputs and outputs of a program are known, but
what occurs in between is not known (Funnell & Rogers, 2011). Applying that concept to FoI,
Century et al., (2010) use the term “black box” to refer to the idea that one can identify the inputs
and outputs of a program but determining “why, how, and under what conditions” the program
works is unknown (p. 199).
A fully-specified program theory aids in the opening of this box by making clear what
causal mechanisms are causing the observed outcomes (Funnell & Rogers, 2011). The question
of “under what conditions” is based in contingency theory, with effectiveness of the program
theory requiring good fit between the characteristics of the program and the conditions of the
environment (Albaek, 1996, Galbraith, 1973). Funnell and Rogers (2011) unpack the use of
program theory as a means to interpret evaluation findings. Program theory lays out the
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program’s inputs, hypothesized processes, outputs, and outcomes (Rogers & Funnell, 2011).
Measurement of FoI examines whether or not the intended program inputs (e.g. curriculum or
intervention) are in fact implemented as intended (process). Clearly defining and measuring
every aspect of the program theory is essential for the appropriate and valid interpretation of the
results. Dependent upon where the successes and breakdowns were in the program model, one
can determine how to interpret the results.
Table 1, adapted from Funnell and Rogers (2011), shows how program theory can be
used to interpret evaluation findings. Table 1 can be explained using a curriculum as its input.
Implementation in Table 1 is not synonymous with fidelity of implementation. As seen in row 1
of the table, if there was a failure in the inputs, such as no curriculum was given to the teachers
to give to the students, the program was not implemented at all, hence why Funnell and Rogers
termed it implementation failure. The second row of Table 1 is where fidelity of implementation
lies. If the curriculum was given to the teachers but they did not implement it, it is an adherence
failure. If the curriculum was given to teachers and used, yet student learning does not increase,
there is a breakdown in the theory about what causes this increase in learning. When a
curriculum if given, used, and creates the expected outputs as evidence in the outcomes, then
there is support for the program theory.
Table 1
Interpretation of Evaluation Findings Based on Program Theory
Stages of Program Theory
Interpretation
Inputs

Process

Outputs

Outcomes

X

X

X

X

Implementation failure
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√

X

X

X

Engagement or adherence failure
(first causal link)

√

√

X

X

Theory failure (early causal link)

√

√

√

√

Consistent with theory

√

√

√/X

√/X

Partial theory failure (works in some
contexts)

√

√

X

√

Theory failure (different causal path)

Note. Adapted from Funnel and Rogers (2011).

Without measurement of FoI, it is impossible to differentiate between programs which
fail due to poor program theory and those which fail due to poor or improper implementation
(Century et al., 2010). A program with poor implementation, such as the one seen in row 1 of
Table 1, may be viewed as ineffective and discontinued when in reality, the intended program
itself was not tested, rather an alternative form of the program. Even partial implementation of
the program may lead to an underrepresentation of the program’s potential to influence
outcomes.
Nonsignificant findings in the program’s outcome may lead a researcher to fail to reject a
null hypothesis, correctly so, but researcher interpretations of this non-significance may lead to
possibly incorrect inferences from this failure to reject (Carroll et al., 2007). Measuring FoI helps
to lessen the risk of a Type III error rate, defined as, “a failure to detect significant effects of an
intervention related to inadequate implementation” (Yamada, Stevens, Sidani, and Watt-Watson,
2015, p. 583). In the context of FoI, if the program did not in fact show significant results, one
should fail to reject the null hypothesis, but if the program was not implemented properly then
program inadequacy may not be the reason for non-significance. Failure to reject for incorrect
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reasons is also known as a “phantom” program problem, referring to Type III error as measuring
something that does not truly exist, since the program that was intended to be implemented was
not, and therefore cannot be measured (Dobson & Cook, 1980). This “phantom” program
problem has implications for the internal validity of conclusions about the effectiveness of the
program, since conclusions surrounding the influence of the independent variable on the
dependent variable cannot be made without the independent variable being implemented as
intended (Sanetti & Reed, 2012).
FoI serves as a manipulation check, ensuring the independent variable was manipulated
as intended, and if not, accounts for ambiguous or unintended outcomes (Moncher & Prinz,
1991; Mowbray et al., 2003). Programs with high outcomes and high fidelity can use the FoI
measurement as a source of internal validity evidence, as it serves to discount alternatives
(Moncher & Prinz, 1991).
Measures of FoI have implications for external validity as well. If the program was not
implemented as intended, one not only cannot support claims about the relationship between the
independent and dependent variables, as seen above, this relationship also cannot generalize
(Sanetti & Reed, 2012). FoI also provides evidence for external validity by providing
documentation and guidelines for replication of the results (Mowbray et al., 2003).
Randomized control trials (RCTs) are often used to weed out confounding variables and
provide evidence that it is the program that is causing the change in outcomes. RCTs are not
always possible, especially in non-clinical environments. Constant monitoring of FoI allows one
to identify possible confounding variables and make conclusions about higher order constructs
(Sanetti & Reed, 2012).
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Lastly, statistical conclusion validity is influenced by measures of FoI. The existence and
strength of the covariation between the inputs and the outcome can only be examined if the
implementation of the inputs is measured. If the implementation is poor and the program is not
administered as intended, there can be increased variability in the outcomes, leading to lower
effect sizes and less statistical power to detect significant effects (Sanetti & Reed, 2012; Yamada
et al., 2015). If FoI is well-measured, it can increase the statistical power in an outcome study if
FoI acts as a moderator, explaining the variance found in the outcomes (Mowbray et al., 2003).
DuBois et al., (2001) found that programs that monitored FoI found effect sizes three times
larger than those who did not, and Derzon, Sale, Springer, and Brounstein (2005) found that
programs which were implemented properly have mean effect sizes two to three times higher
than those improperly or poorly implemented, with mean effect sizes up to twelve times higher
in ideal circumstances (Durlak & DuPre, 2008).
Once a program is established, continual monitoring of FoI can allow researchers to
correlate levels of fidelity with outcomes and make improvements or adjustments as needed
(Mowbray et al., 2003). Continual monitoring also provides the opportunity to establish a
“minimal” fidelity score, demonstrating at what minimum level of fidelity the intended program
outcomes still occur (McLeod, Southam-Gerow, & Weisz, 2009) Further advancing programs,
FoI, when measured in both the treatment and control groups, can provide a manipulation check
to ensure components of the treatment are not also found in the control, and to allow a clearer
calculation of the achieved relative strength of the intervention as implemented (Bond et al.,
2000; Dhillon et al., 2015; Hulleman & Cordray, 2009).
Tensions
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Although there is general consensus across fields for the necessity of focus on evidencebased evaluation of program effectiveness and implementation, fields have been operating more
or less in silos, leading to disparate research and a disconnect between fields, in some cases.
Research into issues of implementation occurred in the health field and education fields almost
simultaneously, however FoI research in education has not kept pace with the progress in the
health field, specifically with medicine and clinical psychology (O’Donnell, 2008). Some authors
have argued that the reason for this gap may be that clinically-based fields, such as medicine,
focus on evidence and systematic analysis, whereas environmentally-based fields, such as
education, still focus on professional wisdom (Hansen, 2014; Whitehurst, 2004). Additionally,
the use of clinical settings verses environmental settings sets healthcare apart from many of the
other fields focused on FoI. Hansen (2014) argues that environmental interventions, such as
those found in schools, contain additional contextual elements and gray areas not found in the
black and white clinical environment. In clinical environments, fidelity and adherence are
essentially interchangeable, whereas in education and other social sciences, this comparison is
muddied (Hansen, 2014). Despite the greater progress of the clinically-based fields in terms of
FoI, there is still much to be learned and improved, regardless of field.
Lack of reporting.
Many authors credit a gap between theory and practice as an impetus for the disconnect
between and within fields, drawing attention to the generally supported importance of
measurement of FoI, followed by a stark lack of measurement and reporting of FoI in scholarly
journals (Fixsen et al., 2005; Munter, Garrison, Wilhelm, Cobb, & Cordray, 2014). Reviews of
literature for the past thirty years, consistently point to a dearth of measurement and reporting of
FoI (e.g. Dane & Schneider, 1998; Domitrovich & Greenberg, 2000; Greshman et al, 1993; Li et
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al., 2016). In the health and mental health field, Dane & Schneider (1998) conducted a survey of
the literature, finding only 39 of the 162 assessed evaluations contained details for how fidelity
could be documented (1998). Just over a decade later, reviews of health and mental health
literature reached the same conclusion that few studies were adequately measuring fidelity
(McLeod et al., 2009). Only 32.2% of studies used some form of fidelity check and of those,
3.5% adequately measured FoI (McLeod et al., 2009). A more recent systematic review of the
literature conducted by Li et al. (2016), found only 175 articles between 2013-2015, across the
fields of health, social work, and education, which empirically examined FoI. The lack of
measurement and reporting of FoI data may be due to a fear that poor implementation results
may jeopardize publishing of the paper or spoil the results of the study (Dane & Schneider, 1998;
Felner, Phillips, DuBois, & Lease, 1991; Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2008). This idea is further
supported by the fact that most articles which did report fidelity data yielded high levels of
fidelity (at least 80%) (Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2008). The lack of measuring and reporting of FoI
stunts the growth of research in these areas because one cannot learn from what others have done
if no one is reporting it.
Despite the agreed upon importance of measuring fidelity and the push from funders to
create and include fidelity conceptualizations and measures in research, there is no agreed upon
or systematic way to approach, measure, or conceptualize FoI (Century & Cassata, 2016). The
lack of specificity in the funding requirements mixed with the dearth of reporting of fidelity
results and the lack of communication between fields, has led to researchers and evaluators to
flood the fidelity landscape with measures, conceptualizations and approaches. The variability
between fields, as well as a lack of consensus on terminology, conceptualization, measurement
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techniques, and criteria for success both within and across fields has led to FoI research and
practice being riddled with debates, tensions and slow progress.
Lack of consensus on terminology.
Despite the general agreement on a simplistic definition of FoI: the extent to which a
program was implemented as intended, systematic reviews of FoI literature across fields have
consistently reported a lack of unanimity surrounding the conceptualization of FoI components
and their operational definitions (Century et al., 2010; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Mowbray et al.,
2003; O’Donnell, 2008). The absence of consensus has created “no shared basis for measuring
and discussing FoI”, which deters exchange of ideas and comparison of programs and/or theories
across contexts (Century et al, 2010, p. 200). This discrepancy stems, in part, from failure of
researchers to incorporate existing frameworks and build accessible conversations around
definitions and models (Century, Cassata, Rudnick, & Freeman, 2012). Researchers often
overlap in the underlying concepts but use of different terminology, definitions and structure of
constructs, leading to the inability to form a growing conversation (Damschroder, Aron, and
Keith, et al, 2009). Gresham, Gansle, and Noell, (1993) found that two thirds of studies in their
review of fidelity of implementation lacked operational definitions for their components.
Without operational definitions, one cannot replicate or truly interpret the results (Century et al.,
2012). With divergent models being used, often with varying operational definitions of
terminology as well, it is impossible to compare data from those who actually do report FoI data,
because they are measuring different things, with different tools and with differing levels of
specificity (Century & Cassata, 2014; Levy, Pasquale, & Marco, 2008).
Dane & Schneider’s five dimensions model serves as one of the most widely cited
fidelity models which contains: adherence, exposure, quality of delivery, participant
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responsiveness, and program differentiation (1998; Century & Cassata, 2016). The five
dimensions can be seen in some form or fashion throughout fidelity literature, but often
researchers use only a portion of the five dimensions or use the same terminology but with
different operational definitions (O’Donnell, 2008). Language within FoI literature is “neither
universally applied, nor universally understood”. Despite the frequency of citing of the five
dimensions, these terms have “one meaning for an evaluation staff and a very different meaning
for practitioners” (Hansen, 2014, p.336). Preliminary results from a recent systematic literature
review support the claim that although components of the five dimensions are the most
frequently cited core components of fidelity, there is no consensus in their use and definitions (Li
et al., 2016). The most cited component of the five dimensions is adherence, which is at times
used synonymously with the general definition of FoI (O’Donnell, 2008; Li et al., 2016).
Adherence is also, however, conceptualized separately from the general definition of FoI, as
including particular program components, and/or doing specific activities a precise number of
times (Century et al., 2012).
Currently, conducting reviews of FoI literature is difficult due to the lack of common
terminology and conceptual definitions (Fixsen et al., 2005; Li et al., 2016; Sanetti & Reed,
2012). Reviews of literature have found that a multitude of terms are used to refer to FoI
including implementation fidelity, program integrity, treatment integrity, fidelity, degree of
implementation, or degree of enactment (Corday & Pion, 2006; O’Donnell, 2008; Sanetti &
Kratchowill, 2009). In addition to having to locate research using these key words, the
components that make up FoI differ in terminology and conceptual definition of the components.
Two studies may use the same terminology in reference to components but define them
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differently, or they may use two different terms in reference to a component that is defined in the
same manner.
Fidelity models.
Although the models used to conceptualize or measure FoI vary vastly between studies,
fields, and researchers or evaluators, they can be summed up as belonging to one of two
approaches: a context-independent approach or a context-dependent approach (Li et al., 2016).
Stemming from a theory-based model, the context-dependent approach relies on the
creation and testing of a program theory. As seen in Table 1, testing of a program theory is
essential to appropriately interpret evaluation results, and also to add validity support to findings.
Once a program theory has been determined to have sufficient evidence as to its effectiveness,
one can measure fidelity to determine how closely aligned implementation was with the intended
program theory. This program-theory approach is seen as context-dependent due to the fact that
the elements that make up the fidelity measures are specific to that program and the program
theory is based upon what is believed to be occurring in that program specifically. Due to the
context-dependent nature of program theories, it is not plausible to cut and paste program theory
across contexts.
The desire to test program theories influenced the work of Sechrest & Cordray, who were
concerned that in evaluations there was not enough concern with examining the treatment
(Cordray, & Pion, 2006; Hulleman, & Cordray, 2009; Lipsey, & Cordray, 2000; Sechrest &
Redner, 1979; Sechrest, West, Phillips, Redner, & Yeaton, 1979). While measures of fidelity can
stand-alone, they can also be used to examine differentiations between the expected and
observed level of treatment receipt for both treatment and control groups in a randomized control
trial (RCT). Variations between intended and received treatment, in both the control and
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treatment groups has implications for program outcomes (Weiss, Bloom, and Brock, 2014). In
the context of an RCT, the outcome for a participant is dependent on the achieved fidelity of the
treatment, or the treatment strength (Cordray & Pion, 2006). Hulleman and Cordray (2009)
describe the difference between the expected strength of the treatment (T for the treatment
Tx

group or T for the control group) and the observed treatment strength (t for the treatment group
C

tx

and t for the control group) as infidelity. This measure of fidelity (or infidelity) allows one to
c

determine the achieved relative strength of the treatment by comparing the actual treatment
strength observed for the treatment and control groups (t -t ). Achieved relative strength displays
tx

c

the impact of the treatment, as enacted, above and beyond “business-as-usual” (Hulleman &
Cordray, 2009, p. 91). See Cordray and Pion (2006) or Hulleman and Cordray (2009) for an indepth description of the role of fidelity and achieved relative strength.
While the context-dependent approach is focused on the fidelity to a program model
specific to that context, the context-independent approach provides a structure for
conceptualizing and/or measuring FoI across programs and context. In this approach, FoI is
conceptualized as an external framework which can be applied to programs. Although there are a
multitude of frames that can be used in this approach, the most-commonly cited contextindependent frame is the five-dimensions framework proposed by Dane and Schneider (1998;
Century et al., 2010; Li, et al., 2016). This frame provides five dimensions through which fidelity
can be measured: adherence, exposure, quality of delivery, program differentiation, and
participant responsiveness. How each of these dimensions are measured may differ between
program, as that is dependent on the type of program or context of the program, but the existence
of the dimensions is independent. Use of a context-independent approach, such as the five
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dimensions, allows researchers and evaluators to compare fidelity across programs and contexts,
to some extent.
The two-pronged approach of structure components verses process components is a
secondary context-independent approach to FoI, which is frequently found in bits and pieces
throughout the literature (Century et al., 2010; Mowbray et al., 2003; Wang et al., 1984). The
terminology of structure verses process is widely used, but what makes up these components
varies greatly. The initial two-prong approach as proposed by Wang et al. (1984) webs out to
include procedural and educative components within the structure prong, and pedagogical and
student engagement components within process prong in the framework outlined by Century et
al. (2010). Century et al. (2010) also map their framework onto the five dimensions to show
similarities and differences (Dane & Schneider, 1998). Structure focuses on the “framework for
service delivery” whereas process centers on “the ways in which services are delivered”
(Mowbray et al., 2003, p. 318). Typically, structural components are more often used and/or
measured over process components since they can be more easily measured by quantitative
checklists whereas more intensive qualitative observational methodologies are necessary to
measure process components (Sanetti et al., 2011; Mowbray et al., 2003).
These frameworks are by no stretch of the imagination the only two frameworks used
within FoI research. They often are jumping-off points for developers to create measures which
are program-specific. Although adherence accounted for 59.5% of FoI reported measures in
2015, a recent literature review found that 36.9% of studies used “other” models of fidelity that
were study specific (Li et al., 2016). Li et al. (2016) also found that at least half of the time,
study authors created their own tools for evaluating FoI compared to the 22% who used existing
tools and the 16% who adapted existing tools for their own use.
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Criteria for success.
A third area of tension in FoI is differing ideas as to what constitutes fidelity or high
fidelity. Some authors argue that the debate as to what constitutes success in terms of fidelity
centers on a disconnect between theory and practice (Bishop et al., 2014). The argument is based
on the inconsistency between conceptualization and operationalization of definitions of FoI.
Since FoI is often defined as the degree to which a program or intervention was enacted as
intended, any divergence from what was intended can be seen as infidelity. This aligns with
conceptual definitions of FoI that consider FoI to be isomorphic with adherence. In practice,
however, the benchmark for fidelity is often not 100% adherence. This is due to the belief that in
naturalistic settings, it is not realistic to attain 100% adherence (Bishop et al., 2014; Durlak &
DuPre, 2008). Categorizing implementation as high, medium, or low is arbitrary due to a lack of
agreement on what amount of implementation is sufficient (Century & Cassata, 2016). What
could be considered low fidelity in one study could constitute high fidelity in another (Durlak &
DuPre, 2008). In the literature, what represents high fidelity ranges from around 60% into the
high 80% range (Durlak & Dupre; Hansen, 2014; Trigwell et al., 2015). For example, Botvin et
al. (1995), found significant results when implementation levels were above 65%, whereas in
Wang and Ellett (1982), 85% implementation was considered a high degree of implementation.
One of the lowest benchmarks for high fidelity is seen in Trigwell et al. (2015), with the
necessity of greater than or equal to 67% adherence for implementation success.
Adaptation versus adherence.
A central tension within FoI research and practice, and the focus of this study, is the
debate between the roles of adherence and adaptation in relation to program components (Castro
et al., 2004; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Li et al., 2016, Mowbray et al., 2003). This debate occurs
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on a program-level and focuses on the juxtaposition between implementing programs and
interventions with strict adherence to the program as outlined by the developer, and programs
which are context-dependent, culturally responsive, and aligned with the needs of the
participants (Castro et al., 2004).
This reason for the selection of this debate is two-fold. First, the longevity of the tension
between roles of adherence and adaptation in fidelity speaks to the importance of this debate.
Since the realization of implementation as an important factor in program effectiveness studies
and evaluations, authors have been alluding to or directly mentioning the existence of a tension
between adaptation and adherence. Hall and Loucks (1977) unveiled a Levels of Use (LoU)
framework which not only linked use to outcomes but also inherently built in elements of both
adaptation and adherence. Blakely et al.’s (1987) article mentions the “Fidelity-Adaptation
Debate” in the title (p. 253), and Dane and Schneider’s seminal piece in 1998, which unveiled
the five dimensions model, also describes the “fidelity/adaptation debate” (p. 25). Fast forward to
present day, and this debate is still of prominence in fidelity research, as seen by discussions in
Carroll et al., (2007), and Century and Cassata (2016). This debate was also chosen as the focus
for this study due to the implications for practice that this debate can have. An individual’s views
on the role of adaptation and adherence can have implications for how a person defines fidelity,
the design of the study or evaluation, what is measured and how, criteria for success, and even
interpretations that can be made from the data.
Theoretical Framework
Century and Cassata (2016) proposed three perspectives on the adherence-adaptation
debate that are present in the literature: pro-adherence, pro-adaptation, and productive
adaptation. These perspectives draw together and build upon previously theorized groupings
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presented in preceding literature (e.g. Blakely et al., 1987; Carroll et al., 2007; Dane &
Schneider, 1998). Some authors have used the terms fidelity and adherence interchangeably,
hence the term “pro-fidelity” rather than pro-adherence (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Century and
Cassata, 2016). This study, however, will use the term pro-adherence instead due to the belief
that fidelity and adherence are not necessarily synonymous, and also for the sake of continuity
and clarity of language.
Pro-adherence.
Advocates of strict adherence, or the pro-adherence perspective, subscribe to the idea that
the components of the program, as outlined by the developers, should be followed verbatim in
order to maintain the integrity of the program. The key arguments in support of strict adherence
to the prescribed program model center around four key ideas: adherence is the historically
dominant perspective, the need to maintain established program theory, a belief that adherence
will lead to improved program outcomes, and the dearth of evidence surrounding the influence of
adaptation on program theory and outcomes (Century & Cassata, 2016).
The pro-adherence viewpoint has historically dominated the conversations surrounding
implementation (Century & Cassata, 2016). This viewpoint is rooted in the focus on rigorous
validation efforts of newly-developed programs during the social program boom of the 1960’s
and 1970’s (Havelock, 1969). The Research, Development, and Diffusion model (RD&D) served
as a central model during the process of program evaluations during this period (Blakely et al,
1987). Similarly, Emshoff et al. (1987) used a rational comprehensive model of programs to
examine implementation with there being only “one definitive programmatic solution”, and
therefore once it is found via efficacy and/or effectiveness studies, the program should be
implemented verbatim (O’Donnell, 2008, p. 48). These models focused on quantitative
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evaluations and validation of program components and uses. Results from evaluation of the
program were held in high regard and institutions adopted said programs as “passive consumers”
(p. 254).
The focus on rationalism in the pro-adherence viewpoints also seeds itself in the
dominant views of knowledge utilization literature (Rich, 1997). Taking an evaluation
perspective to knowledge utilization literature, one can see historically, this literature is replete
with a desire for structure and precision as a means to overcome bias and human error in
knowledge utilization (Rich, 1997). A key issue for knowledge utilization in an evaluation
framework is the question of what constitutes success, and this issue serves to differentiate
between the historical rationalistic viewpoint of the pro-adherence stance, and the progressive
pro-adaptation perspective (Blakely et al., 1987; Rich, 1997). In the pro-adherence viewpoint
success is in providing validity evidence for the efficacy and/or effectiveness of a program.
Figuring out what works is of paramount importance.
The traditional pro-adherence viewpoint also centers on the relationship between fidelity
and adherence definitions. Although fidelity and adherence have been conceptualized as separate
concepts, as mentioned previously, definitions of FoI and adherence are often interchangeable in
the literature (O’Donnell, 2008). Dane & Schneider (1998), for example define FoI (referred to
as integrity) as “the degree to which specified procedures are implemented as planned” (p. 23,
referring to Gresham et al., 1993). In the same paper, they define adherence, a theorized
component of fidelity, as, “the extent to which specified program components were delivered as
prescribed in program manuals” (p. 45). O’Donnell (2008), reviewed over 100 FoI articles in K12 education, and found that overall FoI was synonymous with adherence. A recent systematic
literature review found that 32% of articles examining FoI used the term adherence in their
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definition of FoI, with adherence being the most cited component of FoI at 53.7% of studies
measuring adherence (Li et al., 2016). Century et al. (2010), do not use adherence as a
component of FoI due to their agreement with Dusenbury et al. (2003) and Ruiz-Primo (2005)
that the two terms are essentially interchangeable. If the two concepts are interchangeable, then
the argument is that one cannot have fidelity without adherence. Building on this, the
measurement benefits of increased experimental validity, replicability, and the ability to compare
studies is reliant on high levels of adherence.
A secondary stronghold for the pro-adherence viewpoint is the need for maintenance of
the established causal mechanisms. Program theory is an essential component of the adherence
argument due to the focus on validity. As seen in Table 1 above and the preceding discussion,
the inputs of a program influence the subsequent processes, outputs, and outcomes. Use of FoI
measures along with a program’s theory can serve to provide evidence for the establishment of
the program theory, contribute to all four types of experimental validity, and ensure that the
inferences made from the program outcomes have validity evidence. These program theories
may be tested in efficacy trials, in which the developers test whether or not implementation of
the program model leads to expected outcomes (e.g. improved student scores or a decrease in
maladaptive behavior). These trials typically are conducted in a more-controlled environment, in
which there is adequate funding, resources, buy-in, and components are implemented as
prescribed (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Mihalic, 2002). Since efficacy studies are typically
completed with optimal conditions, in more naturalistic settings it is seen as imperative to
implement as prescribed to try to emulate the results seen in the efficacy studies. Once
establishment of program efficacy occurs in the trials, “programs must be implemented with
fidelity to the original model to preserve the behavior change mechanisms that made the original
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model effective” (Mihalic, 2002, p. 1, referencing Arthur & Blitz, 2000). As seen in Table 1, any
changes in implementation of the inputs may alter the process (casual mechanism), which in turn
can alter the outputs and subsequent outcomes. Because the implementation is tested at 100% or
near 100% adherence in the efficacy study, drifting from these standards can render the program
ineffective (Mihalic, 2002).
In line with this thinking is the importance for adherence when scaling up the program. If
a program theory can be supported with empirical data, then it provides appropriate ground work
for scaling up (Fixsen et al., 2005). A program model with evidence for the included components
is necessary before one wishes to take a program beyond the current site(s) to a more expansive
implementation (O’Donnell, 2008). If a program was deemed effective at the original site, yet
FoI was not measured or maintained, then the program may not perform as expected in
additional sites because it was in fact a different program being implemented at the original site
than intended.
Thirdly, meta-analysis of implementation studies has shown a link between higher levels
of fidelity and higher program outcomes (Botvin et al., 1990; Greshman et al., 1993; Mihalic,
2002). During a review of the literature, O’Donnell (2008) found that all five studies examined
had statistically significantly higher outcomes with higher levels of fidelity in K-12 programs.
Durlak and DuPre (2008) examined more than 500 studies in physical health and education and
found strong empirical evidence to support this link as well. An example of this link can be
found in the evaluation of a positive action program in Florida, in which only students who
received the program in its entirety (100% adherence) had significant effects on outcome. A very
interesting example that shows how important adherence may be is in a study of a life skills
training program in New York by Botvin, Baker, Dusenbury, Botvin and Diaz (1995). During the
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course of this study, it was found that the control group had better outcomes than the teacher-led
treatment group. This may have led to discontinuation of the program, yet in looking at FoI, it
was found that teachers who scored at least an 80% on FoI measures had statistically
significantly better outcomes than teachers with less adherence (Mihalic, 2002).
Studies have also supported the necessity of all components of a program, both structural
and procedural, to maintain higher outcomes (Allen, Philliber & Hoggson, 1990; Hansen, et al.,
1991; Mihalic, 2002). The two major components of FoI that get a great deal of focus in the
literature are adherence and dosage due to the greater ease of measuring these structural
components (Mowbray et al., 2003). There is evidence that supports an increase in effectiveness
of programs with increased dosage, yet there is evidence that quality of delivery and participant
responsiveness also significantly moderate outcomes (Allen et al., 1990; Hansen et al., 1991;
Mihalic, 2002).
A final point in the pro-adherence viewpoint is that adapting a successful program theory
is a mistake because it is unknown how that adaptation will influence the causal mechanisms and
the outcomes (Drake et al., 2001; Szulanski & Winter, 2002). The last two points essentially
build to this point. If there is a program with established efficacy and/or effectiveness, altering it
can impact the causal mechanisms, the subsequent outputs and outcomes, as well as muddying
what inferences one can make from the results, since it is not the same program that was
originally tested. In adding or deleting content, or even delivering the content in a different
manner, the causal mechanisms may not change in the same way or at the same rate, causing the
outputs and outcomes to differ (Dariotis, Bumbarger, Duncan, & Greenberg, 2008; Fagan,
Arthur, Hanson, Briney, & Hawkins, 2011). Without adherence to the tested program theory, it is
once again difficult to differentiate between program theory failure or implementation failure.
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Due to the preferable conditions of an efficacy study, if expected outcomes fail, it is reasonable
to attribute this to theory failure as opposed to program failure. Use of strict adherence as a
requirement is necessary in order to differentiate between implementation failure or a program
theory failure due to the theory not performing as expected in a different context or naturalistic
setting. Returning to Table X, if one tests the program theory by faithfully implementing the
program components as written, then it is possible to determine possible theory failure through
the realization that the program theory does not function the same in particular settings. This can
lead to the refinement of a program and in answering the key questions of “for whom” and
“under what conditions” a program works. If everyone implements the program differently, it
would not be possible to ascertain the proper program theory of how that theory differs between
contexts.
Pro-adaptation.
The pro-adaptation viewpoint states that program components do not need to be delivered
verbatim, rather they can be modified or adapted to better suit the needs of the context or
situation (Century & Cassata, 2016). Whereas the pro-adherence perspective believes the
program components must be delivered verbatim, the pro-adaptation perspective believes that all
program components can be altered to provide the best possible fit for the context. The proadaptation perspective stresses that perfect implementation or adherence is not feasible and that
“adaptation is the rule not exception” (Castro et al., 2004, p. 44, referring to Schinke et al.,
2002). Proponents for the allowance of adaptation of program components center their
arguments on three key points: adaptation is supported by progressions in the knowledge
utilization literature, modifications for contextual relevance promote better outcomes, and
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adaptations encourage increased buy-in and sustainability (Century & Cassata, 2016; McGrew,
Bond, Dietzen & Saylers, 1994; Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2009).
Although the dominant or historical knowledge utilization literature is centered on
rationality and linear analysis, current literature has drifted to question whether or not the
rationalistic perspective is realistic since knowledge is now, in some perspectives, viewed as
non-linear (Rich, 1997; Zaltman, 1979). The dominance of rationalism has remained due to the
perceived bias against experience and common sense in favor of scientifically-based information
as well as the “persistence of the status quo” (Grimshaw,1999, p.11; Zaltman, 1979). Rich
(1997), however, says that we need to break away from this dominance and, “free ourselves from
the shackles of the so-called input/output analyses” because this linear view doesn’t consider
external variables or that knowledge can have more than one effect (p. 23). Focusing on one
effect of knowledge, or one output, can underestimate the impact of a program (Rich, 1997).
Programs and knowledge creation and utilization does not occur in a vacuum, rather it is
important to embrace complexity (Century & Cassata, 2016). That complexity includes the fact
that, “independent variables are not all knowable and do not all behave uniformly at all times;
both end-users and innovations are co-evolving” (Century & Cassata, 2016, p. 70, referring to
Nespor, 2002; Preskill, Gopal, Mack, & Cook, 2014). The way in which knowledge functions in
one context may not be how it functions in another context, and certain external variables such as
cultural background, language, or socio-economic background can change what knowledge looks
like. Viewing knowledge utilization as a one-size-fits-all model, the idea that because program
theory functions effectively in some contexts, that it’ll work in all contexts, doesn’t consider
unintended consequences that can occur (Dunn, 1983). In the case of an educational intervention,
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adhering to the status-quo may do more harm than adaptation by not meeting the needs of the
students in that context.
Knowledge utilization literature embracing knowledge as a social construct does not
disregard the importance of research and development (R&D) in a rational linear way, but rather
says that this process of knowledge creation and use occurs during implementation as well
(Zaltman, 1979). This continuation of creation and use occurs by the “’users’ rather than
‘producers’” at this stage (Zaltman, 1979, p. 83). Therefore, the theories and processes
examined in effectiveness studies can then be modified by the implementers to find ways to
improve the program for the context at hand. Pro-adherence views of the developer prescribing
implementation as opposed to those actually implementing the program “on the ground” is
referred to by advocates of adaptation as an “outsider’s perspective” (Century & Cassata, 2016,
p. 62, in reference to Buxton et al., 2015). Those outside the actual implementation site may in
fact benefit from allowing those familiar with the context of interest to provide input. Mimura &
Griffiths (2003) asserted that although the work of theorists often influence practitioners, not
often enough do theorists readjust theory based on practitioner experience. Again, this points to
the idea of adherence and adaptation perhaps being a disconnect between theory and practice.
Modification to the program components also aligns with basic assumptions of
contingency theory. Contingency theory, a form of organizational theory, assumes that there is
“no best way to organize,” and that what is effective in one circumstance may not be effective in
another (Albaek, 1996, p. 5, in reference to Galbraith, 1973). Galbraith (1973) advocated that not
everything is meant to be evaluated in terms of effectiveness, but rather the concern should be
with uncovering a sense of direction or unearthing norms and meaning (Albaek, 1996).
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A second key point for advocates of adaptation is that modifications to support contextual
relevance promote better outcomes (Dane & Schneider, 1998). The logic behind adaptations and
how they may be beneficial to the program is two-fold with first, adaptation being necessary to
overcome barriers and second, adaptation contributing to positive infidelity. First, advocates of
adaptation generally concur that attaining 100% fidelity is not realistic, especially with barriers
to complete adherence such as language constraints, lack of resources, or cultural disconnect
(Bishop et al., 2014). Implementation sites with participants of a particular cultural background
may need modifications to the program in terms of translating materials to the native language of
the participants, or even modifying interactions and content to include cultural nuances (Castro et
al., 2004). Castro et al. (2004) break cultural adaptations into two categories: modification of
names, faces, or scenarios to better match the participants’ culture or a deeper modification
including changing actual content or the format of the program to better suit the values, beliefs,
or practices of a culture. Dariotis et al. (2008) found an association between sites who asserted
having the most substantial barriers and sites with the lowest adherence rates, while Ringwalt et
al. (2002) attributed only 15% of teachers following the curriculum of study with adequate
adherence to program incompatibility with the context (Bishop et al., 2014).
The second component of the logic behind adaptations and how they may be beneficial to
the program, is that adaptations of the program may improve the program’s capability, not just to
a specific context, but in general, via positive infidelity (Cordray & Hulleman, 2009). The
infidelity is positive because although one is altering the content or delivery of the content, it is
done so in a way that improves the effectiveness of the program. The previous mention of
adaptation focuses on adaptations for cultural or language purposes, whereas positive infidelity
includes the original material but goes above and beyond the prescribed program. Munter et al.
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(2014) included measures for positive infidelity in their evaluation of a mathematics tutoring
intervention and concluded that methods that went beyond those in the prescribed intervention
such as re-voicing, using different strategies to solve problems, and comparing strategies were
not only permissible but also were correlated positively with other aspects of FoI such as quality
of delivery. The authors interpreted this to mean that inclusion of these methods could aid in
refinement of the intervention. The idea of use of adaptation for refinement also resonates with
elements of current knowledge utilization literature, which believes that local adaptations by
users can refine program components, which in turn refines the theory, rather than completely
restructuring it (Zaltman, 1979).
Several empirical studies support adaptations as improving outcomes including Berman
& McLaughlin (1976), Blakely et al. (1987), McGraw et al. (1996), and Kerr et al. (1985).
Blakely et al. (1987) examined adaptation in education and criminal justice programs and found
adaptations, in the form of additions, were positively related to improved program effectiveness,
although the authors cautioned that with each increasing addition, the causal mechanisms could
be affected. Berman & McLaughlin (1976) go as far as to say that FoI assessments are
unnecessary since adherence is not a key goal, rather constant adaptation to better fit the context
in which the program is being implemented. Of note is that Datta (1981), challenged Berman &
McLaughlin’s (1976) study due to their use of “loosely defined policy statements” as opposed to
using “well-specified interventions” (Dane & Schneider, 1998, p. 26). The definition of FoI used
by Berman & McLaughlin (1977) focused on fidelity to the program’s “own goals, different as
they might be for each project” (p.50). This definition seems to point to the idea that each
context can have their own goals. Sanetti & Kratochwill (2009) subscribe to the idea that high
fidelity or even increasing fidelity does not necessarily mean that outcomes will improve,
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especially if there is poor fit between the program as-is and the cultural context of the
implementation site. Blakeley et al. (1987) found that although higher rates of FoI related to
greater outcomes, if the FoI rating is held constant, as the number of adaptations increases, the
outcome increased as well, leading to the inference that FoI moderates the relationship between
adaptation and outcome.
The third major stance taken by pro-adaptation advocates is that adaptation promotes
buy-in, leading to greater sustainability. Programs which are flexible and can stretch to meet the
needs of varying contexts are more likely to be adopted over stringent programs not taking into
consideration local needs (Rogers, 2003; Backer, 2001). In addition to increased adoption, the
buy-in with implementers, participants, and sites is greater with programs that better suit the
contextual or situational needs (Blakely et al., 1987; Century & Cassata, 2016). Sites in which
the program envisioned characteristics align well, tend to have higher implementation rates than
sites that conflict or oppose the envisioned characteristics of a program (Ruiz-Primo, 2006).
Rogers (1978) found that adaptations by local implementers added a “sense of ownership” which
increased buy-in (Blakely et al., 1987, p. 254). Similarly, Blakely et al. (1987) suggested that the
“not invented here” reaction of local adopters was a threat to program longevity and adaptation
eased this retort (p. 259). Interviews with implementers of a teen dating violence prevention
program found that although implementers endorsed the importance of fidelity, flexibility in
pedagogy was necessary to make material more relatable and accessible to the students and the
situations they would realistically encounter (Cutbush et al., 2017). Castro et al. (2004) point out
that fit between the context and program are essential for effectiveness and that “culturally blind”
studies are unlikely to gather buy-in or support amongst those implementing or receiving the
program (p. 41). Recent studies have linked implementer characteristics, such as buy-in, to FoI
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ratings and discovered a strong positive correlation (Ruiz-Primo, 2006). In order for a program to
be not only implemented but sustained in a site or even across many sites, there has to be
cohesion between the program and site, which may require contextual adaptations (Cutbush et
al., 2017). With the amount of research and funding that goes into program development, with
the hefty goal of social betterment, sustainability of programs is essential. Century & Cassata
(2014) refer to sustainability as a “continuous process of adaptation”, to ensure the indicators
being remain relevant as social, political or even economic terrain change (p. 93; Mowbray et al.,
2003). O’Donnell (2008) does caution that high levels of adoption and sustainability does not
guarantee positive outcomes. The DARE (Drug Abuse and Resistance Education) program is a
well-known and well-adopted program which has lasted for decades in American schools.
Regardless of this high-adoption and sustainability, the program has consistently shown little to
no effect (Ennet, Tobler, Ringwalt, & Flewelling, 1994; Lynman et al., 1999).
Productive adaptation.
The productive adaptation perspective can be seen, somewhat, as a middle ground
between the pro-adherence and pro-adaptation perspectives, as it takes a milder stance than the
two more extreme groups. The conceptualization of a “contingent” group is not a new idea, as
Berman (1981) proposed the idea of a contingency model in the pro-adherence and proadaptation debate several decades ago. Dane & Schneider (1998) reference the existence of three
views on adaptability: pro-adaptation, pro-adherence and a third group which allows components
to be adapted under certain circumstances. More recently, Li et al. (2016) also suggested the
existence of this group and conceptualize those who advocate a contingent approach as varying
in their support of either adherence or adaptation dependent on the situation. The productive
adaptation perspective generally supports the idea that adaptations can be made dependent on the
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impact on core components, the stage of development of the program, and the necessity to
support language learners and cultural competency. This perspective adopts certain tenets of the
pro-adherence perspective, such as the need for adherence to support validity and
generalizability claims while also acknowledging the value of increased buy-in and potentially
positive results from a more context-responsive conceptualization of fidelity.
The productive adaptation perspective does not advocate 100% adaptation, meaning
anything can be adapted as much or as little as needed, but rather advocates for adaptations with
boundaries, allowing participant-necessary modification while allowing some evaluation of
effectiveness (Century & Cassata, 2016; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Mowbray et al., 2003).
Modifying existing program components, or even supplementing or adding to these components,
may not impact the fidelity of the program and its ability to provide positive outcomes, but
deletion of a program component all together makes assessment of the expected program
outcomes nearly impossible (Rebchook, Kegeles, Huebner, & TRIP Research Team, 2006).
To maintain program integrity and expected program outcomes, yet allow adaptation,
productive adaptation supporters have proposed the idea of adaptation of non-core components.
It has been suggested that as long as the core components are maintained, the remainder of the
program can be adapted (Century et al., 2012; Mowbray et al., 2003). Formation of a program
theory is key for many productive adaptation advocates, due to the necessity of determining
which program components cause the change in causal mechanisms, leading to the positive
outcomes. Determining which components are crucial, or core to the intervention, can provide
guidance as to what can be adapted and what should remain intact (Century & Cassata, 2016;
Dane & Schneider, 1998). It has been advocated that the program theory can serve as a
“cognitive blueprint”, providing insight into how the program functions and what is unnecessary
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(Mowbray et al., 2003, p. 335). Programs without clear program theories, however, muddy the
ability to determine how a program can be altered without undermining the program (RuizPrimo, 2006). Authors such as Century et al. (2010) and Card, Solomon, and Cunningham
(2011) have put forth frameworks for creating a program model, determining core components,
and adaptations that can be permitted based upon those core components.
The extent to which the other components can be adapted is also somewhat debated with
some claiming adaptation is acceptable up to the “zone of drastic mutation” (Century & Cassata,
2016, p. 63; DeBarger, Choppin, Beauvineau, & Moorthy, 2013; Mowbray et al., 2003).
However, what entails drastic mutation is unclear. To increase the chances of successful
adaptation, mutual adaptation is advocated because it allows the site to work with the program
developer to determine what acceptable adaptations can occur that will not harm the causal
mechanisms, but still provide modifications necessary to support contextual needs (Berman &
McLaughlin, 1978). This allows better suitability between the program and site (Century &
Cassata, 2016). By including the developer in the process, there is greater understanding of the
program and internal processes, lessening the chance effectiveness will be impacted. Some
authors suggest incorporating not just the developers, but the policymakers and community as
well, to promote dialogue about compromising and flexibility needed (Browne & Wildavsky,
1983; Kezar, 2011; Weiss et al., 2014). Backer (2001) proposed guidelines to balance adherence
with adaptation, voicing the necessity of conducting ongoing analysis of FoI.
Some authors advocate an even stronger viewpoint that once adaptations have been
made, an evaluation should be done to determine if core components have been changed, if the
program theory has been altered, or if effectiveness has lessened. Once an effective program with
the new adaptations has been established, it should be adhered to (Dane & Schneider, 1998;
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Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Yamada et al., 2015). The process of adapting to fit needs and
reassessing should be an iterative process, because it is not plausible that as society changes, the
way a program should and needs to work will not change as well (Century et al., 2010; Mowbray
et al., 2003).
In order for the idea of maintenance of crucial components with modification of non-core
components to work appropriately, one must be clear about what the program theory is, and
which components are critical. Despite the clear benefit of having a well-defined program theory
which outlines critical components, many programs do not have a priori program theories and
determining without a doubt what the critical components are, and how much adaptation there
can be is nearly impossible (Century & Cassata, 2016). Mowbray et al. (2003) advocates for
systematically deconstructing the program to test the necessity of each piece of a program across
sites. The idea being that “evidence of active ingredients accumulates” across sites, informing
program theory (Abry et al., 2015, p. 334).
The necessity for adaptation has been highlighted by several situations in the literature
such as: the maturity of the program, the cultural context, and the native language of the
participants (Castro et al., 2014; Ruiz-Primo, 2006; Griner & Smith, 2006). Ruiz-Primo (2006)
venture that the purpose of measuring FoI differs based upon what stage a program is in.
Programs that are just beginning and still in the stages of development are still in the
experimental phase. During this phase, measures of FoI can point to how feasible
implementation of the program is as currently expected. Ideas of how the program should be
implemented can change as developers see implementation in action and receive feedback from
implementers and participants. Strict adherence is not of as much importance during the
experimental phase, as the program is still being developed and components are being tested for
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feasibility. Adaptations made by implementers can aid in determining where a program may
work, and conditions in which it may function differently. The experimental phase focuses on
establishing a final idea of what the program should entail so one can move onto effectiveness
trials. This means a high level of adherence is not the focus, and adaptation is okay until the final
program is established.
Once programs have matured and effectiveness trials have commenced, the initial kinks
of the program have hopefully been worked out and the program now should have a clear
understanding of the program theory. During effectiveness trials, adherence is essential to test if
the program, as written, causes statistically significant outcomes. Measuring FoI in this phase is
important, especially in treatment and control group studies. One hypothesized component of
FoI, program differentiation, determines what components of a program align with business-asusual and which are unique to the program. Measuring FoI in both the control and treatment
group at this stage aids developers in determining the unique components and contributions of
the program (Cordray & Hulleman, 2009; Durlak & Dupre, 2008).
For those advocating productive adaptation, once a program has been established as
effective, adherence is necessary for the core components of the program. Measurement of FoI
once a program has been established now serves either administrative purposes such as
monitoring compliance of implementers, or for purposes of evaluating the program theory when
scaling up and/or using the program in a different context (Bond et al., 2000; O’Donnell, 2008).
As mentioned, use of FoI measurements when implementing in differing contexts or on a
grander scale can help differentiate between program theory failure and implementation failure.
A second scenario in which advocates of a productive adaptation approach supports
adaptation is in terms of cultural context. If the cultural context the program was tested in or
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developed for is different than the one in which it is being currently used, adaptations may be
warranted, whereas if the cultural context is the same or similar, adherence may be warranted. A
change in cultural context may be related to language issues, but not necessarily. A meta-analytic
review by Griner and Smith (2006), found that across the 76 culturally-adapted mental health
intervention studies examined, the random effects weighted average effect size (d) was 0.45 with
a 95% confidence interval of 0.36 to 0.53 in comparison to the standard version. The studies
being examined typically compared the effectiveness of the standard intervention with a
culturally-adapted version. Examples of a cultural adaptation in the review included stories about
cultural folk heroes (Costantino, Malgady, & Rogler, 1986; 1994) and use of therapists of the
same cultural or ethnic background as the clients seeking services (Griner & Smith, 2006). An
additional cultural adaptation mentioned was cultural sensitivity training for the staff to ensure a
comfortable experience for the clients. Language adaptations can be a part of cultural
adaptations, with 74% of studies reviewed by Griner and Smith (2006) reporting that the
culturally-adapted program provided therapists who were not only of the same cultural or ethnic
background as the clients, but also spoke the language native to the clients. The review found
that interventions that were provided in the client’s native language (not including those whose
native language is English), were, on average, twice as effective as their English-only
counterparts. The effect size average of d = 0.45 points to a moderately strong benefit to
outcomes when programs are culturally adapted.
An example of a project which follows a productive adaptation approach is a chronic
disease self-management program (CDSMP) used in Hawaii (Tomioka, Braun, Compton, &
Tanoue, 2011). Hawaii has a large population of Asian and Pacific Islander communities (API),
which have different values, norms, and health problems than the communities on the mainland
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of the United States. CDSMP used what they deemed an “adaptation traffic light” to make
modifications to the program to better suit the needs of the API community. Red light
adaptations were those that altered the core components of the program, such as changing dosage
and removing prescribed materials. These adaptations were not allowed to be made. Yellow light
adaptations were made in conference with the original program developer to ensure the
adaptations did not alter the program as intended. These yellow-light adaptations centered on
cultural adaptations, such as translating the material, and adding sessions for components of the
program more aligned with the needs of the API community. The green-light adaptations were
those that could be made unreservedly due to the lack of impact on the program, such as
changing the name of the program. Once the adaptations were made, FoI was measured on the
core components of the program. Results showed that those in the API community felt more
comfortable in interacting and communicating with physicians in the area, leading to increases in
health behaviors.
Limitations of Current Literature
With evidence supporting the necessity of adherence to the program model, while other
evidence supports modifications of the program model, it is difficult to ascertain which
perspective should prevail. Some authors have argued that the adherence versus adaptation
debate may stem from a disconnect between theory and practice (Fixsen et al., 2005). The proadherence viewpoint in the literature pontificates a theoretical 100% adherence to the program
model, however, in practice, although high levels of FoI have been found to be plausible, it is
clear that expectations of 100% adherence may not be realistic. Implementation of the majority
of the program is possible, leading practical benchmarks for success ranging upwards of 60%
fidelity to the program model (Durlak & DuPre; Hansen, 2014; Trigwell et al., 2015). The
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productive adaptation viewpoint, in an effort to balance the needs of the context with efforts to
maintain effectiveness, has rallied a solid amount of support around the idea of adhering to core
program components but adapting non-essential components. However, in practice, identification
of core components to determine which components can be modified has been difficult, with
programs often not having enough information to determine beyond doubt which components are
essential, and which are not. Even if one was able to determine which components are thought to
be essential, studies have shown implementers still do not implement 100% of core components,
rather 48-86% of the core components (Colby et al., 2013). More often, adaptation is a result of
implementers using an “a la carte form of adaptation where they ‘pick and choose’” components
that follow what they believe to be best (Colby et al., 2013, p. 2).
Viewpoints on the adherence-adaptation debate have been discussed in the literature for
decades, with studies varying immensely in design, fidelity components, criteria for success, and
implications of the results dependent upon the approach taken as to the role of adherence or
adaptation in fidelity. Determinations or reasoning as to why researchers and evaluators side with
one group or another is unknown, as is an understanding of the distribution of researchers and
evaluators amongst these groups.
Surveying of perspectives and beliefs in FoI has typically sampled those implementing
the program, in an effort to relate implementer buy-in to levels of fidelity (e.g. Cutbush et al.,
2017). Minimal surveying has been completed on fidelity researcher perspectives, beyond work
completed by Sanetti and Reed (2012) to ascertain what FoI researchers believed to be the
greatest barriers to progress. The lack of specificity in guidelines for conducting FoI research and
evaluations was found to be one of the top barriers to the progress of fidelity (referred to under
the like term of treatment integrity). By moving beyond theoretical conceptualizations of
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perspectives on the adherence-adaptation debate to what assumptions underlie these
perspectives, empirical evidence of what the perspectives may be, how they may be defined, and
how they may be realized in practice, can aid fidelity funders, researchers, and evaluators in
refining guidelines and also improving clarity of language.
Building upon the work of Century and Cassata (2016) and other authors who have
conceptualized the adherence-adaptation debate (e.g. Blakely et al., 1987; Dane & Schneider,
1998; Li et al., 2016), this project contains the development of a fidelity agreement measure
(FAM) to describe and classify researchers’ and evaluators’ beliefs about the role of adherence
and adaptation in FoI through the use of the classifying technique, Latent Profile Analysis (LPA)
(see Chapter 3 for methods). Surveying both those who self-identify as fidelity researchers
and/or fidelity evaluators, provides additional knowledge about the concepts of adherence and
adaptation in FoI, aiding evaluators and researchers in being clearer about their normative view
on these two aspects. Researchers and evaluators need to be forthcoming about their personal
viewpoints and underlying assumptions, as it is generally agreed upon that no study or evaluation
is bias or value free (Hathaway, 1995; Krathwohl, 1980). By providing empirically supported
belief profiles, researchers and evaluators can more clearly identify where they fall on this
debate, and how that influences their practice.
Additionally, the broad language of current RFPs has led to disparate approaches,
methods, and models for how to utilize and measure FoI. Clarity in how viewpoints on the role
of adherence and adaptation can influence practice can aid funders in being perspicuous about
what they are looking for from researchers and evaluators with regard to adaptation and
adherence. Increased structure in RFPs can provide standardization and clarity to language as
well as provide a basis through which studies across programs and fields can be compared. With
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increased clarity in RFPs, increased structure in editorial requirements may further provide a step
towards increased understanding and consensus for those who study fidelity or conduct
evaluations with fidelity components.
Chapter Three: Methods
This chapter focuses on the connection of the research purposes, questions, design,
instrumentation, and methods. In doing so, it connects the study’s purposes and research
questions to the research design as a part of building this study’s argument. This chapter
highlights both the methods chosen, and why those methods are the most appropriate given the
study’s purpose and research questions. This chapter concludes with a description of steps taken
to strengthen the validity of inferences drawn.
This study aimed to answer two research questions: 1) What adherence-adaptation
profiles can be identified among researchers and evaluators? 2) How do researchers and
evaluators as a whole describe their views on the adherence-adaptation debate? For the first
research question, it was hypothesized that there are three different researcher and evaluation
profiles in the adherence-adaption debate: pro-adherence, pro-adaptation, and productive
adaptation. These three hypothesized profiles are based upon the conceptual frame presented by
Century and Cassata (2016). It was hypothesized that differences in these profiles may manifest
not only in differences concerning the definition and conceptualization of fidelity, but also
differences in thought about the design and practice of FoI studies, and inferences that can be
made from the resulting data. There are no hypotheses for research question two as it is an
exploratory qualitative question.
Research Design
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This descriptive mixed methods study focused on separate analysis of both quantitative
and qualitative data, with qualitative data ultimately providing support for the quantitative
results. A descriptive study serves to “describe systematically and accurately the facts and
characteristics of a given population” (Dulock, 1993, p. 154). Not only does a descriptive study
describe what currently exists, and at what frequency, it also provides the ability to discover new
meaning of the data as well (Dulock, 1993). The purposes of this study influenced the research
questions, which in turn influenced the chosen methodology. Recall that one purpose of this
study was to identify and describe researcher and evaluator perceptions on the adherenceadaptation debate in fidelity of implementation. While individually the quantitative and
qualitative elements could stand-alone, they are unable to answer the first research question of
interest if separated. LPA provides the most likely number of researcher and evaluator
perspectives in the data, determines which perspective a participant is most likely a member of,
provides estimated proportions of respondents for each perspective, and provides basic
interpretation of perspectives based on conditional means and variances. The qualitative data in
the FAM provides information surrounding situations in which higher or lower fidelity scores are
warranted and why, with no information about the number of perspectives or a description of
those perspectives. The cognitive interviews focus on unpacking both the quantitative and
qualitative data from the FAM, and allow the perspectives be identified and described
comprehensively.
A second purpose was to describe the way the adherence-adaptation debate as a whole
was viewed by researchers and evaluators in this study. Accordingly, the second research
question was an open-ended qualitative exploration with no set hypothesis. The goal was to
determine if there were any themes that researchers and evaluators mentioned across all
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perspectives such as mutual struggles, areas of disconnect, or even areas in which there is a form
of consensus. The semi-structured cognitive interviews were open enough to allow participants
to guide the conversation and these unplanned conversations are what led to the qualitative data
used to answer this research question.
There is a direct connection between the quantitative and qualitative data. The qualitative
questions in the FAM stem from a participant’s responses to the quantitative questions, and the
cognitive interviews focus on a discussion of why respondents agreed or disagreed with the
statements in the FAM. The use of both quantitative and qualitative methods allows for a clearer
and more complete picture of the perspectives researchers and evaluators in this sample have on
the adherence-adaptation debate.
Table 2
Alignment between Purpose, Research Questions, and Methods
Purpose
1) Identifying and
describing researcher
and evaluator
perceptions on the
adherence-adaptation
debate in FoI

Research
Questions
1) What
adherenceadaptation profiles
can be identified
among researchers
and evaluators?

Data Source(s)

Analysis Approach

Fidelity
Agreement
Measure (FAM)
quantitative
items

Latent Profile Analysis to
determine the best number
of perspectives in the data as
well as the proportions of
respondents who align with
each perspective.

FAM qualitative
items

Qualitative coding using
NVivo to capture the themes
as to why respondents
agreed or disagreed with the
quantitative statements
based on how respondents
view higher or lower fidelity
based on adherence and
adaptation.

Demographic
Information
from the FAM

Descriptive statistics to
provide data about the
composition of each
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perspective verses the makeup of the overall sample.
Cognitive
Interviews

2) Determine any
themes, struggles, or
ideas that are present
in how researchers and
evaluators, regardless
of perspective, view
the adherenceadaptation debate.

2) How do
Cognitive
researchers and
Interviews
evaluators as a
whole describe
their views on the
adherenceadaptation debate?

Qualitative coding using
Rapid Identification of
Themes from Audio
Recording (RITA) to allow
timely identification of
themes present in the
interviews, as well as the
ability to capture tone of the
theme.
Qualitative coding using
RITA to allow timely
identification of themes
present in the interviews, as
well as the ability to capture
tone of the theme. The focus
was on themes that were
present across all
perspectives.

Population and Sample
The population of interest for this study were fidelity evaluators and researchers in the
United States. However, international fidelity researchers and evaluators also participated.
There is no master list of fidelity evaluators and researchers, making it difficult to
develop a sampling frame. Thus, a non-random sample of evaluators and researchers were
invited to participate through several means: use of email blasts through the American
Evaluation Association (AEA), EVALTALK, the Washington Evaluators Group, the American
Education Research Association (AERA) Division H network, and personal connections with
fidelity evaluators and researchers. These avenues represented the most appropriate way to reach
evaluators because each provided access to a wide array of researchers and evaluators. AEA is a
large professional organization for evaluators with, “approximately 7300 members representing
all 50 states in the United States as well as over 80 foreign countries” (AEA, n.d.). These
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evaluators practice in varying fields and disciplines, both internal and external to organizations.
EVALTALK, an informal discussion board, is also sponsored through AEA, although members
of EVALTALK do not need to be members of AEA. The Washington Evaluators Group is
another professional organization of evaluators. Located in Washington D.C. with over 300
members, this evaluation group is made up of evaluators conducting a number of types of
evaluations across the nation’s capital (Washington Evaluators, n.d.). According to AERA’s
Division H membership page (n.d.), this division focuses on research, evaluation, and assessment
in schools, encompasses members who are both researchers and evaluators, and notes, “its
unique interaction between members working in applied and academic settings.” The focus of
the FAM scenarios on education and the interest in both researchers and evaluators in academic
and applied settings made this division a solid choice for recruitment. In terms of personal
connections, both members of the dissertation advisory committee and I reached out to
researchers and evaluators we know either personally or through their publications. For example,
authors heavily cited in this dissertation were contacted for participation, as they were prevalent
voices in the literature. Due to the anonymity of the FAM, it is unknown which of these authors
participated. Without the existence of a master list for recruitment, these organizations and
contacts served to provide as wide a breadth as possible in the limited time frame of this study.
In order to limit the sample to those who actively engage in fidelity evaluations and
research studies, two screening questions were used. The first screening question asked
participants to indicate whether or not they self-identified as a researcher and/or evaluator. The
second screening question asked participants if they have ever participated in the design and/or
execution of an evaluation or research study. Only those who met inclusion criteria were
included in this study.
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Final sample sizes varied for the survey sample and the cognitive interview sample. A
total of 134 participants submitted responses to the survey. Two respondents did not answer yes
to both screening questions, resulting in removal from analysis. Descriptive statistics were
calculated on the demographic questions for the remaining 132 participants, although the n for
each question varies slightly, dependent on missing data for the item. Twenty respondents
participated in cognitive interviews.
In the next several paragraphs, demographic information is presented for both the overall
sample (n=132) as well as for the smaller sample of respondents who completed cognitive
interviews (n=20). Note that the demographic information for the classes of the final LPA model
can be found in Chapter 4.
Table 3 displays the breakdown of the primary employment status of the respondents.
The majority of both the overall sample and the cognitive interview sample, 32% and 25%
respectively, were employees of a college/university. Employees of a research, evaluation, or
consulting firm were the second most frequent with 15% of respondents in both samples. No one
responded as not being employed or involved in evaluation-related work.
Table 3
Primary Employment Status of Respondents in Survey Sample and Interview Sample
Primary Employment Status

Overall

Cognitive

Employee of a college/university

32%

25%

Employee of a research, evaluation, and/or consulting firm

15%

15%

Self-employed independent contractor

15%

15%

Employee of a local, state, or federal government agency

14%

20%

Employee of a non-profit organization

11%

10%

Employee of a foundation

5%

0%

Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid)

4%

5%
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I am not employed or involved in evaluation-related work

0%

0%

Other

5%

10%

Note. Column percentages may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.

In both the survey sample and the cognitive interview sample, study participants were
overwhelmingly experienced evaluators. The average number of years of experience in either
conducting or designing research studies and/or evaluations focused on evaluation was 10.7
years (SD=9.7) in the overall sample with a comparable 11.0 years (SD=11.6) in the interview
sample.
In both the survey sample and the cognitive interview sample, almost all respondents had
earned some type of graduate degree (Table 4). The breakdown in the overall sample and
interview sample were relatively similar with the greatest percentage of respondents holding a
doctoral degree and with the second highest group having master’s degrees. No respondents
responded as having an associate degree.
Table 4
Highest Educational Degree Attained in Survey Sample and Interview Sample
Degree
Associate degree (including
occupational or academic
degrees)

Overall

Cognitive

0%

0%

Bachelor's degree (BA, BS,
AB, etc.)
Master's degree (MA, MS,
MSW, etc.)

2%

0%

32%

30%

Professional school degree
(MBA, JD, RN, MD, etc.)

8%

5%

Doctorate degree (PhD, EdD,
etc.)

59%

65%

Other

0%

0%
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Note. Column percentages may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.

In both the survey sample and the cognitive interview sample, study participants came to
evaluation from several fields; no one field dominated (Table 5). In the overall sample, the
greatest percentage of respondents (23%) attained their highest degree in from a field “other”
than the provided fields seen in Table 5. This “other” category contained eleven separate fields in
which the respondent received his or her highest educational degree. The most frequent field was
social work (29% of “other”), followed by business with 21% of “other” and public policy with
18% of “other”. The second greatest percentage came from the psychology field (21%), with
education rounding out the top three with 18% of respondents.
In the cognitive interview sample, the greatest percentage had degrees in the education
field (30%), with the “other” category being the second most common category. All five
respondents in the “other” category provided different responses including applied statistics and
political science.
Table 5
Field in Which Highest Degree was Attained in Survey Sample and Interview Sample
Field
Education
Educational Psychology
Evaluation
Health/Public Health
Psychology
Sociology
Other

Overall

Cognitive

18%

30%

13%

15%

14%

10%

8%

5%

21%

15%

3%

0%

23%

25%

Note. Column percentages may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.
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Not all study participants self-identified their primary occupation as an evaluator or
researcher (Table 6). Both samples had the greatest percentage of respondents identified
evaluator as their primary occupation followed by researcher, with the interview sample
containing a larger share of respondents who indicated evaluator as their primary occupation.
College or university faculty members or instructors rounded out the top three for both samples.
Of those who identified as evaluators, 65% and 75% identified as external evaluators in the
overall and interview sample respectively.
Table 6
Primary Occupation of Respondents in Survey Sample and Interview Sample
Primary Occupation
Evaluator

Overall

Cognitive

47 %

60%

16%

15%

23%

20%

6%

0%

2%

0%

0%

0%

Retired but still active in the
evaluation field

2%

5%

Retired and no longer active
in the evaluation field

0%

0%

Other

3%

0%

College or university faculty
member or instructor
Researcher
Trainer
Student involved in
evaluation (paid or unpaid)
Unemployed or currently
seeking employment in the
evaluation field

Note. Percentages may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.
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Turning now to geographic contexts in which participants worked, the majority of
respondents (87%) were based in the US in the overall sample and 100% of respondents
interviewed were based in the US.
Study participants were asked to self-report how many fidelity studies and evaluations
with fidelity components they had completed and rate their confidence with their understanding
or knowledge of fidelity. Because this study is focused on FoI, ensuring that the sample of
participants had experience actually implementing these types of studies or evaluations was seen
as paramount.
In both samples, participants had completed a large number of FoI studies and
evaluations with fidelity components. The average number of FoI-focused studies completed was
3.1 (SD=6.8) and 2.4 (SD=6.0) for the overall and cognitive interview sample, respectively. The
average number of FoI-focused evaluations completed was 8.9 (SD=19.3) and 5.1 (SD=5.0) for
the overall and interview sample, respectively.
Moreover, on average, respondents rated their level of confidence with their
understanding or knowledge of FoI almost equivalently in both the overall and interview sample
with a rating of 2.94 (SD=.83) and 3.00 (SD=.97) respectively (Table 7). Both scores correspond
with the rating of moderately confident. Table 7 also shows that respondents who were
interviewed were more confident in their ratings than the sample as a whole.
Table 7
Confidence Levels of Knowledge/Understanding of FoI in Survey Sample and Interview Sample
Confidence Level

Overall

Cognitive

Not at all confident

5%

5%

Somewhat confident

23%

30%

Moderately confident

45%

25%
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Very confident

40%

27%

Note. Percentages may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.
Participant-reported number of years of experience was compared to their reported level of confidence in
their own knowledge or understanding of FoI. Tables 8 and 9 display this crosstabulation for the overall
sample and cognitive interview sample, respectively. For ease of visualization, the number of years of
experience were binned into 11 bins, with five years per bin. For the survey sample, a Pearson’s R of
0.251 yields a significance value of p=0.005. This means there is a statistically significant relationship
between the two variables. Generally, as the number of years of experience increase, one can see the
greater number of participants responding with higher levels of confidence.

Table 8
Crosstabulation of Years of Experience and Confidence Levels of FoI in Survey Sample
Level of Confidence
Years of
Experience
<=4

1

2

3

4

Total

3

14

19

2

38

5-9

0

7

21

6

34

10-14

0

2

9

10

21

15-19

0

3

2

6

11

20-24

1

2

1

2

6

25-29

0

1

2

2

5

30-34

2

0

2

1

5

35-39

0

0

1

3

4

62

40+
Total

0

0

0

2

2

6

29

57

34

126

Note. 1=Not at all confident, 2=Somewhat confident, 3=Moderately Confident, 4=Very Confident.
For the interview sample, a Pearson’s R of 0.136 yields a significance value of p=0.567. This means there
is a not statistically significant relationship between the two variables. The amount of experience and
confidence for the interview sample does not see the same general pattern as seen in the overall sample.

Table 9
Crosstabulation of Years of Experience and Confidence Levels of FoI in Interview Sample
Years of
Experience
<=4

1

Level of Confidence
2
3

4

Total

0

1

3

4

5

5-9

0

4

2

3

9

10-14

0

0

0

0

0

15-19

0

1

0

1

2

20-24

0

0

0

0

0

25-29

0

0

0

1

1

30-34

1

0

0

1

2

35-39

0

0

0

0

0

40+

0

0

0

1

1

63

Total

1

6

5

8

20

Note. 1=Not at all confident, 2=Somewhat confident, 3=Moderately Confident, 4=Very Confident.

Power.
Sample size for the FAM was determined based upon the number of quantitative items
that would be used for the LPA. There is no industry standard minimum for LPA (Nylund et al.,
2007). Some authors have suggested the use of simulation studies, via the Monte Carlo method,
to determine sufficient sample size to find the anticipated effects (Nylund et al., 2007). However,
due to the exploratory nature of this study, there is not sufficient literature or empirical data to
provide starting points for such a simulation. Therefore, instrument development literature,
specifically exploratory factor analysis (EFA) literature was used as a basis for sample size for
the FAM. A rule of thumb in EFA is that a sample size of at least 10 participant responses per
item is required (McCoach et al., 2013). In the case of this study, there were a total of twelve
items being analyzed via LPA, therefore yielding an aim of a minimum of 120 complete
responses on the quantitative portion of the FAM.
In terms of the cognitive interviews, there is no industry agreed upon standard for the
number of interviews needed, especially in a mixed methods study. Rather different heuristics
exist. Drawing from the extant literature (Malterud, 2001; Mason, 2010; Maxwell, 1992), it was
decided that 25 cognitive interviews would be sufficient.
Operational Definitions
There are three main concepts being examined in this study, the pro-adherence mentality,
the pro-adaptation mentality and the productive adaptation mentality. These concepts underlie
the three researcher and evaluator perspectives hypothesized to be present in the adherenceadaptation debate. The pro-adherence mentality is operationalized within the pro-adherence
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perspective in which researchers and evaluators endorse adhering to all elements of the program
model, with any deviation from the model indicating infidelity. The desire for comparable
program implementation across implementers, sites, and locations stems from a need for
comparable outcomes, retention of the causal mechanisms producing the outcomes, and the
ability to make valid inferences. The pro-adaptation mentality is operationalized within the proadaptation perspective. This mentality stems from the dismissal of the one-size-fits-all model to
embrace adaptation to cater a program to the specific contextual needs on that environment and
those participants at that time. The belief that programs are fluid and constantly changing. The
focus is on meshing the program with the needs of the participants and context above all else.
The goal is not necessarily fidelity but accessibility. The third mentality is the productive
adaptation mentality. This mentality is operationalized in the productive adaptation perspective.
This mentality is less extreme than the other two and borrows bits and pieces from both,
attempting to balance the need for retainment of causal mechanisms and the ability to make valid
inferences with contextually-relevant adaptations. The key point that separates this mentality
from the others, besides the lack of extremism, is the focus on identification of and adherence to
the core components of the program rather than the program in its entirety. The extent to which
these concepts exist in the data, and to what extent, if at all, is the main focus of this study, and
the focus of research question 1. The instrumentation used to answer each research question is
discussed below.
Instrumentation
This study involved the use of two researcher-developed instruments to collect data
corresponding to the two research questions of interest. The first instrument, a fidelity agreement
measure (FAM), served as the basis for the second instrument a semi-structured cognitive
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interview protocol. Below describes the alignment between the purpose of each instrument and
the research questions.
Research question 1 (RQ1) focused on identifying the researcher and evaluator profiles
found in the sample data. Identifying the profiles included not only determining the number of
perspectives in the data, but also describing each profile’s view on the adherence-adaptation
debate and describing the participants in each profile via demographics as this information
provides additional information about why these profiles formed in the manner they did.
Identification of the profiles required both quantitative and qualitative analysis with the LPA
providing a class-solution indicating the number of perspectives in the data and conditional
means and variances for each proposed model, and qualitative analyses providing additional
support in the interpretation of the data. While not influencing the choice for the best model, the
demographic information served to describe the sample as a whole, each identified profile, and
provide additional information for describing similarities and differences between the identified
profiles. RQ 1 is analyzed via both instruments: the fidelity agreement measure (FAM) and the
cognitive interview protocol.
Research question 2 (RQ2) focused on the exploration of how researchers and evaluators
as a whole view the adaptation debate. This may be in the form of generalized views of the
debate, tensions or struggles they have encountered in navigating this space, or the extent to
which they agree there is a debate. This qualitative research question is exploratory with no
concrete boundaries in terms of what the findings for this question may be. RQ2 is analyzed via
the cognitive interview protocol.
Fidelity Agreement Measure.
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This instrument served to provide data in response to the first purpose of this study: identifying
and describing researcher and evaluator perspectives on the adherence-adaptation debate. This
instrument supports the first purpose of this study by: 1) describing the overall sample in this
study through demographic information, 2) identifying and describing researcher and evaluator
perspectives on the adherence-adaptation debate, 3) describing the identified perspectives in
terms of demographics, and 4) examining similarities and differences between perspectives
based on the importance of measuring FoI and demographic information. These components all
intertwine to provide data to fulfil the first purpose of this study and therefore answer RQ1.
The FAM was used with a non-random sample of 132 evaluators and researchers once
two surveys were removed due to screening questions. Of note, all 132 responses were used for
demographics of the overall sample, but only 128 responses were retained for the LPA due to
missing data.
This instrument contained three main sections with three subsections as seen below.
Section one asked participants to provide their own definition of FoI. Section two contained two
scenarios. In each scenario, there were six quantitative Likert items asking for a level of
agreement with the lowering or raising of fidelity scores based on the modification, deletion, or
addition to the program specified in the statement. There were also two qualitative questions per
scenario, asking participants to explain in which situations a higher or lower fidelity score is
warranted. The last subsection of this section contained one multiple choice item per scenario
asking respondents to rate how important measuring FoI is in that scenario. The final section of
the FAM contained a demographics section. The demographics collected in this instrument
included adapted questions from the AEA membership survey, as well as an item pertaining to
the location in which one primarily works (i.e. US or international), the level of confidence in
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one’s own knowledge and understanding of FoI, and an item asking whether or not the
participant was recruited through a personal contact with a UConn committee member or
through an external source. The demographic questions were chosen to focus on the
demographics that may influence the perspective one has on this debate. For example,
researchers and evaluators may have different perspectives, as might participants from differing
fields. Demographics such as gender identity, age, location within the US, and race/ethnicity
were not of importance to this study and were not included. For a detailed view of each section,
see the final FAM instrument in Appendix C.
Table 10 aligns each segment of the FAM with corresponding purpose of the study, the
plan for analysis, and how this data relates to the purpose.
Table 10
Alignment of the FAM
Sections
1. Definitions

Purpose
1
2
X

Plan for Analysis
• Qualitative coding via
NVivo
o Frequencies of
each code
o Pertinent quotes

Relation to purpose
The way one defines
FoI can provide
information about how
one is approaching
their responses to
section 2 of this
measure, and the
cognitive interviews.
How one defines FoI
may have implications
for what is and is not
considered fidelity in
the scenarios.

•

These items, analyzed
via LPA, serve as the
initial step towards
identifying the number
of perspectives present
in the data. The

2. Scenarios
a. Level of
agreement
Scenariobased
questions

X

Latent Profile Analysis
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conditional means and
variances serve as a
basis for interpreting
these perspectives.
X

•

Qualitative coding via
NVivo
o Frequencies of
each code
o Pertinent quotes

The qualitative items
on the FAM provide
information as to why a
participant may have
rated an item higher or
lower, and factors that
led to that decision.
This information
provides information to
either support, clarify,
or oppose the number
of perspectives
proposed in the LPA.

c. Level of
X
importance of
measuring
FoI

•

Descriptive statistics
using SPSS
ANOVA to compare
variable based on
classes found in the
LPA.

The level of
importance of
measuring FoI in each
scenario items serve to
describe the sample
overall, the participants
in each perspective,
and also allows
comparisons to
determine if the rating
of importance differs
between perspectives.

Descriptive statistics
using SPSS
ANOVA to compare
continuous variables
based on classes found
in the LPA.

The demographics data
serves to describe the
sample overall, the
makeup of the
participants in each
perspective, and also
allows comparisons to
determine if the
demographic makeup
differs between
perspectives.

b. Qualitative
Scenario
Items

3. Demographics

X

•

•
•

Note. Purpose 1 is to identify ad describe researcher and evaluator perceptions on the adherenceadaptation debate. Purpose 2 is to highlight and describe overarching themes in how researchers and
evaluators as a whole view the adherence-adaptation debate
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Semi-structured cognitive interview protocol.
The second instrument used, the semi-structured interview protocol, is based upon the FAM.
The protocol in its entirety can be found in Appendix H. This semi-structured interview protocol
served to inform both study purposes: 1) to identify ad describe researcher and evaluator
perceptions on the adherence-adaptation debate, and 2) to highlight and describe overarching
themes in how researchers and evaluators as a whole view the adherence-adaptation debate. The
qualitative questions in the FAM provide a form of information pertaining to the logic behind
respondents’ response patterns, but the cognitive interviews provide the opportunity for a deeperdive into that logic as well as stepping out to relate the scenarios to the respondent’s personal
experience, struggles or tensions in this space, and general thought process. This step-out
provides the opportunity for overarching themes to emerge. The semi-structured nature of the
interview protocol allows for the interview to manifest differently with each respondent, and
additionally allows topics not pre-specified to emerge.
Twenty participants from the overall 134 volunteered to complete a cognitive interview
based on their responses to the FAM.
The sections of the semi-structured interview protocol, seen in Table 11, are structured to
follow the FAM, with the same segments, sans the demographics. The prompts section serves as
a placeholder for the unplanned or specified topics and themes that were discussed in the
interview. All pre-structured segments seen in this table aim at fulfilling purpose 1 of this
instrument and in turn providing additional information for RQ1. Data for RQ2 stems from
prompts, both planned as seen in the protocol in Appendix H, and unplanned based on the natural
direction of the conversation with the participant. The exploratory nature of this interview relies
on the ability of the conversation to follow the thinking of the participant.
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Table 11
Alignment of the Semi-Structured Cognitive Interview Protocol
Sections
1. Definitions
2. Scenarios
d. Level of
agreement
Scenariobased
questions
e. Qualitative
Scenario
Items
f. Level of
importance
of
measuring
FoI
g. Planned
and
unplanned
prompts

Purpose
1
2
X

Plan for Analysis

Relation to purpose

X
Qualitative coding All pre-planned sections of the
semi-structured interview
via RITA
protocol are aimed at fulfilling
• Frequencies
purpose 1 of this instrument
of each
and providing additional
theme
information for RQ1. Data for
• Frequency
RQ2 stems from prompts, both
of positive,
planned as seen in the protocol
negative,
in Appendix H, and unplanned.
and neutral
The exploratory nature of this
mentions.
interview relies on the ability
• Pertinent
of the conversation to follow
quotes
the thinking of the participant.

X

X

X
.
X

Note. Purpose 1 is to identify ad describe researcher and evaluator perceptions on the adherenceadaptation debate. Purpose 2 is to highlight and describe overarching themes in how researchers and
evaluators as a whole view the adherence-adaptation debate

Development of the fidelity agreement measure.
In order to empirically explore the tensions between adherence and adaptation, a fidelity
agreement measure (FAM) was developed. Initial items developed for the measure included an
open-ended question asking participants to define fidelity of implementation in their own words,
three scenarios with nine questions per scenario, followed by a demographics section (see
Appendix A for initial measure). These items and scenarios were developed based on a review of
pertinent literature, examination of program evaluations with fidelity components, and in
consultation with relevant faculty members. The first question asked participants to define
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fidelity of implementation in their own words because there is disagreement in how fidelity is
defined, which in turn influences evaluations of program fidelity. These definitions can provide
interesting additional qualitative data to aid in understanding the groupings found in the LPA.
All three scenarios formulated in the initial pool of items included the evaluation of
school-based programs in the United States and were based on real-life programs that are
currently or have been previously implemented in United States public schools. The role of
fidelity of implementation in each scenario varied. The scenarios were created to allow
respondents to have a tangible space in which to wrestle with their beliefs about the role of
adherence and adaptation in fidelity of implementation. Scenario 1, here forth referred to as the
Chicago scenario, involves a Next Generation Science Standard-based program in Chicago
Public high schools aiming to increase STEM abilities. Scenario 2, also referred to as the
Western scenario, involves a program created to teach appropriate coping skills and stress
relieving techniques in high schools across the western states in the US. Scenario 3, termed the
Texas scenario, contains a state-sponsored math-intervention program for middle schools across
Texas.
Within the three scenarios, items were categorized into three types: 1) six Likert items
per scenario, rated on a four-point scale of strongly disagree to strongly agree, 2) one Likert item
per scenario rating the importance of measuring fidelity of implementation in that scenario, rated
on a five-point scale anchored in not at all important and extremely important, and 3) two openended questions per scenario asking based on the corresponding scenario, which contexts or
situations should the evaluator have given a higher or lower fidelity score. For the first six Likert
items, respondents were asked to determine to what extent they agreed with the evaluator’s
choice to give the implementer a higher or lower fidelity score, based upon the modification the
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implementer made. These modifications stemmed from three forms of modifications often seen
in the literature, as explained in chapter two. These include modifications made to accommodate
1) academic ability 2) culture/language needs, or 3) structural changes to the program to
accommodate the teacher or school structure. The scenario-based items were created specifically
to measure the three operationalized mentalities of pro-adherence, pro-adaptation, and productive
adaptation.
The final two questions of the scenario were open-ended. Since cognitive interviews
could not be done with all respondents, these open-ended questions served to provide some
insight into why respondents answered the statements for that scenario in the manner they did.
These questions asked in which contexts or situations in each scenario the evaluator should give
higher or lower fidelity scores, respectively.
Content validation.
Once initial items were developed for all three scenarios, a five-section content validation
form, adapted from McCoach et al. (2013), was provided to content experts for review (see
Appendix B). Content validation experts were identified via personal contacts stemming from
prior professional conferences and networking (e.g. the American Evaluation Association (AEA)
conference and the American Educational Research Association (AERA) conference), as well as
from authorship of highly-cited published articles on fidelity of implementation. Experts needed
to hold an in-depth of knowledge of designing or conducting research studies or evaluations with
fidelity of implementation aspects.
The first section of the content validation contained all items (minus the demographics
items) to allow experts the opportunity to see the measure in its entirety and get a sense of the
measure’s flow. This portion of the validation form did not require any response.
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For the remaining four sections of the content validation, the measure was examined in
three parts: 1) the realism and relevancy of the scenario, 2) the relevancy of items and their
ability to differentiate between the three hypothesized groups, and 3) the ability of items as a
whole in differentiating between groups. The experts were provided with conceptual definitions
of the three hypothesized groupings based on the work of Century and Cassata (2016). Table 12
displays the hypothesized groupings and conceptual definitions provided to the experts.
Table 12
Hypothesized Groupings and Conceptual Definitions
Hypothesized
Groupings
I
Pro-fidelity

Conceptual Definition
Respondents in this group support strict adherence to the program
model, with alterations or adaptions of the program structure and/or
procedure being considered to be lower fidelity.

II

Pro-adaptation

Respondents in this group support all adaptations of the program
model by implementers in order to better fit the program to the
context or participants.

III

Productive
adaptation

Respondents in this group can be seen as the mid-ground between the
two previous perspectives. Respondents in this group support
adaptations as long as they are consistent with the program’s core
design and the adaptations do not drastically change the program.

Experts were given the caveat that the productive adaptation group may not be able to be
differentiated from the pro-adaptation group by a particular item, but rather only from the items
as a whole. Each section also asked experts to rate the certainty of their responses.
The final section of the content validation form was a catch-all for additional information
the experts may wish to provide about the measure. This included questions about the ability of
the items to cover the construct, suggestions for wording changes, appropriateness of items for
fidelity researchers and/or evaluators, and room for general feedback.
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Using the results from the content validation (see Chapter Four), a final version of the
fidelity agreement measure was developed (see Appendix C). This final version contained the
two highest rated scenarios, with the third scenario being removed. The two final scenarios
underwent additions and subtractions in terms of program description in accordance with
suggestions from experts. Additionally, the six Likert scale items per scenario underwent
changes of varying degrees. Some items required small word alterations, whereas others required
a complete re-write. After necessary changes to the scenarios and items in the FAM were made
based on expert feedback, the concluding survey still maintained nine questions for each of the
two scenarios, with seven quantitative questions and two open-ended questions. Six of the
quantitative questions per scenario (twelve items total), served as the basis for the forthcoming
latent profile analysis (LPA), with the remaining quantitative item being analyzed via descriptive
statistics. The two qualitative questions underwent qualitative analysis to provide additional
information to interpret the findings of the LPA. The format of the cognitive interviews that
accompanied the fidelity agreement measure was created based upon the final FAM. The
qualitative data from the cognitive interviews was used to examine overall trends and patterns in
the data. See Chapter Four for an overview of the content validation results and Appendix N for
detailed results.
Data Collection Procedure
The FAM was programmed into the online survey software Qualtrics. After giving
consent for participation, two screening questions were used to ensure the appropriate
respondents were completing the measure. The first screening question asked participants to
indicate whether or not they self-identified as a researcher and/or evaluator. Failure to answer
yes to this question resulted in conclusion of the survey. The second screening question asked
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participants if they have ever participated in the design and/or execution of an evaluation or
research study. Failure to answer yes to this question resulted in conclusion of the survey. Since
the population of interest included researchers and evaluators, ensuring they self-identify as at
least one of these titles, and ensuring they have at least some practical experience in these areas
aided in preventing unsuitable participants from participating.
Data collection began on June 1, 2018 after Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
was granted (see Appendix D for IRB-approval letter). Emails were sent to personal contacts
using the IRB-approved recruitment language found in Appendix E. These personal contacts
include people personally met at professional conferences and through networking. The
recruitment language included an open link to the survey in Qualtrics. Recruitment using the
same language was also sought via the EVALTALK forum, the Washington Evaluators Group,
AEA, and AERA Division H. Participants who responded were asked to pass the link onto any
colleagues or personnel they believed would be interested in participation as well. Snowball
sampling was crucial due to the scattered nature of fidelity researchers and evaluators. The
scattered nature refers to the fact that those researching fidelity or conducting evaluations with
fidelity components are spread across fields, some in academia and some practitioners. There is
no central hub through which to reach the entirety of the population of interest, therefore word of
mouth was critical to spread word about the study. Reminder emails were sent every other week
through the same avenues as initial recruitment.
At the end of the FAM, respondents were asked to provide their name and email address
if interested in participating in a cognitive interview about their responses. Due to the anonymity
of the FAM responses, respondents who wished to participate in cognitive interviews were
required to provide their name and email addresses, removing their anonymity. Those who
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provided email address were contacted via email (see Appendix I for recruitment email), and
interviews were scheduled. Prior to the interview, respondents were securely emailed a deidentified PDF of their responses for reference during the interview, as well as a copy of the
IRB-approved information sheet (see Appendix L). The semi-structured interview script can be
found in Appendix H. The focus of the interviews was to ascertain the logic and reasoning as to
why participants responded the way they did. The questions were formatted to be open-ended to
allow the interviewee to lead the conversation, with prompting as necessary. Participants were
asked what part of the scenario drew their attention as they read it, how parts of the scenario
influenced their responses, and any experiences they had that influenced their responses.
Through these prompts, as well as discussions of the open-ended questions in the FAM, the
desire was to draw out underlying assumptions the interviewee may have about adherence and
adaptation and their role in fidelity of implementation. All cognitive interviews were audio
recorded, with consent, for analysis.
Data Analysis

Data cleaning.
There were six stages of data analysis, as seen in Figure 1. Data cleaning was minimal,
with responses with data missing for any of the 12 LPA-analyzed items undergoing list-wise
deletion. Responses with missing demographics information or qualitative missing data were
retained. The remainder of data cleaning served to remove extraneous columns, de-identify data,
and ensure data was in the appropriate format for MPlus and SPSS to read the data.
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Data
Cleaning

General
Descriptive
Statistics

Chosen
Model
Descriptive
Statistics

Group FAM
Respondents
Via LPA

Qualitatively
Code FAM
Responses

Qualtiatively
Code
Cognitive
Interviews

Figure 1. Data Analysis Procedure
Next, the dataset was split into two separate files: Dataset A the response ID plus all
other information gathered in the FAM including the demographics data, the responses to the
twelve quantitative agreement items, and also responses to the two quantitative items asking for
a rating of the importance of measuring fidelity of implementation in that scenario, and Dataset
B the response ID plus the open-ended responses to the five qualitative items for use in
qualitative analysis in NVivo. The splitting of these datasets allowed for ease for each step of
analysis, while the retaining of the response ID allowed for the data to be connected between
steps.
Descriptive statistics.
Once most-likely class membership was ascertained from the LPA, a column containing
the most likely class for each member was inserted into a second copy of Dataset A. Using
SPSS, data analysis occurred in four steps: 1) descriptive statistics of the overall sample
regardless of class membership, 2) descriptive statistics within each class, 3) descriptive statistics
of the respondents who participated in cognitive interviews and 4) analysis of variance
(ANOVA) between classes to determine if the class means were statistically significantly
different.
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Continuous demographic variables were analyzed via mean, mode, standard deviation,
and range and counts and percentages were used to explore categorical variables for the overall
sample regardless of class membership, for each individual class, and for those who participated
in cognitive interviews.
Once the descriptive statistics were completed for the each of the three levels of analysis,
analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures were carried out on the 12 items used in the LPA on
the class-level. Although LPA inherently creates classes in which the means are as different as
possible, the mean for each item was compared between classes via ANOVA to determine if the
means for each item were in fact statistically significantly different between all classes. Item
averages were analyzed individually as the alternating higher/lower fidelity score stems of the
items made averaging across items to be non-informative. The meaning of a high level of
agreement on a question pertaining to an evaluator giving a teacher a higher fidelity score is
different from the meaning of a high level of agreement on a question pertaining to an evaluator
giving a teacher a lower fidelity score.
Beyond the 12 items analyzed in the LPA, the means for all continuous variables were
compared via ANOVA. If the ANOVA produced a statistically significant F-value, post-hoc
analysis was conducted to determine if the means were statistically significantly different
between all classes or only between some classes. Due to the multiple contrasts being estimated,
the Bonferroni post-hoc procedure allows one to not only examine the class-by-class comparison
as opposed to the model as a whole, but also controls the increased type II error rate due to
multiple comparisons. Having too many comparisons can lower the p-value too much, increasing
the probability of type II error by not seeing a statistically significant relationship that is in fact
there.
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Latent profile analysis using data from the FAM.
The next stage of data analysis involved using the respondent data to the twelve
quantitative items in the FAM (six per scenario) to classify underlying groups with latent profile
analysis (LPA) found in Dataset A. LPA was used to examine the data as a whole across
scenarios. The classification of respondents into most likely groups aided in the answering of
research question one, as the number of groups most likely underlying the data provides the basis
for this question.
LPA is an application of finite mixture modeling that permits person-centered analysis,
focusing on the relationship amongst individuals with respect to the variables of interest rather
than correlations among variables (Pastor, Barron, Miller, & Davis, 2007). A person-centered
approach was useful to conduct this analysis because the interest was in finding homogeneous or
similar subgroups of individuals in a larger heterogeneous population. Of note is that the
distributions found do not necessarily need to be homogenous, rather they can simply be more
similar within a group than between groups. Due to the continuous nature of the latent indicators
with categorical latent variables of interest, LPA was selected for analysis (Masyn, 2013).
The goal of LPA is to identify groupings based upon “[p]atterns of shared variance
amongst individuals” on the items (Ferguson & Hull, 2018, p. 178). LPA is a form of latent
variable mixture modeling in which the latent variable is the categorical grouping of the
responses (Masyn, 2013). The value a respondent has on the latent variable is thought of as being
the cause for his or her responses to the items. The term mixture is used to describe the model
because the assumption is not that there is a single distribution within the sample, but rather that
there are multiple, or a mixture of, distributions in the sample, each with its own characteristics
(Little, 2013). Hence, LPA seeks to uncover these similar or homogenous distributions within a
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heterogeneous sample. LPA typically uses a maximum likelihood estimation method (ML) via
the EM algorithm. Essentially, via ML estimation, various sets of given parameter estimates are
tested and a likelihood value is calculated. This likelihood value indicates the probability of the
data being observed given the parameter estimates (Masyn, 2013). The final parameters are
chosen based upon those for which the observed data is most likely.
Even with literature-based hypotheses as to the number of groupings that may exist in the
data, the number of groups in the data is unknown (Little, 2013). The number of classes to be fit
to the data must be determined by the researcher, although for LPA there must be at least two
classes tested. Although numerous classes are possible, it was not realistic to fit a large number
of classes due to the small sample size. Therefore, a series of models with varying latent classes
were fit increasing from two classes to five classes. Due to the small sample size for this study,
the number of estimated parameters was reduced by fixing the conditional variances of the
means for each item to be equal across classes. To justify this action, the standard deviation for
each item was calculated per class. The variances produced by the constrained 3-class model
were transformed in standard deviations and compared to the calculated standard deviations (see
Appendix U). The average difference between the model and calculated standard deviations were
0.123, -0.034, and 0.201 for classes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The differences between the model
and calculated standard deviations were reasonably small. Additionally, fixing conditional
variances to be equal across classes means that respondents in each class on average vary
equivalently on an item, regardless of class. The parameters for each item are conditionally
independent, meaning that they are independent, or uncorrelated, conditional on the class
variable (Little, 2013). Because the means and variances for the items are conditionally
independent, the model is estimated without regard to the correlations between items (Little,
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2013). Therefore, there were 12 item means estimated per class, 12 total variances to be
constrained to equal between classes, and K-1 categorical latent variable means with the last
class as the reference class.
Authors disagree about which fit indices perform the best in determining the appropriate
number of classes, and Marsh, Hau, and Wen (2004) advocate that researchers use “subjective
evaluations” of the best model without sole reliance on “golden-rules” for goodness of fit indices
(Marsh, Ludtke, Trautwein, & Morin, 2009, p. 195). To ensure a well-rounded evaluation of
each model, a series of indices were calculated to aid in selection of the appropriate number of
classes to best represent the data. The best fit model was assessed through examination of two
components: 1) relative model fit, and 2) model predictive utility. While model fit examines how
well the estimated parameters reproduce the observed data and compare classes’ ability to
reproduce the data, model utility focuses on classification quality.
The best fit for the models was assessed with the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
the Bootstrap Likelihood Test and the Lo-Mendell Rubin Test. BIC compares models with
differing number of classes (e.g. a two-class model vs. a three-class model) using a form of loglikelihood seen in the following equation (Masyn, 2013, p. 568):
BIC= -2LL + p ln N

[1]

In eq. (1), the p represents the number of classes being estimated whereas the N represents the
number of respondents in the sample. As parameters are added to the model, the likelihood may
increase, possibly causing researchers to overfit the model. BIC combats this by applying a
penalty term based on the number of parameters (Masyn, 2013). The lower the BIC, the better
fitting the model. This aided in the decision as to which number of classes best fits the data.
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The Bootstrap Likelihood Test bootstraps samples to empirically estimate the difference
in the distributions of the log-likelihood difference test statistic (Masyn, 2013). In this test, a
significant p-value (p≤0.05) means that the estimated model (higher number of classes) is the
preferred model whereas a non-significant p-value favors the smaller model.
The LMR test compares improvement of neighboring models. This test presents a pvalue which represents the comparison of a model with K classes compared to the null
hypothesis of the data coming from a K-1 class model (Nylund et al., 2007). A statistically
significant p-value supports the retaining of more complex model with K classes (Little, 2013;
Masyn, 2013).
Each test contains benefits and drawbacks. The BIC allows comparison of the fit of
models despite the number of classes being tested or the parametrization used (Nylund et al.,
2007). There is no significance value associated with this test, however. The LMR test does
however provide significance tests, though the LMR must be used with the same
parameterization for different classes.
Especially with small sample sizes, the fit indices often provide conflicting information
as to which model should prevail. Once model fit was examined via BIC, LMR, and the
bootstrap log-likelihood test, the predictive utility of the models was examined to provide
additional information to guide model selection. Ideally, the chosen model should have clearly
defined classes with distinct and discernable interpretations for the response patterns. Indicators
of latent class separation, within-class homogeneity, and entropy provide information about how
tightly related the respondents are within the class and how different the classes are, empirically
and conceptually. Looking at these elements in combination allows one to determine how well
classified the classes are, and how useful the classifications may be.
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One method for examining within-class homogeneity and latent class separation is to
assess the group probabilities. The model does not definitively assign a person to a class, rather
each individual has varying probabilities of being a member of each class based upon the model
parameter estimates and the individual’s own scores on the items used in the LPA (Little, 2013).
A person can be classified as belonging to a particular class via modal assignment where
classification is based upon which class he or she has the highest probability of being in. This
classification, however, is accompanied with classification error, as typically there is not a 1.0
probability of being classified into one class. The probability of an individual being a member of
a class is calculated via posterior probabilities, as seen in the following equation (Little, 2013, p.
569):

[2]
In eq. 2, the posterior probability (!̂#$ ) for an individual (i) to be a member of latent class k is
calculated based on the probability of an individual belonging in class k given that you are a
member of that latent class. Both the model parameters for the classes ('( ) and the individual’s
values (c ) for the items are used. The highest posterior probability of all of the classes informs an
i

individual’s most likely class membership. Classification tables were created based upon the
average posterior probabilities for the individuals in each class. In a classification table, the
diagonal represents the within-class posterior probabilities, and the off-diagonals display the
between class posterior probabilities. Because the participants are not definitively classified into
classes via a zero or one probability, LPA allows a person to have probabilities of belonging to
more than one class (Masyn, 2013). Typically, however, one class has a much higher probability
than the other classes and indicates the class to which the individual is most likely a member.
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One’s true class membership is never known, rather it can be inferred. The closer to one the
within-class posterior probability is, the stronger the within-class homogeneity, and the closer to
zero the posterior probability is between classes, the greater the latent-class separation. Nagin
(2005) offers the rule of thumb that posterior probabilities above 0.70 within classes are
considered to have sufficient within-class homogeneity.
Another method of examining the amount of delineation between classes is through the
calculation of relative entropy. Relative entropy uses the sum of the uncertainty of the posterior
classifications (the off-diagonals) for each individual (i) for each class (k) to assess the extent to
which the classifications are better than random guessing (Little, 2013). The relative entropy
statistic ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 indicating classifications no better than random guessing and 1
indicating perfect classification based on posterior probabilities (Masyn, 2013). Therefore, the
closer to 1 the relative entropy, the greater the classification utility of the model. Relative
entropy is calculated via the following equation:

)* = 1 −
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[3]

As can be seen in eq. 3, the posterior probabilities (!̂#$ ) are used to calculate relative entropy, in
addition to the overall number of participants (n) and the number of classes in the final model
(K).
A final and important element of examining utility of the groupings focuses on the
conceptual interpretation of the classifications. The conditional means and variances of the items
within each class provide information about the level of endorsement for each item and the range
of responses within the class as well. In the case of this study, the higher the mean, the more the
respondents in that class agree with the statement provided, and the lower the mean, the more the
respondents disagree with the provided statement. Each conditional mean and variance was
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examined to determine if the classifications for each model made sense conceptually, and
whether or not the interpretations were clearly discernable between classes. The conditional
means were also examined visually via a means plot. Although some means appeared similar
between classes, the statistical significance of the difference between classes could not be known
without examination of the conditional variances as well. The more similarity between class
means on each item, the less discernible the conceptual class separation.
Qualitative analysis of the FAM.
Once the LPA was completed, a most likely class membership variable was added to
Dataset B. The class variable is not used until the final stage of coding. While the LPA provided
information about the number of classes most likely to be present in the data, qualitative data
from the FAM was needed to provide additional information to describe the classes identified by
the LPA. To provide context and support to the groupings found in the LPA, dataset B
containing qualitative data from the FAM was imported into NVivo. Data, regardless of class
membership was coded separately in three cycles. Due to the exploratory nature of the coding,
the first cycle of coding used provisional coding via a “start list” of deductive codes. These
provisional codes stemmed from the aforementioned preliminary research questions and the
literature review (see Appendix F for the start list of deductive codes). This first cycle of coding
allowed me to get familiar with the data, to code large chunks of data with broad codes, look at
the fit of the provisional codes, and note codes or themes that should be introduced in the second
cycle or unsupported codes from the “start list” to be removed. Subcoding was used in the
provisional codes to allow a combination of broad and more narrow strokes when coding. The
start list of codes found in Appendix F were organized into three broad categories in accordance
with the three main sections of questions in the FAM (minus the demographics section): 1)
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Definition of FoI, 2) Scenario 1, and 3) Scenario 2. These broad categories allowed me to look at
each section of the FAM separately, but also the subcodes (e.g. adaptation or academic needs),
allowed me to look across the sections as well.
The second cycle of coding used inductive coding, keeping the supported codes from the
first cycle, but adding codes that were not initially conceptualized but were supported by
findings in the data. Coding in this second cycle involved revising the broad codes and subcodes
to capture nuances not hypothesized or considered in the provisional start codes.
The third cycle of coding examined the final codes and looked for bins, patterns, or
overarching concepts to be coded such as categories or themes, cause or explanations,
relationships, and/or theoretical constructs (Miles et al., 2013). All data was examined regardless
of class membership. Once the final themes and codes were solidified, they were operationally
defined. These definitions aided in not only clarifying my understanding of the codes, but also
provided a grounding for the secondary researcher to provide interrater reliability based upon the
same understanding of the codes.
In the final stage of analysis, the data was split based upon the most likely class
membership of the participants. The finalized codes and themes were then examined within the
classes to note any similarities and/or differences between and within classes. The class
membership variable was not applied until the end to reduce any bias in coding based upon
known class membership.
Rather than examine each individual response as a separate case, each class produced by
the LPA was examined as a whole. This cross-case approach allows for generalization within the
class as well as the ability to deepen understanding or explanation of the class formation (Miles
et al., 2013). Due to the cross-case approach being used, a variable-oriented strategy was used,
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meaning the class variable was used to bin or categorize data (Miles et al., 2013). Use of the
class variable allowed a more manageable view of the patterns emerging from the data that is not
case-specific, but rather class-specific in this project. Via analytic memos, patterns were
analyzed within classes as well as thematic differences between classes. This qualitative
information served to provide context and support for the quantitative data collected via the
FAM. For example, participants’ qualitative responses were examined to look for similarities in
rhetoric or discourse within the class to suggest why these participants grouped together and
what key themes or ideas resonate with that class.
Once final coding was completed, a secondary researcher trained in qualitative methods
randomly selected 20% of participant responses for all five qualitative questions in the FAM to
secondary code. We coded five responses together to ensure a common understanding of the
codes, their uses, and their boundaries. A kappa coefficient was produced to provide inter-rater
reliability (IRR) for the qualitative coding. Kappa coefficients above 0.60 were deemed as
agreement in accordance with Viera and Garrett (2005) which state that kappa coefficients
between 0.61 and 0.80 denote “substantial agreement,” with coefficients above 0.80 denoting
“almost perfect agreement” (Viera and Garrett, 2005, p. 362).
Qualitative analysis of the cognitive interviews.
In order to answer research question two, respondents who agreed to participate in
cognitive interviews were contacted via email to schedule interviews. A sample recruitment
email for the interviews can be found in Appendix I. Semi-structured interviews were conducted
via phone to ascertain why they responded the way they did on the FAM, underlying
assumptions that led to these responses, and also reasons for similarities or differences between
responses to the two scenarios. A copy of the initial semi-structured interview protocol can be
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found in Appendix H. Each interviewee was emailed a de-identified PDF of their responses for
reference during the interview as well as a copy of the IRB-approved information sheet via a
secure email (see Appendix L). Verbal consent was required at the beginning of each interview
for the audio recording of the interview. All respondents agreed.
Cognitive interviews have been used in the literature to provide validity evidence that
survey items are eliciting the desired responses and also to aid in interpretation of quantitative
survey findings (Beatty and Willis, 2007). Although less common, cognitive interviews after the
conduction of a survey can not only aid in providing validity evidence that questions are
functioning as desired and uncover any misunderstanding in the questions, but also can provide
insight into why respondents responded in a certain manner (Jakwerth, Stancavage, & Reed,
1999). While standard interviews are interested in ascertaining an answer, cognitive interviews
seek to uncover the process through which respondents answer a survey question, rather than
focus on the answer itself. Willis and Artino (2013) outline two procedures that can be used
during cognitive interviews: think-aloud interviewing and verbal probes. This study used the
think-aloud procedure, as the focus was on verbalizing the thinking process as the respondent
took the survey. Probes were inserted into the interviews as needed to ensure clear depiction of
the respondents’ thought processes.
The use of telephone-based cognitive interviews as opposed to in-person cognitive
interviews had benefits and drawbacks. In-person interviews provide the ability to record nonverbal cues and establish a relationship between the respondent and interviewer in hopes of
ascertaining more in-depth responses (Rahman, 2015). In-person interviews were not possible
due to the geographic distance between myself and the respondents, and also would offer less
flexibility to my respondents in terms of time/place. Telephone-based interviews allowed
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flexibility on the part of the respondents as well as myself. Additionally, the use of telephone
cognitive interviews allowed respondents from varying geographic locations to participate. A
study by Rahman (2015) found that telephone interviews are more likely to provide truthful
answers as the interviewer is not there in person providing any sort of influence or make a
participant uncomfortable. Telephone interviews are also less likely to elicit socially acceptable
answers than in-person interviews (Colombotos, 1969; Musselwhite, Cuff, McGregor, & King,
2007).
The cognitive interviews were recorded but not transcribed, rather rapid identification of
themes from audio recordings (RITA) was used to identify patterns. Use of RITA as opposed to
the use of NVivo qualitative coding seen in the analysis of the qualitative questions in the FAM
removes the need for transcription and retains the ability to capture intonation (Neal et al., 2015).
RITA involves 1) specification of a research focus, 2) identification of key themes and a
codebook, 3) creation of a coding form, 4) testing and refinement of the coding form, and 4)
finally analysis of codes (Neal et al., 2015).
There are no a priori themes created for this form of analysis, rather the initial coding
form is created from initial impressions gathered during the course of the actual interviews.
Notes from the interviews led to the initial themes, and preliminary definitions for these themes
were recorded in a codebook. The next step is to set up the coding form. RITA coding is
different than the coding used in NVivo in the previous section. Each initial theme identified
during the interviews was placed in the first column of the coding sheet (Appendix J). In RITA
analysis, the recording is listened to in specified time segments. Due to the recordings being
approximately 30-45 minutes long each, a three-minute time segment was chosen. The smaller
the time segment choice, the more detail one can get about the topics discussed during that time;
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however, it is time consuming in smaller segmentations. The column headings of the coding
form notated each time segment (e.g. 0-2:59 min, 3-5:59 min, 6-8:59 min, etc.).
During the first round of coding, the purpose is to test the initial themes and develop new
themes as needed. For each interview, if a theme was mentioned during the three-minute time
segment, a checkmark was placed in the cell corresponding to the time segment and theme of
interest. This aided in determining if a theme was mentioned in general, and how many times it
was mentioned within and across interviews. After the recordings were coded once, themes that
were unused were removed, existing themes were refined as necessary, and additional themes
were added. The second round of coding uses a more detailed coding technique. If the theme was
mentioned in a negative manner during the course of the three-minute segment, a “-” sign was
placed in the cell, if a theme was mentioned in a neutral manner a “0” was placed in the cell, and
if a theme was mentioned in a positive manner, a “+” sign was placed in the cell. By coding with
separate positive/neutral/negative mentions, more detailed information can be gathered that does
not simply notate the presence of theme but the tone around the theme as well. See Appendix J
for the initial RITA coding form used in this study, and Appendix R for the final RITA codes
and definitions.
Analysis of the finalized RITA coding sheet occurred in two steps. First, the number of
“+”, “0”, and “-“ symbols were tallied within each interview, as well as across all interviews.
The overall tally provided general information about the number of positive, neutral, and
negative mentions of a theme across all interviewees. By then separating interviewees into
groups by their most likely class membership, tallies were then done again within classes. This
allowed the proportion of positive, neutral, or negative mentions for each theme within each
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class to be examined. The class membership variable was not applied until the end to reduce any
bias in coding based upon known class membership.
Once final coding was completed, the same secondary researcher randomly selected a
20% of the cognitive interviews to secondary code. We coded one response together to ensure a
common understanding of the codes, their uses, and their boundaries. A kappa coefficient was
produced via NVivo’s coding comparison tool to provide IRR for the qualitative coding. Kappa
coefficients above 0.60 were deemed as agreement in accordance with Viera and Garrett (2005).
Study Validity
Many steps were taken to strengthen the validity of the inferences stemming from this
mixed-methods study. First, the expert review of the FAM provided content validity for the
scenarios and items in this measure. This detailed expert review provided quantitative data about
the relevance and realism of the chosen scenarios, as well as data about the relevance of the
items on the FAM and their ability to differentiate between groups. Email correspondence and
comments in the margins of the content validation form also provided additional information
used to strengthen the content validity of the items and scenarios.
The fit indices and subsequent model usefulness indices produced in the LPA provided
evidence for the best-fitting model chosen based on the data. The use of qualitative information
in the NVivo qualitative coding and RITA qualitative coding served as additional evidence for
the interpretation of the model. The specific use of cognitive interviews also provided validity
evidence for the responses to the FAM as the interviews provided evidence that the items were
generally interpreted by respondents in the manner intended. There was no significant
misinterpretation of the items.
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All qualitative data from both the survey and cognitive interview underwent both the
initial and final rounds of coding before the class variable derived from the LPA was added.
Coding the qualitative without regards to the class variable served to reduce bias by not coloring
the process with foreknowledge of the class in which a respondent belonged. The class variable
was only applied once all coding had been completed in order to examine within class and
between class similarities and differences.
Inter-rater reliability was calculated for both the FAM qualitative coding and the coding
of the cognitive interviews via the RITA technique. A secondary researcher trained in qualitative
methods randomly selected a portion of participant responses for all five qualitative questions in
the FAM to secondary code. We coded five responses together to ensure a common
understanding of the codes, their uses, and their boundaries. A kappa coefficient of 0.79 was
produced denoting “substantial agreement” (Viera and Garrett, 2005, p. 362). The same
secondary researcher also randomly selected 20% of the cognitive interview to code. We coded
one interview together, retaining unresolved differences of opinion on particular coding instances
to be used for calculations of IRR. Across the five interviews, an average kappa coefficient of
0.82 was calculated, indicating “almost perfect agreement” on average (Viera and Garrett, 2005,
p. 362). All interview kappa coefficients ranged from 0.72 to 0.95, well above the suggested
minimum of 0.60 (Viera and Garrett, 2005).
My dissertation committee and I both reached out to personal contacts to recruit
participants for this study. Researchers and evaluators tend to associate with like-minded
colleagues, and to prevent bias in the type of respondents recruited for this study, an item asking
if the participant was recruited via personal contact with a UConn committee member or via
another source was inserted into the demographics section of the FAM. Although this study does
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not have enough power to explore the comparison between those who were personally recruited
and those who were externally recruited, the data from this item does provide general
information as to the percentage of the overall sample and the percentage of each class that came
from each recruitment method.
Delimitations.
Literature from a plethora of fields including education, mental health, and psychology
was reviewed due to this study wanting to capture perspectives researchers and evaluators from
across disciplines. That said, some disciplines of health, including clinical psychology and
medicine view fidelity in terms of compliance and focus on clinical settings with greater control
than the more naturalistic settings of the social sciences and education. For this reason, this
literature was not explored in depth, and there was not a specific effort to include researchers or
evaluators from these fields, although they were not excluded.
The scenarios presented in the FAM are both education-based due to not only my own
personal background in education, but also due to the desire to not introduce additional variables
into the scenarios. If one scenario was education-based and one was health-based, the differences
between scenarios and response patterns may be unduly influenced by differences in context
rather than small nuances such as the way in which fidelity of implementation data was being
used in the example evaluations in the scenarios, or the subject area of the program. In order to
provide multiple scenarios of different contexts in order to compare results across contexts, a
much larger sample size would be needed, and this was not a possibility of this study.
The use of alternating higher/lower fidelity score stems in the FAM was also purposeful.
The same general type of modifications were made by teachers in both scenarios, often with one
scenario having the modification paired with the higher fidelity score stem and the other scenario
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with the lower fidelity stem. For example, in the Chicago scenario, item X6 involved a drastic
change to the program through the use of deductive instead of inductive reasoning. Participants
were asked to rate their level of agreement with an evaluator giving the teacher a lower fidelity
score. In the Texas scenario, the teacher also made a drastic change to the program by removing
two steps of the math intervention. Participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with
an evaluator giving the teacher a higher fidelity score. The repeat of the same types of
modifications between the two scenarios and the switch between higher or lower fidelity scores
allowed me to determine if agreeing with a lower score meant disagreeing with a higher score as
well, and vice versa. Additionally, if ratings contradicted each other between scenarios, the
participant could be asked in the interviews why their scores vary.
The focus of this study is the identification and description of researcher and evaluator
perspectives on the adherence-adaptation debate. The decision to focus on the relationship
between individuals rather than the relationship between variables led to the decision to conduct
a latent profile analysis as opposed to an exploratory factor analysis. Identification of the
underlying constructs in the measure may be an avenue for future research.
Limitations.
Due to the relatively small sample size, non-probability sampling methods, and the lack
of randomization for this study, the results of this study cannot be generalized beyond the
respondents who participated in the study, nor can it be generalized to future populations of
researchers and evaluators. This instrument also cannot be used to predict class membership in
future samples. Participants in this study were modally assigned based on their most likely class
membership for the purpose of analyzing similarities and differences between the classes. This
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study cannot know what class the participants actually belong to, rather only to which class the
participant is most likely a member.
Additionally, both scenarios used in the FAM involved education-based contexts in the
United States of America. Although questions about the appropriateness of adaptations or
adherence may overflow into varying contexts, inferences made from this study can only be
made for how researchers and evaluators in this study perceive the adaptation-adherence debate
in a US educational setting.
The themes identified in the cognitive interviews and reported in research question two
also cannot be generalized beyond participants from this study and their views on the adherenceadaptation debate in a US educational setting. These themes are generalized across classes, and
not all participants subscribe to or support these themes.
Chapter Four: Results
The focus of this chapter is the results as they pertain to answering the two research
questions: 1) What adherence-adaptation profiles can be identified among researchers and
evaluators? 2) How do researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their views on the
adherence-adaptation debate? The adherence-adaptation profiles for research question 1 will be
discussed via the results of the LPA, followed by class-specific qualitative analysis of the FAM
and cognitive interviews. Class-independent overarching themes and ideas from the FAM
qualitative data and cognitive interviews will be expressed in response to research question 2. Of
note is that results of several important, supplementary analyses appear in appendices: content
validation results (Appendix N), a detailed description of the LPA including alternative models
(Appendix K), and qualitative analysis results for the sample as a whole (Appendix O).
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RQ1: What adherence-adaptation profiles can be identified among researchers and
evaluators?

Latent profile analysis.
While 132 participants remained in the sample after the removal of the two screened out
respondents, listwise deletion on the 12 items used for the LPA left a final sample size of 128.
Possibly due to the small sample size, the fit indices for the two, three, four, and five class model
provided differing information as to which model fit the data best, as seen in Table 13.
Table 13
Model Fit Indices
Number of
Latent Classes
2
3
4
5

BIC

Bootstrap
LRT

BLRT
p-value

3787.534
3492.150
3412.078
3360.898

-2014.925
-1804.004
-1624.774
-1553.200

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Lo-Mendell
Rubin Test
(Adjusted)
415.258
352.866
140.914
112.473

LMRT
p-value
0.0002
0.0015
0.1562
0.6286

Statistically significant BLRT p-values for all models and the presence of the lowest BIC support
a five-class model. Table 11 also shows that the p-value is statistically significant for the LMRT
for both the two and three-class model. This means that the estimated model of two latent classes
is preferred to one latent class and three latent classes are preferred to two. The non-significant
p-values for the other models indicate that having 3 latent classes is the best fitting model
according to this test (Masyn, 2013).
As seen in Table 14, all four tested models had extremely high relative entropy values,
with the differences between models being essentially trivial, especially due to the expectation
that entropy decreases as the number of classes increase due to the increased chance of error with
class assignment.
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Table 14
Relative Entropy
Number of
Latent Classes
2
3
4
5

Relative
Entropy
0.996
0.987
0.952
0.947

From the above data, there is some support for all of the model. The latent class
separation, within-class homogeneity, and interpretability of the conditional means and variances
was also examined for each model. The three-class model was chosen as the best fit, based on a
culmination of all of the data. The results from the three-class model are displayed below, with
results for all other models found in Appendix K.
Three-class model.
The estimated group probabilities were 16%, 77%, and 8% for classes 1, 2, and 3
respectively. All three classes are above the 5% rule of thumb provided by Nagin (2005), which
states that in order to be a class to be useful, a class should be no less than 5% of the total
respondents. Of note is that the class membership for each respondent is not actually known,
rather the table below was created using the most likely class for each respondent based on
posterior probabilities.
Table 15
Final Class Counts and Proportions for the Latent Classes Based on Their Most Likely Latent
Class Membership
Latent Class
1
2
3

Number of People
20
98
10

98

Proportion of Total in Class
0.16
0.77
0.08

The average latent class posterior probabilities within classes for classes 1, 2, and 3 were
very high at 0.996, 0.995, and 1.000 as were the classification probabilities within classes with
values of 0.978, 0.999, and 1.000 for classes 1, 2, and 3.
While the above average posterior probabilities within classes and the classification
probabilities within class provided empirical support for within-class homogeneity and latentclass separation in this model, Figure 2 provides a visualization of latent-class separation via the
plotting of conditional means for each item. Because the variables in LPA are continuous, the
items (x-axis) can be plotted against the mean (y-axis) for each class. The x-axis contains the
item numbers with 1-6 stemming from the Chicago scenario and 7-12 from the Texas scenario.
The average means (y-axis) range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). Visually,
there is good latent-class separation between classes, with a clear distinction between all three
classes on each item with class 1 in red, class 2 in green, and class 3 in blue. Visual inspection
shows a clear opposition in response patterns for classes 1 and 3 with class 2 cutting through the
middle of the plot. Classes 1 and 2 appear to respond similarly for item 12, although examination
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of the conditional means and variances is necessary to determine whether or not these means
differ significantly.

Figure 2. Three-Class Model
Table 16 displays the variable name, description of the item, and the conditional means
for each class and the conditional variances. While the means vary between classes, the variances
are constrained to be equal across classes. Examining the conditional means for class 1,
respondents in this class typically endorse lower scores (variables X1, X2, X6, X7, X9, and X11)
and disagree with higher scores (variables X3, X4, X5, X8, X10, and X12) for teachers who
adapt, modify or add to the curriculum in both scenarios. Respondents in this class have means
near the extremes of the scale (strongly disagree and strongly agree). The range of responses for
items asking for the level of agreement with lowering a fidelity score due to the modification,
adaptation, or addition ranges from 3.51 to 3.79, indicating scores near strongly agree. The range
of responses for items asking for the level of agreement with giving a higher fidelity score for
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modifications, adaptations, or additions ranges from 1.07 to 1.36, indicating scores near strongly
disagree.
Table 16
Conditional Means and Variances for the Three-Class Model
Variable
Name
X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

Conditional Means
Class Class Class
1
2
3

Description
Please indicate your level of agreement with
each statement, if an evaluator gives a lower
fidelity score to a teacher who allows
students 60 minutes to complete each task
due to block scheduling.
…gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who translates materials to support English
Language Learners.
… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who supplements the performance tasks
with additional articles and sources not
provided by the program.
… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who has the semester projects be group
projects rather than individual to support
lower ability students. (These are not
students with legally-mandated
accommodations).
… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who alters the performance task’s content to
be more culturally
relevant to students.
… gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who provides lower-ability students with
the claims first and asks them to find
evidence to support the claim. (These are
not students with legally-mandated
accommodations).
… gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who rewrites the word-based math problems
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Conditional
Variance

3.79

2.91

1.20

0.46

3.53

1.62

1.10

0.32

1.11

1.81

3.90

0.36

1.01

1.66

3.60

0.33

1.35

2.22

3.80

0.39

3.51* 3.06*

1.70

0.91

3.68

1.10

0.60

2.22

to be more culturally relatable to the
students by changing names in the problem,
and the context of the question.
X8

X9

X10

X11

X12

… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who uses the program daily, rather than the
prescribed three times a week.
… gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who provided Spanish versions of the word
problems for English-Language Learners.
… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who supplemented the prescribed materials
with math tiles and other tangible items to
allow students to physically work through
the math problems.
… gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who allows lower ability students to
verbally convey how they completed the
problem rather than writing it out. (These
are not students with legally mandated
accommodations).
… gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who works through the problems step-bystep with the students rather than having
them complete the problem on their own
first.

1.21

1.86

3.70

0.32

3.57

1.68

1.00

0.33

1.36

2.14

3.90

0.56

3.59

2.26

1.50

0.55

1.16* 1.29*

3.10

0.36

*. Means that are not significantly different from one another on that item.

The conditional means for class 3, like class 1, are more clear-cut. In terms of items that
involve the evaluator giving lower fidelity scores for adaptations, modifications, and additions,
class 3 conditional means ranged from 1.0 to 1.7. All means for these items fell between strongly
disagree and disagree with the three lowest ratings (1.0, 1.1, and 1.1) stemming from X9, X2,
and X7 respectively. X9 and X2 involve modifications made to support ELL students and X7
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includes modifications for cultural relevancy. The highest score for this segment of items is
from X6 with a value of 1.7, which is still below the rating of disagree.
For items which involve the evaluator giving higher fidelity scores for adaptations,
modifications, and additions, class 3 conditional means ranged from 3.1 to 3.9. All means for
these items fell between agree and strongly agree with the two highest ratings (3.9) stemming
from X3 and X10. Both of these items involve additions to the program to supplement student
learning such as the use of tangibles in math problem solving. The lowest rating for this segment
of items is from X12, which like X6 involved fundamentally altering the program. The average
mean for this item for class 3 still fell squarely above the agree scale point at 3.1.
Examination of these items as a whole for class 3 displays a pattern opposite of class 1,
the pro-adherence class. Due to the disagreement with lowering fidelity ratings and agreement
with providing higher fidelity ratings for any of the modifications, adaptations, and additions
made in both scenarios, class 3 can be characterized as the pro-adaptation class.
Examination of the class 2 conditional means reveal a less clear-cut response pattern to
the higher and lower fidelity items. In terms of the items related to lowering the fidelity scores,
the responses range from 1.62 to 3.06. Closer examination of these items showed that items
related to dosage or fundamental shifts in the program were rated differently than those based on
modifications for language and culture. For example, item x6 involved the teacher switching
student learning from inductive reasoning to deductive reasoning. Class 2 respondents on
average agreed with lowering the fidelity score for this item (3.06). Class 2 respondents also
agreed with lowering the fidelity score for increasing the time given to students for each
performance task as seen in X1 (2.91). Items X2 and X9 dealt with modifications for ELL
students, and on average respondents in this class fell between strongly disagree and disagree
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with lowering fidelity scores due to those modifications (1.62 and 1.68 respectively). Item X7,
which contained modifications for cultural relevancy and item x11 which contained
modifications for lower-ability students, were rated just between disagree at 2.22 and 2.6
respectively.
Looking at the items in which the evaluator provided higher fidelity scores for teacher
modifications, adaptations, and additions, class 2 conditional means ranged from 1.29 to 2.22.
All of the responses fall between strongly disagree and just above disagree. The highest scores
for this set of items is for item X5 which involved adaptations for cultural relevancy (2.22) and
support for low-ability students in X10 (2.14). The lowest score and greatest amount of
disagreement stems from X12, which like X6 above involved a fundamental change to the
program. In X12, the teacher removed two steps of the three steps in the program.
Examining these conditional means overall, similar to the productive adaptation
perspective, it appears that fundamental changes to the program model and changes in dosage are
possibly problematic adaptations for respondents in class 2. On the other hand, adaptations made
to support ELL students, lower-ability students, or to increase the cultural relevancy of the
program were either okay or generally marked between disagree and agree, making it essentially
neutral.
The conditional variances in Table 16 are constrained to be equal across classes, but still
provide information about whether or not means are in fact different between classes and also the
amount of consensus within a class on an item. Item X6 had the largest variance at 0.91.
According to Figure 2 above, the conditional means for class 1 and 2 are visually
distinguishable, yet with a variance of 0.91, members of class 1 and 2 may have responded
similarly to this item, as the average means on item X6 for class 1 and 2 differ by 0.45. Sans item
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X6, the conditional variances range from 0.32 (X2) to 0.60 (X7). Due to the variance in
responses seen in the conditional variances, the means for items X6 and X12 for classes 1 and 2
are not significantly different from one another. For item X12, the mean of 1.16 for class 1 and
1.29 for class 2 are not necessarily discernable from one another once a variance of 0.36 is
considered. Some respondents in class 1 may have responded similarly to those in class 2 and
vice versa.
While the examination of the conditional means hints at the possibility of class 1 aligning
with the pro-adherence perspective and class 3 aligning with the pro-adaptation perspective,
there is not sufficient evidence to support these claims without the qualitative analysis of the
FAM and the cognitive interviews. Additionally, the labelling of class 2 is not clear based on just
the conditional means.
Class-specific demographics.
Before delving into how each class responded to the scenarios presented in the FAM and
the patterns and themes discovered in the cognitive interview data, class demographics are
described. The primary employment status for each class can be found in Table 17. Class 3 has a
drastically different makeup than classes 1 and 2, with the majority of respondents in class 3
being employed in non-profit organizations whereas the majority of class 1 and 2 are employed
by colleges or universities. There are either no employees of a non-profit (0%) or very few (8%)
in classes 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 17
Primary Employment Status for Each Latent Class
Primary Employment Status

LC1

LC2

LC3

Employee of a college/university

30%

34%

10%

Employee of a research, evaluation, and/or consulting firm

15%

18%

0%
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Self-employed independent contractor

20%

14%

0%

Employee of a local, state, or federal government agency

20%

12%

20%

Employee of a non-profit organization

0%

8%

60%

Employee of a foundation

10%

3%

10%

Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid)

0%

5%

0%

I am not employed or involved in evaluation-related work

0%

0%

0%

Other

5%

5%

0%

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2= 80, LC3=10. Columns may not sum exactly to 100%
due to rounding.

No respondents had an associate degree as their highest attained degree, and only 2% of
class 2 responded as having a bachelor’s degree be their highest attained degree. Class 1 had the
highest percentage of respondents with a doctorate degree at 80%. The remainder were evenly
split between master’s degrees (10%) and professional degrees (10%). The majority of
respondents for class 2 indicate that a doctorate degree was their highest attained degree (58%)
with a large segment (33%) indicating they held a master’s degree as their highest degree. The
majority (70%) of class 3 respondents indicated a master’s degree as their highest attained
degree, with the remainder indicating a professional degree (10%) or doctorate degree (20%).
Table 18
Highest Degree of Educational Attainment of Each Latent Class
Highest Degree of Educational Attainment

LC1

LC2

LC3

Associate's degree (including occupational or academic degrees)

0%

0%

0%

Bachelor's degree (BA, BS, AB, etc.)

0%

2%

0%

Master's degree (MA, MS, MSW, etc.)

10%

33%

70%

Professional school degree (MBA, JD, RN, MD, etc.)

10%

7%

10%

Doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc.)

80%

58%

20%

Other

0%

0%

0%

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2=98, LC3=10. Columns may not sum exactly to
100% due to rounding.
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Table 19 contains percentages for each class for in which field the highest degree was
attained. The majority of class 1 indicated that their highest attained degree was from the field of
psychology (40%), with educational psychology (20%) and evaluation rounding out the top three
(15%). The 10% of respondents in the “other” category indicated statistics or business as their
field of study. Class 2 had representation from all fields listed in Table 19, as well as the highest
percentage of 24% from the “other” category. This other category contained a large mix with
most respondents indicating business, public policy, or social work as their field of study. Class 3
had the majority of respondents fill in “other” for their field of study. All of those who indicated
“other” came from the social work field. The second highest percentage for class 3 was the
health/public health field.
Table 19
Field of Study for Highest Attained Educational Degree for Each Latent Class
Field of Study for Highest Attained Educational Degree

LC1

LC2

LC3

Education

10%

19%

20%

Educational Psychology

20%

12%

0%

Evaluation

15%

14%

10%

Health/Public Health

5%

7%

30%

Psychology

40%

20%

0%

Sociology

0%

4%

0%

Other

10%

24%

40%

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2= 98, LC3=10. Columns may not sum exactly to
100% due to rounding.

In terms of occupation, 60% of class 3 indicated they identified as evaluators, whereas 45% of
classes 1 and 2 respectively identified as evaluators. Researchers and college or university
faculty members/instructors tied for second in class 1 (20%). Researchers were the second
highest for class 2 as well with 24%. Class 3 had a four-way tie for the second highest
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percentage (10%) between college or university faculty members/instructors, researchers,
trainers, and “other”. Those who marked other were all teachers who aided in implementation in
their schools.
Table 20
Primary Professional Identity in Evaluation for Each Latent Class
Primary Professional Identity in Evaluation

LC1

LC2

LC3

Evaluator

45%

47%

60%

College or university faculty member or instructor

20%

17%

10%

Researcher

20%

24%

10%

Trainer

10%

5%

10%

Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid)

0%

3%

0%

Unemployed or currently seeking employment in the evaluation field

0%

0%

0%

Retired but still active in the evaluation field

0%

3%

0%

Retired and no longer active in the evaluation field

0%

0%

0%

Other

5%

2%

10%

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2= 98, LC3=10. Columns may not sum exactly to
100% due to rounding.

Of those who identified as evaluators for classes 1 and 2, the majority identified as primarily
serving as an external evaluator (67% and 73% respectively). In stark comparison to this, 100%
of class 3 indicated serving as an internal evaluator.
Table 21
Type of Evaluator in Each Latent Class
Role in Evaluation

LC1

LC2

LC3

Internal Evaluator

33%

27%

100%

External Evaluator

67%

73%

0%
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The majority of class 1 (75%), and class 2 (90%), as well as all of class 3 (100.0%) conducts
their FoI-based evaluations and research studies in the United States of America. A portion of
classes 1 (25%) and 2 (11%) practice or focus their research in international settings.
Table 22
Primary Location of FoI-based Evaluations and Studies in Each Latent Class
U.S.A. Based Work

LC1

LC2

LC3

Yes

75%

90%

100%

No

25%

11%

0%

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2= 98, LC3=10. Columns may not sum exactly to
100% due to rounding.

All continuous variables not used in the LPA were examined descriptively via mean,
standard deviation, and range (see Table 15). For both the Chicago and Texas scenarios, class 1
rated the importance of FoI the highest at 4.5. This rating fits squarely between the very
3

important (4) and extremely important (5) scale points. Class 1 also had the greatest number of
years of experience in FoI on average (11.7). Class 2 had the highest number of evaluations on
average, whereas class 1 had the highest number of completed FoI studies, on average. Class 1
respondents rated themselves on average as having the highest level of confidence in their
knowledge and understanding of FoI.
Table 23
Average Demographics for Each Latent Class
Variable

LC1

LC2

LC3

Importance of FoI in Chicago

4.5 (.6)

4.0 (.8)

3.4 (1.0)

Importance of FoI in Texas

4.8 (.6)

4.2 (.8)

3.5 (.8)

Years of Experience

11.7 (8.5) 10.9 (10.2)

3

6.4 (3.6)

In the final FAM seen in Appendix C, the importance of FoI was measured on a four-point scale with 1=extremely
important and 5= not at all important). For ease of interpretability, the two importance items were reverse coded so
that 1=not at all important and 5=extremely important).
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Number of Evaluations

7.7 (11.8)

9.6 (21.2)

4.0 (2.4)

Number of Studies

5.2 (11.2)

2.9 (5.8)

1.0 (1.8)

Confidence in FoI

3.3 (.6)

2.9 (.9)

2.6 (.5)

Note: Sample size varied per latent class LC1=20, LC2= 98, LC3=10. Standard deviations are presented
in parentheses after each mean.

Class comparisons via ANOVA.
The continuous demographic variables presented above were analyzed via ANOVA to
determine if the means were statistically significantly different from one another. The results
from this analysis can be seen in Table 24 below. The description for the variables can be found
in Appendix P. Only two ANOVA comparisons were statistically significant, Y1 and Y2.
Table 24
ANOVA Class Comparisons
Variable
Y1

Y2
D2
D3
D4
D9

df
2
125
127
127
2
124
126
2
123
125
2
121
123
2
121
123
2
124
126

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

F
8.468

Sig.
.000*

10.869

.000*

1.108

.333

.391

.677

1.458

.237

2.320

.103

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. Y1=Level of Importance of measuring FoI in the
Chicago Scenario, Y2= Level of Importance of measuring FoI in the Texas Scenario, D2= Years of Experience
with FoI, D3=Number of completed FoI-based evaluations, D4=Number of completed FoI-based studies,
D9=Level of confidence in understanding/knowledge of FoI.
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These two variables correspond with the importance of FoI ratings for the Chicago (Y1) and
Texas (Y2) scenarios respectively. Therefore, there is a statistically significant difference
between at least two classes in terms of ratings of importance of FoI in both scenarios. No other
continuous demographic, including years of experience, number of FoI-based evaluations or
studies, nor confidence in FoI knowledge or understanding differed significantly between
classes.
A holistic glance at the demographics indicates that while the largest class, class 2, is a
mix of demographics, the smallest classes, class 1 and 3, have particular demographics that set
them apart from class 2. Class 1 is predominately comprised of respondents with doctorate
degrees who work in the more technical or clinical fields of psychology and educational
psychology. Class 1 respondents rated FoI as the most important of the three classes and this
difference was statistically significant. Class 1 also had the highest percentage of international
respondents (25%). Class 2 had a mix of respondents with doctorates and masters degrees,
stemming from a mix of fields with the most prominent being the “other” category, specifically
business and public policy. There was no key demographic that made class 2 stand out, as it was
generally a mix across the board. Class 3, however, did stand out with a clear majority of
respondents having a masters degree and being employed by non-profit agencies. Class 1 and 2
had 0% and 8% of respondents respectively indicate being employed by a non-profit agency
compared to 60% in class 3. The majority of class 3 respondents indicated “other” for their field
of study with 100% of those in other indicating social work as their field. A clear majority of
class 3 respondents also indicated their main role to be evaluators. While class 1 and 2 evaluators
were predominately comprised of external evaluators, 100% of class 3 indicated being an
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internal evaluator. Finally, class 3 was entirely US based. These demographics allow a glance at
the composition of the classes.
Qualitative analysis of the three-class model.
Of the 128 participants analyzed via LPA, 102 provided answers for all five qualitative
questions on the FAM, 23 provided answers for at least one of the questions, but no more than
four questions, and 3 provided no qualitative responses. Cognitive interviews occurred with 20
participants of the 128 participants, or approximately 16% of the final sample. The interviews
ranged from 16 minutes to 44 minutes in length with an average length of 32 minutes and 27
seconds. Of the 20 interviews, 15% were with participants had their most likely class
membership as class 1 (n=3), 80% from class 2 (n=16), and 5% from class 3 (n=1). These
percentages align closely with the proportion of respondents in each class (16%, 77%, and 8%).
Using the three-class model, the majority of respondents aligned with one class (76%),
however the smaller classes of 16% and 8% are not to be disregarded as these nuances are
critical in describing the landscape of fidelity research and fidelity-based evaluations.
Examination of the mean profiles in combination with the concurrent qualitative data revealed
that the three-class model aligns well with two of the three hypothesized profiles of proadherence and pro-adaptation with cautious support for the third profile, productive adaptation.
Pro-adherence.
The following section uses a combination of conditional means and variances from the LPA,
qualitative data from the FAM and cognitive interviews, and the above demographics
information to provide evidence for the labelling of class 1 as generally aligning with the proadherence class. Pro-adherence was operationally defined as supporting strict adherence to the
program model, with alterations or adaptions of the program structure and/or procedure being
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considered lower fidelity. The focus on pro-adherence begins with the respondent-provided
definitions of FoI in the FAM. There were 10 child nodes and one subnode within the definition
parent node. The operationalized definition for each definition code can be seen in Table 25.
Example of each definition code can be found in Appendix Q. Definitions of FoI are significant
because the way in which one defines fidelity colors the way in which they decide what merits a
high or low fidelity score.
Table 25
Operational Definitions of Definition Codes for FAM Qualitative Analysis
Node Name

Description

a. D-ACCT

The definition of fidelity includes mention of need to fulfil
legislative, legal, or other mandated aspects (e.g. Title 1).

b. D-ADA

The definition of fidelity includes mention of adaptation or a
synonym of adaptation (e.g. change, modify, or alter).

c. D-ADH

The definition of fidelity includes mention of adherence or a
synonym of adherence (e.g. follow or be faithful to).

d. D-BENCH

A specific benchmark was given for fidelity, whether it be denoting
the percent of adherence that constitutes fidelity or denoting the
allowable margin of error in a specific number.

e. D-COMP

The definition of fidelity included mention of components of
fidelity in general (e.g. core components or key components).

1. D-COMPSPEC

The definition of fidelity includes mention of specific components
of fidelity such as quality of delivery or participant responsiveness.
This may also include mention of specific authors or fidelity
frameworks.

f. D-DES

The focus is on relation or adherence of program design to program
goals.

g. D-GEN

A general definition of fidelity was given that included a general
notion of a program following the prescribed program model.

h. D-NEG

Fidelity of implementation is mentioned as a negative or
unnecessary thing.

i. D-RES

The definition mentions the need for empirically-based, researchbased or validated components or something of the nature.
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Node Name
j. D-SPIRIT

Description
The definition mentions staying true to spirit of the implementation
or purpose (not strict adherence). The definition may also include
mention of staying true to the heart of the program.

As seen in Table 26, of those in the pro-adherence class who provided definitions for FoI
on the FAM, 40% of those definitions explicitly mention adherence or a synonym of adherence
in their definition; the highest of any class. An example of a participant-provided definition
containing the term adherence is, “implementation adherence to the specific parameters of the
prescribed program” (participant 9). None of the definitions for the pro-adherence class mention
adaptation, modification, or any such synonym in their definitions. About 28% of respondents in
this class provided a general definition of fidelity. An example of a general definition provided
was, “how aligned the implementation is with what was intended” (participant 3). A key aspect
of the general definition is the focus on alignment or the difference between intended and
observed rather than a focus on adhering or sticking to the intended program; a subtle but
necessary distinction.
Table 26
Definition Parent Node References for the Pro-Adherence Class
Node
I.

Number of References
Definition

38

a. D-ACCT

3

b. D-ADA

0

c. D-ADH

15

d. D-BENCH

1
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e. D-COMP

6

i. D-COMP-SPEC

0

f. D-DES

1

g. D-GEN

10

h. D-NEG

0

i. D-RES

2

j. D-SPIRIT

0

Note. n=19. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher
than the number of participants.
Of note is of those who identified as experimental psychologists, the definition of fidelity
differed to include the extent to which the design chosen aligns with the intended outcomes. This
was only seen in one definition; however, it was also noted in interviews. The provided
definition was, “The degree to which the design of a study is aligned with its purported goals”
(participant 11).
The pro-adherence class is the only class to have members mention accountability via
legislative, legal, or mandated requirements as a part of their fidelity definition. An example of a
definition that falls under the accountability node (D-ACCT) includes, “[…] For public programs
this includes fidelity with legislative intent, consistency with implementation plans, and
consistency of implementation across sites for programs with multiple loci of implementation”
(participant 49). This corresponds with the majority of pro-adherence respondents who partook
in interviews indicating that most of their fidelity of implementation experience comes from
working with major funding agencies such as the National Science Foundation (NSF), IES, or
with grants such as Title I.
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The way in which the pro-adherence respondents define fidelity of implementation, with
a focus on adherence is reflected in the conditional means of the LPA data. In summary, the
conditional means reflected the disagreement with higher fidelity scores and agreement with
lower fidelity scores for teachers who adapt, modify or add to the curriculum in both the Chicago
and Texas scenarios.
Reasons for these ratings were sought in the qualitative analysis of the FAM items
specifically asking respondents to provide information about what situations merit a higher
fidelity score and which merit a lower fidelity score. Operational definitions for the Chicago and
Texas scenarios can be found in Table 27 with examples of each code found in Appendix Q.
Table 27
Scenario Parent Node References for the Pro-Adherence Class
Node Name

Description

a. S1/2-H-ACCESS

Higher fidelity scores due to adaptation for the sake of
accessibility for students (culturally or language).

b. S1/2-H-AD

Adherence to the program model was mentioned as a
reason for higher fidelity in the Chicago or Texas scenario.
Of note that synonyms of adherence are also acceptable.

1. S1/2-H-ADC

Adherence to the core components specified rather than
overall adherence.

c. S1/2-H-AN

Adaptations to better fit academic needs of students were
mentioned for higher fidelity scores in the Chicago
scenario.

d. S1/2-H-IM

General improvement of current program model via
adaptation was mentioned as a reason for higher fidelity
scores in the Chicago or Texas scenario.

e. S1/2-H-PW

There is mention of a teacher making appropriate
modifications based on professional wisdom, knowledge of
students, etc. These mentions are made with a positive
tone, as it relates to higher fidelity.
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f. S1/2-H-SC

Small changes to the program, as long as they don't impact
outcomes, and they are aligned with the spirit or heart of
the intervention, they should not be penalized.

g. S1/2-L-ADA

Adapting the program from the original program model
was mentioned as a reason for lower fidelity scores for the
Chicago or Texas scenario.

1. S1/2-L-DC

It was mentioned that changes being made to the program
were too drastic and altered the purpose of the program as a
reason for lower fidelity scores in the Chicago or Texas
scenario.

2. S1/2-L-ToC

Adaptations that specifically alter theory of change, theory
are mentioned, or they may mention adaptations lowering
the effectiveness of program.

h. S1/2-L-LOA

Giving lower fidelity score for not providing modifications
to support access (ELL, Academic, Culture).

Note. The definition nodes for the Chicago and Texas scenarios have been combined in this table. Node
“c” is only present in the Chicago scenario. The nodes are defined separately in Appendix Q.

Examining table 28, qualitative data from the FAM supports the focus on adherence in
the pro-adherence class with statements relating adherence to higher scores and adaptation to
lower fidelity scores. The indication of “N/A” for code “c” in the Texas scenario is due to this
code not being retained during the refinement of coding for this scenario. Code “g”, or the code
referencing lowering fidelity scores due to adaptation, was the most frequently used code in both
the Chicago and Texas scenario with 29 mentions in the Chicago scenario and 20 mentions in the
Texas scenario. This code accounts for 58% and 48% of the codes for the two scenarios
respectively. Code “b” indicates that adherence was mentioned as a reason for higher fidelity
scores 15 times in the Chicago scenario and 10 times in the Texas scenario, accounting for 29%
and 24% of the total codes for each scenario respectively. In discussing factors for higher or
lower fidelity ratings, some participants provided general statements such as, “higher scores
should be for strictly adhering to the original methods” (participant 66), whereas others used
examples specifically from the scenarios to point out instances that should receive a higher or
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lower fidelity scores. An example of a participant response that described what modifications
from the Texas scenario are indicative of a lower fidelity score is as follows: “whenever the
teacher adjusts the plan, that is lower fidelity. Adding the tiles is changing the intervention
completely. Adjusting the time or the order of events is also lower fidelity” (participant 78).

Table 28
Chicago & Texas Scenario Parent Node References for the Pro-Adherence Class
Number of References
Node
I.

Chicago

Texas

Scenario

52

42

a. S1/2-H-ACCESS

0

1

b. S1/2-H-AD

15

10

1

5

c. S1/2-H-AN

0

N/A

d. S1/2-H-IM

0

0

e. S1/2-H-PW

0

0

f. S1/2-H-SC

1

1

g. S1/2-L-ADA

29

20

i. S1/2-L-DC

3

4

ii. S1/2-L-ToC

3

1

0

0

i. S1/2-H-ADC

h. S1/2-L-LOA

Note. n=19. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher
than the number of participants.
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The FAM qualitative data served to get a general understanding of factors that influenced
higher or lower fidelity scores, but the data from the cognitive interviews allowed the tone
around the mentioned themes to be captured. The positive, neutral, and negative mentions were
examined for each class to see if there were similarities or differences between how classes
talked about these themes. The definitions of the themes are presented in Table 29 with detailed
descriptions of what entails a positive, neutral, and negative mention provided in Appendix R.
Table 29
Final RITA Theme Definitions
Theme

Definition

Adherence

Mention of adhering or adherence overall (to a
program model, core components, logic
model, etc.) Can include any synonym of
adherence (e.g. follow)

Adaptation

Mention of adaptation or of adapting the
program model, core components, logic
model, etc. Can include any synonym of
adaptation (e.g. modify and alter).

Core Components/ Theory of Change

Mention of the core components of a program,
theory of change (ToC), or theory of action
(ToA). This may involve general mention of
the terms above or specific components from
the scenarios.

Accessibility

The idea of making modifications to a
program for purposes of making it accessible
to all (e.g. ELL, culture, and academic).

Professional Wisdom

The idea of teacher’s having professional
wisdom (PW) or expertise which may
influence adaptations. Idea that teachers know
what is best for students.

Validity

Discussion of the impact on outcomes, the
ability to make valid inferences, or
comparability of results/groups.
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Stage/Type

The stage of the program (e.g. new or mature)
or the type of program (e.g. prescriptive or
vaguely defined) is mentioned.

Unintended Consequences

There is mention of unintended consequences
or results of an action.

Requirements

Requirements in terms of federal, legal, grant,
funders, title I requirements are mentioned.

The number of positive, neutral, and negative mentions in the pro-adherence class can be
found in Table 30. As expected, the pro-adherence class mostly mentioned adherence in a
positive manner with 23 positive mentions and an average of 7.7 positive mentions per
interviews. Adaptation, on the other hand, was generally discussed in a negative way, with 25
negative mentions total, or an average of 8.3 negative mentions per interview. This fits with the
way in which this class responded in the conditional means and the qualitative data from the
FAM. Pro-adherence respondents tend to subscribe to the idea that adherence to the program is
essential. In interviews, respondents consistently referred back to the program model specifically
described in the scenarios, mentioning that any deviation from that needs to be marked down.
Table 30
Frequency of Themes in LC1 Cognitive Interviews
Positive Mention

Neutral Mention

Negative Mention

Total

Average

Total

Average

Total

Average

Adherence

23

7.7

2

0.7

0

0.0

Adaptation

2

0.7

1

0.3

25

8.3

ToC

3

1.0

1

0.3

7

2.3

Accessibility

2

0.7

0

0.0

5

1.7

Professional Wisdom

0

0.0

1

0.3

1

0.3

Validity

2

0.7

0

0.0

5

1.7

Themes

Core Components/
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Study Phase or Stage

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Consequences

0

0.0

0

0.0

12

4.0

Requirements

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

0.3

Unintended

A focus on the need for valid inferences is another idea that ran throughout the cognitive
interviews for the pro-adherence class. The necessity for adherence was supported by the idea
that adaptation may alter the causal mechanisms or outcomes of the program, negatively
impacting the ability to make valid inferences. This idea is captured quantitatively in the
negatively mentioned core components or theory of change code and the negative mentions in
the validity code. The negative tone stemmed from the idea that alterations negatively affecting
the theory of change, impacting the ability to make valid inferences.
Accessibility was also mentioned more often in a negative way, as opposed to the
positive manner of the overall sample (see Appendix O for overall sample qualitative results). A
pro-adherence participant stated that cultural or language adaptations are not needed for a student
to be able to do a math problem or find evidence in a passage. To further support the argument
against cultural or language adaptations, a participant stated, “they aren’t going to be culturally
adapting all of the standardized tests or future assignments these kids do, so really it’s a
disservice to them to adapt it. They get used to it then can’t perform when it isn’t there”
(participant 14).
Respondents of this class generally endorse strict adherence to the program model, with a
focus on homogeneity of program implementation for the sake of validity of inferences.
Members of the pro-adherence class consistently mentioned adherence in a positive manner or as
a reason to assign higher fidelity scores, with adaptation being mentioned as detracting from
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program effectiveness and threatening the theory of change. In describing his thinking process
for the ratings provided in the FAM, participant 75 summarized the pro-adherence perspective
well:
The components of a program are designed for specific reasons, they often are
evidence-based, supported by practice, or at least by the literature. Those
adapting the program are not always aware of the underlying mechanisms and
nuances of the program, therefore altering any component of the specified
program can undermine the efficacy of the program and muddy the results.
Participant 70 indicated that fidelity of implementation involved following the “letter of
the law” in practice. Participant 60 referenced the amount of research, funding, and careful
thought that goes into the development of the programs, and that “attention to the validity of the
references is of the utmost importance”, requiring meticulous record-keeping of adaptations and
a “critical focus” on protocol and “stringency”. For class 1, fidelity is generally synonymous
with adherence. These findings correspond with the demographics of class 1 in which the
majority of the class stems from respondents with doctorates in more technical fields such as
psychology and educational psychology.
Pro-adaptation.
While the conditional means provided cursory evidence for the labelling of class 3 as
aligning with the pro-adaptation perspective, the following section uses the additional
information from the qualitative analysis of the FAM and cognitive interviews, and the above
demographics information to provide evidence for the label. Pro-adaptation was operationally
defined as supporting all adaptations of the program model by implementers in order to better fit
the program to the context or participants. With only 8% of the respondents, the pro-adaptation
class often rated items at the complete opposite end of the spectrum from the pro-adherence
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class, as displayed in the conditional means. Due to this stark contrast, the pro-adaptation class
was chosen as the next class to examine.
The focus on pro-adaptation begins with the respondent-provided definitions of FoI in the
FAM. Definitions of the definition codes can be found in Appendix Q. Of those who provided
personal definitions for FoI in the FAM, the majority of respondents did provide a general
definition of fidelity, but the pro-adaptation class is the only class to specifically mention
adaptation or a synonym of adaptation in the definition of FoI.
Table 31
Definition Parent Node References for the Pro-Adaptation Class
Node
I.

LC3

Definition

18

D-ACCT

0
a. D-ADA

3

b. D-ADH

1

c. D-BENCH

1

d. D-COMP

3

i. D-COMP-SPEC

0

e. D-DES

0

f. D-GEN

7

g. D-NEG

1

h. D-RES

0

i. D-SPIRIT

2

Note. n=10. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher than the
number of participants.
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Only 5% of definitions references (1 in total) mentioned adherence, compared to the 40% in the
pro-adherence class. The pro-adaptation class is the only class to have members mention the
need to stay true to the “spirit” of the implementation (code “j”). An example of such a definition
is as follows, “The extent to which an intervention is implemented in the spirit of or aligned with
the theoretical framework for the intervention” (participant 34). This idea of staying true to the
spirit of a program has been seen in the literature in various capacities, typically advocating
staying true to the purpose of the program, but not needing to follow the program as written
(Mowbray et al., 2003).
Re-summarizing the conditional means for the pro-adaptation class, respondents in this
class on average disagree with lower scores and agree with higher scores for teachers who adapt,
modify or add to the curriculum in both the Chicago and Texas scenarios. These levels of
agreement and disagreement hug the extremes of the scale.
Examining table 32, qualitative data from the FAM supports the prevalence of
disagreement with adherence indicating higher scores and agreement with adaptation increasing
the fidelity scores for the pro-adaptation class. The codes for the both scenario nodes were based
on ascertaining what factors led to higher fidelity scores being awarded and which caused the
lowering of fidelity scores.
Table 32
Chicago & Texas Scenario Parent Node References for the Pro-Adaptation Class
Scenario
Node
I.

Chicago

Texas

Scenario

30

14

a. S1/2-H-ACCESS

8

5
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b. S1/2-H-AD

2

1

0

0

c. S1/2-H-AN

3

N/A

d. S1/2-H-IM

1

3

e. S1/2-H-PW

7

4

f. S1/2-H-SC

6

0

g. S1/2-L-ADA

1

0

i. S1/2-L-DC

0

0

ii. S1/2-L-ToC

0

0

0

1

i. S1/2-H-ADC

h. S1/2-L-LOA

Note. n=10. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher than the
number of participants.

A key aspect of the frequencies found in Table 31 is that whereas the focus of codes
relating to higher fidelity scores pertained to adherence in the pro-adherence class (code “b”), the
most frequent codes for the higher fidelity scores codes for the pro-adaptation class was related
to higher scores for increasing access of students to the program (code “a”) and higher scores for
adaptations made due to teachers’ professional wisdom (code “e). Increasing access entails
altering the program so that it is accessible to students in terms of language, culture, and/or
academic ability. Codes that were non-existent for the pro-adherence class take a front row seat
in this class, not only in the frequency of codes, but in the general qualitative responses seen on
both the FAM and the cognitive interviews. Participant 74 stated that, “higher fidelity scores
should be given if modifications or accommodations are made to overcome a barrier that
prevents a valid inference with respect to ability in the target area”. This quote highlights the fact
that valid inferences are mentioned in both the pro-adherence and pro-adaptation classes, but
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they go about it in different ways. The pro-adherence class views adherence as a necessity to
ensure the intended program and actual program align so that inferences are about the correct
program. The pro-adaptation class, however, feels that inferences cannot be valid, nor can the
program be considered to be implemented appropriately if the students are unable to
appropriately internalize the program components due to barriers such as language.
Speaking to the code of professional wisdom, participant 96 responded that, “[…] all
adaptations made can better the program and be pedagogically sound decisions, therefore we
should trust the professional wisdom of the teacher”. The focus of the teacher as the expert and
the evaluator as essentially an outsider was prevalent in the qualitative data for the proadaptation class, as will be seen in the cognitive data below.
The cognitive interview data in terms of the number of positive, neutral, and negative
mentions for the pro-adaptation class further supports the terming of class 3 as the pro-adaptation
class (Table 32). The pro-adaptation responded differently than the other two classes in that the
negative mentions of adherence outweigh the positive. Similarly, adaptation is mentioned in a
positive way only, whereas it had mixed mentions in the other two classes. The theme of
accessibility as necessary for higher fidelity scores is echoed from the FAM qualitative data in
that accessibility is only mentioned in positive manners, with a pro-adaptation respondent
indicating that, “accessibility is about power” (participant 88). She went on to discuss how the
“tyranny of the metric” is prevalent, and that the focus on checking boxes in terms of fidelity
completely overshadows the purpose of these programs, which is to help the primary
beneficiaries (participant 88). Participant 88 indicated that implementation studies were needed
to formatively assess how the program was being implemented for purposes of improving
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accessibility of the program but the summative measures of fidelity of implementation were
often times more destructive than helpful.
Reinforcing the theme of professional wisdom, advocates of pro-adaptation once again
supported the idea of giving the power to the teachers rather than allowing outsiders to dictate
the appropriateness of materials and instruction, further adding that, “the focus is in the wrong
place. The focus shouldn’t be how many boxes can I check on a sheet, but rather are the students
learning? Is this the best thing for them?” (participant 117).
Table 33
Frequency of Theme in LC3 Cognitive Interviews
Positive Mention
Themes

Neutral Mention

Negative Mention

Total

Average

Total

Average

Total

Average

Adherence

5

5.0

1

1.0

14

14.0

Adaptation

16

16.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

2

2.0

3

3.0

1

1.0

12

12.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

4

4.0

1

1.0

0

0.0

4

4.0

2

2.0

5

5.0

0

0.0

4

4.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.0

8

8.0

0

0.0

1

1.0

0

0.0

Core
Components/ ToC
Accessibility
Professional
Wisdom
Validity
Study Phase or
Stage
Unintended
Consequences
Requirements

While the pro-adherence class drew immediate attention to the program components
outlined in the scenarios, pro-adaptation members drew attention to the lack of contextual
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understanding present in the program descriptions, noting that the first thing they noticed about
the scenarios wasn’t the outlined description of intended implementation, but rather:
the fact that there is not a mention of who this program is intended for. I want
to know who these kids are, who their parents are, what neighborhood or
environment they come from, any social, emotional, academic, or cultural
barriers they encounter in the classroom, the resources of the school, the
characteristics of the teachers. If the program hasn’t taken into account
elements as simplistic as providing Spanish versions for non-English speakers
or ELLs, then it probably is not a good fit for environments beyond the
mainstream (participant 88).
In the pro-adaptation class, implementation studies via process evaluations were
generally advocated, with fidelity being characterized as “overrated in most respects”
(participant 97). If completing an evaluation or a study with a fidelity focus, participant 97 made
it clear that efficacy studies and effectiveness trials are not real life and “[c]onstraining human
experiences to conform to research design is not an ethical position.” This assertion is supported
with pro-adaptation respondents rating the importance of FoI in both scenarios the lowest of the
three classes. The focus should be on the primary beneficiaries and catering the program to fit
their specific needs both now, and as those needs evolve. The work of Lincoln and Guba was
cited as influencing members of this class, including the need for democratic and culturally
responsive evaluations. The mention of democratic evaluations centered around inclusion of the
teachers in the evaluation process to allow them to provide their expertise on the students and
general school/community context.
Returning to the demographics data for the pro-adaptation class, the predominance of
non-profit workers, specifically social workers serving as internal evaluators, makes sense. The
International Federation of Social Workers define social work as, “a practice-based profession
and an academic discipline that promotes social change and development, social cohesion, and
the empowerment and liberation of people” (Global Definition of Social Work, 2014). The focus
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on the betterment of the participant through contextual adaptation over high fidelity or
summative measures aligns with the definition of social work. It should be noted that the
majority, not all, of participants identified as non-profit workers or social workers.
Productive adaptation.
Spanning the majority of the respondents at 76%, class 2 contained data that was more
muddied than the clearer data from the pro-adherence and pro-adaptation classes. The
combination data from all sources provides evidence for the alignment of class 2 with the
productive adaptation class, however this conclusion is made cautiously and with the caveat that
it is not as clearly supported as the other two classes. Productive adaptation was operationally
defined as the mid-ground between the two previous perspectives with respondents supporting
adaptations as long as they are consistent with the program’s core design and the adaptations do
not drastically change the program.
The definitions of fidelity provided by the productive adaptation class on the surface echo
those of the pro-adherence class, with a general definition of fidelity (code “g”) and specific
mention of adherence (code “c”) remaining the most referenced code. The difference stemmed
from the third and fourth most frequent references. The third most frequent reference stemmed
from specific mention of core program components rather than the program as a whole (code
“e”).
Table 34
Definition Parent Node References for the Productive Adaptation Class
Node
I.

LC2

Definition

136

a. D-ACCT

0

129

b. D-ADA

0

c. D-ADH

36

d. D-BENCH

1

e. D-COMP

21

i. D-COMP-SPEC

4

f. D-DES

0

g. D-GEN

62

h. D-NEG

1

i. D-RES

11

j. D-SPIRIT

0

Note. n=96. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher than the
number of participants.

An example is the definition provided by participant 48, “How well the core components of a
program or intervention are implemented.” Core components represent the components of the
program that are thought to be the causal mechanisms causing the change that leads to the
outcome. While the given definition seems relatively similar to the general definition of fidelity,
the specific mention of the core components over the program in general is important because
this distinction turns the focus from adhering to the program as a whole, to focusing on the core
components. Often these core components are those that are backed by evidence, leading to the
fourth most frequent definition code for the productive adaptation class, the mention of researchbased or evidence-based program models/components (code “i”). “I define fidelity of
implementation as following the criteria that has been specifically validated to achieve the
desired outcomes for a program or initiative” (participant 22).
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Summarizing the conditional means for the productive adaptation class is not as
simplistic as in the other two classes. Productive adaptation respondents on average agreed with
lowering fidelity scores for increasing the amount of time provided to students for the
performance tasks in the Chicago scenario (X1) and also with lowering the fidelity scores for the
use of deductive reasoning instead of the prescribed inductive reasoning also in the Chicago
scenario (X6). Respondents also strongly disagreed on average with providing higher fidelity
scores for teachers who deleted two of the key-steps of the math intervention in the Texas
scenario (X12). For all other items, productive adaptation respondents disagreed with higher
fidelity scores and also disagreed with lower fidelity scores. Of note is that although respondents
still disagreed with higher scores for modifications culture and academic need, they were rated
less harshly than other modifications. The general disagreement with both higher and lower
fidelity scores created an essentially neutral perspective on the FAM ratings beyond items X1,
X6, and X12 due to these three items violating the purpose of the program and/or the core
components.
Looking at the frequency of references code from the FAM data reinforced the theme of
focusing on core components and maintaining the theory of change. While similar to the proadherence class the two codes with the highest frequencies for both the Chicago and Texas
scenarios were focused on lowering scores for adaptations and increasing scores for adherence
(codes “g” and “b” respectively), the codes that followed it provided separation from the proadherence class. While not as prevalent in the Chicago scenario, adherence specifically to the
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core components (code “bi”) rather than adherence as a whole is tied in the Texas scenario as the
fourth most frequent code. This is the most frequent use of the “bi” code across all three classes.
Code “gii”, a subcode of the lowering scores due to adaptation, focuses on lowering
fidelity scores if the theory of change is altered by the adaptation. This nuanced difference is
important because adaptation as a whole may not result in lower scores but rather, “instances
where the intervention's theory of change proposition is changed or biased due to unplanned,
misaligned and unjustifiable technical implementation modifications made by those
implementing the intervention” should result in a lower fidelity score (participant 114).
Changes to the program may also improve the program in the form of additions, “[…]
Instructors who augment the minimum criteria do not necessarily compromise the fidelity, but
rather enhance the model” (participant 86). This thinking is associated with code “d”, the next
most frequently used code.
Table 35
Chicago & Texas Scenario Parent Node References for the Pro-Adaptation Class
Scenario
Node
I.

Chicago

Texas

187

162

a. S1/2-H-ACCESS

9

10

b. S1/2-H-AD

61

50

2

10

c. S1/2-H-AN

1

N/A

d. S1/2-H-IM

11

7

e. S1/2-H-PW

4

1

Scenario

i. S1/2-H-ADC
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f. S1/2-H-SC

9

11

g. S1/2-L-ADA

72

60

i. S1/2-L-DC

1

2

ii. S1/2-L-ToC

15

11

2

0

h. S1/2-L-LOA

Note. n=96. Nodes are not mutually-exclusive; therefore, the total number of references is higher than the
number of participants.

The productive adaptation class has tones similar to both the pro-adherence class and the
pro-adaptation class dependent on the item being discussed. Similar to the pro-adherence class,
the productive adaptation class also predominantly mentions adherence in a positive manner and
adaptation in a negative manner. Similar to the pro-adaptation class, respondents also discussed
accessibility in mostly positive ways with 49 positive mentions, averaging 3.1 positive mentions
per interview. The viewpoint on why accessibility is important did vary between respondents in
the productive adaptation class with some speaking about accessibility as a, “fundamental right”,
whereas others focused on the impact lack of accessibility would have on the inferences from the
data (participant 17). If the program is inaccessible, then the outcomes are not a true measure of
the student’s ability nor the program’s impact. Also similar to the pro-adaptation class,
professional wisdom was also spoken of in a positive light for the productive adaptation class,
whereas it was barely mentioned in the pro-adherence class. Productive adaption respondents
generally voiced support for teacher’s autonomy to make adaptations that he or she believed
would benefit the students, with the caution that those changes would need to be assessed for
impact on the outcomes.
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Table 36
Frequency of Themes in LC2 Cognitive Interviews
Positive Mention

Neutral Mention

Negative Mention

Total

Average

Total

Average

Total

Average

Adherence

110

6.9

10

0.6

10

0.6

Adaptation

44

2.8

16

1.0

108

6.8

26

1.6

46

2.9

22

1.4

Accessibility

49

3.1

5

0.3

6

0.4

Professional Wisdom

23

1.4

7

0.4

7

0.4

Validity

25

1.6

32

2.0

44

2.8

Study Phase or Stage

4

0.3

14

0.9

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

0.1

29

1.8

3

0.2

3

0.2

0

0.0

Themes

Core Components/
ToC

Unintended
Consequences
Requirements

Despite the similarities to both the pro-adherence and pro-adaptation classes as seen
above, two aspects of the productive adaptation class stand out and provide the strongest
evidence for this class: 1) core components and 2) impact on outcomes. These two factors are the
key aspects that separate the productive adaptation class from just being a “catch-all” or simply a
neutral group. The general siding with adherence or adaptation in the two other classes gives way
to specific focus on the core components in this class. The definitions provided by productive
adaptation respondents, the increased mentions of core components and the theory of change in
the FAM qualitative data and now the increased mentions of core components/ToC in the
cognitive interviews all point to the core components being an important topic in this class in a
way not seen in other classes. Positive mentions of the core components category involved
mentions of the necessity of core components and that adhering to them was a positive thing.
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The negative mentions involved instances where the respondent indicated that an action went
against the core components or generally that altering the core components was problematic.
Across the board, however, this theme was seen with greater frequency in this class than any
other.
The general disagreement with higher fidelity ratings and subsequent disagreement with
lower ratings created a space of essentially “neutral” ratings on most of the FAM items. These
ratings stemmed from two points: 1) the component modified was not specified as to whether or
not it was a core component, 2) if the modification was pedagogically sound, the teacher should
not receive a higher or lower score but rather it should be noted and investigated for impact on
outcomes.
In terms of point one, the qualitative data from the FAM and cognitive interviews
provided general consensus amongst respondents in the productive adaption class that while
some modifications “breached protocol”, such as the alterations of dosage, there were some
modifications that were not clearly specified in the program theory in the given scenarios, such
as the need for the program to be in English, or the disallowance of adaptation for cultural
reasons. Participant 23 stated that, “the scenarios did not specify what was or was not an
allowable modification, so if it wasn’t explicitly stated as a part of the program, like how the
time limit was specific, then I suppose one could say that component is not core and could be
altered.” The inability of respondents to determine if a component was core or not is one reason
for the neutral ratings.
The second reason behind the essentially neutral rating stemmed from a combination of
reliance on professional wisdom and the uncertainty of the impact on outcomes. Several
interviews with productive adaptation respondents mentioned that the adaptations presented in
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the FAM scenarios were realistic adaptations they could imagine seeing in the field. These
adaptations, in many cases were pedagogically sound and therefore not necessarily deserving of
a higher or lower fidelity score. Rather, the adaptation should be noted so evaluators could relate
the impact of this form of adaptation on the outcomes or note it so teachers who made that form
of adaptation could be interviewed to ascertain why the adaptation was needed. If an adaptation
negatively impacts outcomes, it can then be clearly noted in the program model as an
unacceptable adaptation. If it has negligible or positive results, it can be noted as an acceptable
modification. Without knowing the impact on outcomes, respondents in this class generally
remained neutral. “I cannot know what should be given a higher or lower score without knowing
the impact on the program model” (participant 32).
In examining the FAM qualitative data, overall codes were created which aimed to
capture codes that came up but did not fit specifically under the current codes and did not
necessarily relate to the raising or lowering of the fidelity score. The O-EVALFIND node was
created to capture the dialogue surrounding the need to notate deviations, modification, and/or
additions to the program so that the impact of those changes can be investigated and noted in the
evaluation findings. This does not mean that the participant felt the changes were necessarily
problematic, nor should they receive lower or higher scores. Rather, attention should be drawn to
them for purposes of formative feedback and improvement of the program. Participant 15 stated
that “Translations, etc., or changing names in the scenerios [sic] I don’t believe should be
reflected in either lower or higher fidelity scores, but be noted and analyzed to see if they effect
outcomes”. While used across all classes, the main use of this code was found in the productive
adaptation class.
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Table 37
Overall Codes Parent Node References for Each Latent Class
Number of References
Node
I.

LC1

LC2

LC3

Overall Codes

7

24

4

a. O-EVALFIND

4

20

2

b. O-STAGE/TYPE

3

4

2

In practice, members of this class seem to advocate determining what the evidencebased key components of the program are and adhering to those components. Adaptations that
have negligible impact on the program outcomes should be marked as “allowable
modifications”, allowing better contextual fit.
The demographics data does not provide insight into characteristics more aligned with
one class verses another. Rather, class 2 seems to be a mix of respondents from varying
occupations, fields of study, roles in evaluation, and place of employment.
RQ2: How do researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their views on the adherenceadaptation debate?
While the above research question focused on classification of respondents into classes
and describing those classes, the second research question uses qualitative data from cognitive
interviews to examine how researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their views on the
adherence-adaptation debate. Overall themes related to areas respondents felt needed attention,
mutual struggles regardless of perspective, and areas of consensus emerged from the cognitive
data. The cognitive interviews were loosely structured around the responses given to the FAM,
yet there was allowance for the interviewee to drive conversation. The qualitative data from the
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cognitive interviews was first examined as a whole, without regard to class. This allowed me to
pull out themes I was hearing across participants that were not class specific. When asking from
where the respondent drew his or her definition of fidelity, the conversation often moved into
discourse around frameworks or perspectives the respondent uses when conducting fidelity work,
and specific experiences with fidelity that he or she had. Discussing the scenarios as a whole or
the modifications, additions, and subtractions of program materials in the scenario statements
also brought forth conversation that related these scenarios to previous experience of the
participant. Lastly, only 18% of total respondents indicated education as their field of study. Due
to this, in the interviews the differences and similarities behind how the respondent would
answer the items if it were a different environment outside of education came up multiple times.
The cognitive interview protocol was purposely semi-structured and open-ended to allow these
non-scenario specific conversations to occur. There were six separate but connected themes that
manifested across all of the classes in some capacity: 1) the focus on evaluative findings, 2)
unintended consequences, and 3) the role of professional wisdom, and 4) lack of access or
knowledge of FoI literature, 5) clarification on the difference between implementation and
fidelity of implementation, and 6) discrepancies in how researchers/evaluators and funders view
implementation and fidelity.
Evaluative findings.
A key theme found in the data across classes is how discussion on how to handle
adaptations when they undoubtedly occur. Despite personal viewpoints on the acceptability of
adaptations in fidelity, participants noted that when modifications are made during the study of
fidelity of implementation, notating the modifications as deviations, no matter how small or how
pedagogically sound, is essential so that information about the impact of the adaptations on
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outcomes can be generated. Participant 78 mentioned that if the adaptation, modification, or
addition is not noted, it disappears in the evaluation, and the evaluative impact cannot be
assessed. If the deviation is notated, the evaluator can look across teachers or sites to see if there
is a pattern of certain types of deviations and interview the teachers to see why the deviation was
needed. If the data allows, the evaluator could also compare outcomes for those who made
particular types of deviations verses those who did not. The struggle in following through with
this mentality for some participants was the inability for some to see fidelity ratings objectively
instead of as value-laden. Participant 80 highlighted a struggle she has seen in the study of
fidelity in school-settings which has inhibited some from marking adaptations as deviations. The
struggle includes the idea that marking a deviation or giving a teacher a lower fidelity score is
negative rather than simply informative. Other interviewees provided further evidence of the
belief that lower scores for fidelity are reserved for those make possibly problematic adaptations,
rather than just for any adaptation. Participant 78 commented that, “there is a sort of unspoken
relationship or connection between adherence and good, and adaptation and bad. You know the
idea that marking someone as having made an adaptation means a negative thing, or that
someone did something wrong”. She goes on to state that the connection between these ideas is
problematic because deviations provide information which can be used to investigate why the
adaptation was needed and if it may in fact be an improvement or necessary adaptation for a
particular context. “The marking or not marking of adaptations, additions, or subtractions should
not be seen as a value judgement but rather information to better improve information in terms of
what is and is not permitted” (participant 78).
Unintended consequences.
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The idea of adaptations or deviations containing negative connotations directly ties into
one of the unintended consequences that can come from measures of fidelity of implementation.
Although measures of fidelity are intended to give information about the level of
implementation, the feasibility of implementation, and/or the types or amounts of adaptation
occurring, these fidelity scores can be used punitively against implementers. Several
interviewees indicated that the impact on the teacher, as well as the students, is a key component
in how he or she would rate level of fidelity. Three interviewees mentioned refusing to give
lower fidelity scores for teacher’s who are actively trying to improve student access or learning
through deviations, because, “the teacher did nothing wrong, it’s just like, how can I take away
from a teacher doing her or his job?”. One interviewee stated that he ensures when doing schoolbased program evaluations, it is explicitly written that the school administrators only have access
to aggregate fidelity data rather than individual teacher or classroom scores to prevent negative
consequences for teachers.
A second form of unintended consequences stems from the opportunity cost in focusing
on fidelity. Ensuring implementation is cohesive across classrooms, teachers, and students often
means supporting the idea of everyone doing the same thing regardless of the needs of the
context. A tension mentioned in four separate interviews was the idea that the focus on fidelity
often comes at the price of sacrificing learning. What is meant by this is that possible
improvements to the program, or elements that may improve student understanding and learning
in that context are discouraged if taking the traditional strict adherence stance. Modifications,
additions, or deletions are discouraged and, “often time fidelity is at odds with pedagogy. As a
teacher I can, you know, follow it verbatim and get a high score, or I can add in that element that
I know my students need, and take a hit that may in fact be held against me in one way or
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another. I mean fidelity is like tunnel vision, you must do this, this, this, and the goal is fidelity
not learning, you know” (participant 17).
Building from this as well, the third mentioned unintended consequence is the tradeoff of
fidelity versus quality. When focusing solely on fidelity of implementation, one may correlate
high fidelity with success, when, “just because there is high fidelity, doesn’t mean there is
quality” (participant 98). Participant 98 continues that one may get a checkmark for providing
materials to the students, or completing an activity, but it does not mean it was completed with
quality instruction, nor does it mean the material itself was quality. The focus on structure may
yield fidelity numbers that are easily to calculate and show high amounts of fidelity but without
a, “focus on ensuring the program components are not only done, but also done well” is key to
ensure quality isn’t sacrificed for fidelity.
The role of professional wisdom.
Coming from an education background myself, the scenarios in this study were
education-based. I hoped that the assumptions towards adherence and adaptation would be
translatable and transferable enough that participants from other fields could respond, and also
that the responses could be generalized to fields beyond education. While the majority of
participants interviewed (12 participants) indicated that regardless of whether this was a school
intervention, a mental health program, a racial bias training as seen at Starbucks, or even
something more clinical, they would respond in the same way they did in this study; 40% of
interviewees would not. In the NVivo coding of the FAM data, as well as in the interview
themes, the idea of professional wisdom is present. While not always spoken about in a positive
manner, there is a general mention of the idea that “teachers are the experts” and that they hold a
certain amount of professional wisdom in their “knowledge of their students, the school, and the
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way kids learn” (participant 88). While some participants believed that the allowance of
modifications based on professional wisdom could be problematic because teachers may not
understand the causal mechanisms of the program, more often participants spoke of allowing
greater leniency for adaptations due to the existence of teachers’ professional wisdom. Several
participants advocated for teacher’s being a larger part of evaluations and program development.
When discussing contexts beyond education, where the professional wisdom might not be as
well established, such as in the example of racial bias training at Starbucks, 8 interviewees
mentioned that they would be less lenient in their ratings of fidelity.
Lack of access or knowledge of FoI literature.
In chapter two of this dissertation, varying approaches, models, and frameworks for
conceptualizing and measuring fidelity were presented. Certain models such as Dane and
Schneider’s (1998) five-dimension model and frameworks presented by Century and colleagues
(2010, 2012) are cited throughout the literature. With the prevalence of varying frameworks and
models, I expected to see some semblance of these authors or frames in the data. In the FAM
data, two authors were mentioned, and only four participants mentioned fidelity components
beyond adherence and adaptation. In the interviews, participants were asked if they had any
model, approach, or framework they used when studying or evaluating fidelity. Only one of the
twenty participants who were interviewed was aware of the existence of fidelity of
implementation frames and models beyond standard evaluation approaches seen in books such as
Alkin’s (2012) Evaluation roots: A wider perspective of theorists’ views and influences. Most of
the interviewees cited Rossi, Patton, and Scriven as influencing their approaches to evaluation as
a whole and turn fidelity as well. Participant’s generally subscribed to the idea of using a logic
model to determine the key components, then measuring fidelity to those components via
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adherence measures, observations, and focus groups with implementers. Interviewees mentioned
a disconnect between academia and practitioners in terms of access. Practicing evaluators may
not have access to academic journals without paying a subscription and may not have the time or
know how to comb the literature to access articles. Interviewees mentioned workshops, such as
those during AEA’s annual conferences, and conferences in general as key methods through
which they learn about fidelity and ways to examine it.
Clarification on the differences between implementation and fidelity of
implementation.
This theme is comprised of a disconnect between how researchers/evaluators understand
implementation and fidelity and how funders understand these concepts. A key point that was
brought up in the interviews was the idea that researchers and evaluators differentiate between
implementation studies/evaluations and fidelity of implementation-based studies/evaluations.
Implementation studies examine how the program is being implemented as well as barriers there
may be to implementing the program as written. These examinations or evaluations are precursors to the examination or expectation of fidelity in more of a summative evaluation. Several
interviewees mentioned that the modifications made in the scenarios, such as adaptations for
culture, language, academic need, or school schedule are changes that should have been caught
in an implementation study, long before fidelity is evaluated or expected.
“If this program hasn’t already thought through needs for language translations, varying
academic ability, and possible cultural differences when implementing a program in a
diverse environment like Chicago or across all of Texas, then it either is not a good fit for
those environments or the program needs a formative implementation study to draw out
needed modifications. These are pretty realistic adaptations.” (participant 88).
In an implementation study, these modifications can be noted as possible modifications that are
needed to fit the context. During this time, program developers can note whether or not these
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modifications are acceptable or not, dependent on if they align with the intentions of the program
or if they are believed to impact outcomes.
Interviewees generally agreed that only once implementation has been studied
formatively, and the program model is solidified with evidence-based components should fidelity
be evaluated or expected. The existence of these modifications in the evaluations in both
scenarios, especially the lack of direction in the scenarios as to the acceptability of the
modifications was indicative of a program that needs to invest in an implementation study prior
to expecting summative fidelity outcomes. Additionally, it was mentioned that novice programs
should not be measuring nor expecting fidelity to program components, as they are still untested,
and likely contain kinks. “[T]hat’s the problem with the way funding is set up currently, it’s like
wham, bam, thank you ma’am—they expect outcomes by maybe year three, rather than allowing
proper evaluation of the process. I believe there is some number out there about how many years
it takes for a program to take hold and become a part of the culture and norm, maybe five years
or so, so how can one give summative outcomes like fidelity previous to this?” (participant 82).
The push towards the need for summative outcomes at times skips the necessary formative stage,
leading to unrealistic expectations of fidelity and adherence to a newly structured program.
Disconnect between researcher/evaluator and funder views on fidelity of
implementation.
The clarification between implementation and fidelity of implementation relates to the
disconnect in the way researchers/evaluators and funders conceptualize implementation and
fidelity of implementation. Several participants indicated that the way they typically practice
evaluation, particularly when it comes to investigations of fidelity of implementation, is often
dictated by requirements by funders or stakeholders, rather than aligned with their own
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viewpoints. This disconnect stems from two integrated factors: 1) the understanding of the
difference between implementation and fidelity of implementation and 2) methodology.
Participant 89 stated that, “funders often subscribe to the idea of RCT’s being the golden
standard, and therefore focus on quantitative measures that are black and white. The focus is on
outcomes and sometimes that means disregarding contextual elements or the process.”. One
interviewee whose work has centered on Title I grants explained that although many RFPs assert
that they are open in terms of the methods that can be used, it is, “not a secret that certain
methods are more likely to get you funded”, and that no matter “what you as the evaluator
believe is the best course of action and the most beneficial direction to go for the program,
ultimately the funders drive the evaluation” (participant 82). Building from this, participant 98
mentioned that her desire to incorporate evaluation methods more aligned with the values branch
of Alkin’s evaluation tree are dismissed due to the push for generalizability and outcome
measures rather than context-specific process measures. In a push for reportable outcomes, often
in a very attenuated timeline, implementation studies are either pushed to the side or combined
with fidelity of implementation studies.
“The interest is in a quantitative number that represents the amount of fidelity to this
program before the program’s implementation is even evaluated to weed out or unearth
implementation issues. That or they want the process implementation evaluation
concurrent with an outcomes evaluation and they want it all in a year” (participant 17).
One participant explained that in most cases when she is responding to an RFP, the program or
stakeholders do not have a clear logic model or theory of change. Part of her evaluation plan is to
create such a model, so it is unclear how one expects fidelity to a model that was just created.
Steps are skipped along the way. She also clarified that doing a study to see if the outcomes
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improve just means that the program worked for some in some capacity but says nothing about
how the program works without a process evaluation. A program needs to understand how the
program works before determining what is critical, what can be adapted, if anything, and to what
fidelity should be expected. Participant 88 stated that ultimately what form of evaluation is done,
the evaluation questions, and even the methodology are greatly influenced by those above her
head and she does her job even if she feels the evaluation is just checking boxes rather than
providing the information that is really needed. Another participant echoed this sentiment saying
essentially that the checklist evaluations, especially in terms of fidelity, are easier to do and more
likely to show higher fidelity than if a mixed methods or qualitative evaluation was completed to
really get at what is going on and why. Participant 88 said, “I think the work you are doing is
really needed because the literature and even my own evaluation reports are not indicative of the
discussions and perspectives of those of on-the-ground; they are influenced by requirements
from RFPs and other agencies”.
Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed to answer two research questions based on the purposes outlined above:
1) What adherence-adaptation profiles can be identified among researchers and evaluators? 2)
How do researchers and evaluators as a whole describe their views on the adherence-adaptation
debate? In this chapter, results for each research question are reviewed in light of extant research.
A focus of this discussion is on how results inform prior conceptual work on the adherenceadaptation debate. Next, implications for evaluation and research practitioners are discussed, as
well as suggestions for progress. This chapter concludes with a discussion of the strengths and
limits of this study, and areas for future research.
Adherence-Adaptation Profiles May Not Be as Distinct as Hypothesized
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Century and Cassata (2016) formulated three perspectives on the adherence-adaptation
debate based upon their read of the literature and work in fidelity of implementation. The data
from the LPA in combination with qualitative evidence from the FAM and cognitive interviews
provided support for the existence of three classes, although strength of support varied. Strong
evidence for the pro-adherence and pro-adaptation perspectives was evident. Evidence for the
productive adaptation perspective was weaker.
Recall that extant literature suggests that four points identify individuals adopting a proadherence perspective: adherence is the historically dominant perspective, the need to maintain
established program theory, a belief that adherence will lead to improved program outcomes, and
the dearth of evidence surrounding the influence of adaptation on program theory and outcomes
(Century & Cassata, 2016). Quantitative analyses, coupled with qualitative data, provide
empirical evidence that individual evaluators and researchers hold this view, thus supporting the
theoretical proposition that they exist.
Moreover, with respect to this group, another observation emerged. The literature
suggests that this group has historically been the dominant perspective as evidenced by the
number of published studies citing this perspective (e.g., Boruch & Gomez, 1977; Elliott &
Mihalic, 2004; Mihalic, Irwin, Fagan, Ballard, & Elliott, 2004). Yet, in this study, only 16% of
respondents had their most likely class correspond with the pro-adherence viewpoint. There are
two ways to interpret this finding. One is that it is a sampling artifact; that is, those who are most
likely to endorse this perspective did not participate in this study. There is no direct evidence for
or against it being a sampling artifact. Recruitment was purposefully inclusive of both
researchers and evaluators from varying fields, although there may have unintentionally been
more exposure to evaluators than researchers through the use of AEA and EVALTALK as
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central recruitment avenues. Additionally, data collection was conducted during the summer
months, a time in which employees of academic institutions may not have been available. The
other interpretation is that the pro-adherence viewpoint is on the decline, in favor of one of the
other two hypothesized perspectives in the literature. This study does not have the capacity to
confirm or deny this interpretation, although, literature in Chapter 2 suggests that the proadherence viewpoint is theoretical, and in practice expecting adherence to all components of a
program is unrealistic, especially with the constantly changing nature of society (Blakely et al.,
1987; Century & Cassata, 2016; Durlak & DuPre, 2008). The shift towards the inclusion of
contextual elements and support for the modification of programs to ensure equal access to all
can be seen in recent literature (e.g. Castro et al., 2004; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Tomioka et al.,
2011). Future research could provide useful information on this question. For example, a
systematic literature review could explore the proportion of perspectives present in extant
literature across time. This would be one way to understand whether the pro-adherence
viewpoint is indeed falling out a favor.
Turning attention to other hypothesized viewpoints, within the literature the proadaptation perspective contains three key identifying points of those individuals adopting this
standpoint: adaptation is supported by progressions in the knowledge utilization literature,
modifications for contextual relevance promote better outcomes, and adaptations encourage
increased buy-in and sustainability (Century & Cassata, 2016; McGrew, Bond, Dietzen &
Saylers, 1994; Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2009). The conditional means from the LPA and the
qualitative data support that this perspective exists among practicing evaluators and researchers.
It should be noted, however, that only 8% of the total respondents fell into this group, making it
the smallest group.
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The final hypothesized perspective, productive adaptation, only has one marker among
individuals adopting it: the need to adhere to core components of the program with the allowance
for adaptations that do not alter program outcomes or impact validity of inferences (Century &
Cassata, 2016; Dane & Schneider, 1998; Li et al., 2016). In the context of this study, the
empirical support that this perspective exists among evaluators and researchers is tentative.
Specifically, there are two interpretations associated with the third group emerging from LPA
analysis. One is that this group is comprised of evaluators and researchers with productive
adaptation attitudes. The other is that this is an “everyone else” category, but not one with a
distinct profile.
Qualitative data provide suggestive evidence for the first interpretation; that is, this group
is comprised of evaluators and researchers with productive adaptation perspectives. Within
individuals falling into this group, there was a consistent focus on the core components. This,
coupled with the conditional means for this group being statistically significantly different from
the other two groups on most variables, lends support that this is the productive adaptation
group.
Taken as a whole, these results also suggest that the adherence-adaptation profiles may
not be as distinct, given that so few evaluators and researchers endorsed either a pro-adherence
or pro-adaptation perspective. Another interpretation is that the adherence-adaptation debate may
not be as prolific as purported in the literature. Perhaps, the adherence-adaptation debate only
exists in the literature? Perhaps this is symptomatic of a larger issue, namely a disconnect
between theory, practice, and policy? While this study cannot provide a definitive answer to
these questions, evidence emerging from cognitive interviews does shed some light on these
questions. It is these ideas I take up in the next section.
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(Dis)connections between Theory, Practice, and Policy
Recall six separate, connected themes emerged from the qualitative analysis of the
cognitive interviews: 1) the focus on evaluative findings, 2) unintended consequences, 3) the role
of professional wisdom, 4) lack of access or knowledge of fidelity literature, 5) clarification on
the difference between implementation and fidelity of implementation, and 6) discrepancies in
how researchers/evaluators and funders view implementation and fidelity. These six themes
seem to allude to larger issues at play including the disconnect between theory and practice, as
well as between practice and policy. Dispute within practice was also highlighted in participants’
emphasis on the gray areas or messiness of practice. This section will examine the larger
conversation in the literature surrounding these disconnects, briefly unpacking how the above
themes from the cognitive interviews reinforce and feed into the larger discussions.
Theory-practice tensions.
Theory, practice, and policy all stem from the goal of identifying and solving a problem,
albeit on different levels. Theory maintains a critical distance from the problem being examined,
providing a big-picture idea of what may be occurring, whereas practice zooms in on this to
focus on tangibles such as specific contexts, people, and situations. Both theory and policy are
intended to influence practice, although policy entails requirements that directly impact practice.
Essentially, theory pinpoints what may be contributing to a problem, or pinpoints a problem a
researcher believes needs to be addressed, policy informs the way in which solving the problem
is intended, and practice then puts these intentions into action. All three elements should be
working together to grow knowledge, but instead there is tension, inhibiting shared
conversations. The tensions between theory and practice will be examined first.
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The tension between theory and practice is long-standing, and not unique to one specific
field. For example, the disconnect between theory and practice has been discussed in the
literature in fields such as education (Ketter & Stoffel, 2008), social work (Gentle-Genitty, Chen,
Karikari, & Barnett, 2014), and health (Marrs & Lowry, 2006). Within evaluation, Schwandt
(2015), paraphrasing Kant, states that “experience without theory is blind, but theory without
experience is mere intellectual play” (p. 34). The relation between theory and practice is based
upon the relationship between concepts and application of those concepts. While theoretical
knowledge or theory is meant to inform practice, in turn practice is meant to inform theory. The
abstract generalizations of theory are made concrete in practice as the nuances and unforeseen
elements of the real-world shape and form the theory. Practice relies on theory to provide context
or insight into a situation in which the practitioner finds his or herself (Schwandt, 2015).
At the center of the relationship between theory and practice is the concept of learning.
Kolb (1984) defines learning as a “continuous process grounded in experience” (p. 27), with the
need for the “know-how” and the “know-why” (Kim, 1993). Know-how refers to what people
are learning, and the know-why applies to how they comprehend that knowledge and then apply
it. There are a multitude of learning models in the literature that demonstrate the cyclical
relationship between the “know-how” and “know-why”, such as the Lewinian Experiential
Learning Model and Dewey’s Model of Learning (Kim, 1993; Kolb, 1984). Both models entail
reflection on a concrete experience which alters and/or informs one’s conceptualization of the
world, with each repeat experience further refining our understanding of the world around us in a
repeated fashion. The “know-how” comes from the experience and reflection on that experience,
followed by the “know-why” in the application of that knowledge or insight towards a new
experience (another “know-why”). Regardless of the model, the underlying conclusion remains
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that our understanding of the world around us is constantly being refined by experience in a
repeated fashion (Kim, 1993; Kolb, 1984).
Moreover, this intended reciprocal relationship can instead be disconnected with the two
ends working separately. The disconnect in the cyclical learning process occurs due to the
privileging of one form of theory (theoretical knowledge or practitioner theory) over the other.
For example, one viewpoint of evaluation practice is that evaluators serve to apply theoretical
knowledge in a prescribed manner via checklists, protocols, or toolkits, diminishing the role of
practice to simply applying theoretical knowledge rather than contributing to knowledge
(Schwandt, 2015). This perspective removes the idea of practitioners contributing to the learning
cycle via professional wisdom or craft knowledge, and privileges theoretical knowledge. A
second viewpoint of evaluation practice argues that theoretical knowledge is detached from
reality, or not in line with the practical realities of the “on the ground” application. Chelimsky
(2012) claimed that theorists are out of touch with reality, whereas practitioners understand the
complexities of the real-world. This perspective privileges professional wisdom.
The role of professional wisdom in learning, both teacher and student learning, is also
dominant in education. Teacher professional wisdom is conceptualized as specialized
knowledge about students and the best manner in which to convey information to students in an
understandable way (Shulman, 1987; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005). This specialized knowledge is
seen as necessary to allow the abstract generalizations of theory to be applied in a manner that is
beneficial to students and better fit to the context. Shulman and Shulman (2004) explained that
teachers learn through critical reflection of his or her own practice and understanding, refining
those understandings and re-defining their practice consistently.
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The cyclical learning cycle of reflection on experiences refining our understanding of the
world occurs not only in in the development of theoretical knowledge but also in the
development of professional wisdom or practitioner theory. In evaluation, discussions of
practitioner theory, or what Christie (2003) refers to as “folk theory,” reinforce the existence and
necessity of practitioner theory as opposed to the view of practitioners are appliers of theoretical
knowledge. These folk theories come from a combination of evaluation theory, information
gleaned from professional development workshops at conferences, discussion with other
evaluators, and also information from policies or mandates that drive the evaluations. Kundin
(2010) and McPherson (2015) both expanded on the idea of implicit or folk theory to propose
frameworks allowing practitioners to begin unpacking their practitioner theory into words.
Understanding this folk theory is important as “[t]he empirical knowledge gained from studying
how evaluators use their ‘‘know-how’’ is essential for understanding the nature of everyday
practice” (Kundin, 2010, p.358).
In the context of this study, on the one hand, the review of literature suggests the proadherence perspective, which positions evaluators as theory implementers, is dominant. On the
other hand, the data supporting the pro-adaptation and the productive adaptation perspectives
suggests that professional wisdom plays a much more prominent role in practice. Professional
wisdom was highlighted by participant’s in this study both in light of their own professional
wisdom and professional wisdom of teachers. This finding is consistent with trends observed in
other practice-based fields, which I take up in the proceeding paragraphs.
In this section, I have discussed the long-standing theory-practice tensions present in
evaluation and drawn from literatures outside of evaluation to make the case that this tension is
not unique to evaluation. Moreover, learning and the role that professional wisdom plays has
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also been discussed. The tension between theory and practice, however, is not the only tension
that exists. Another tension is the one between practice and policy. It is this tension that I take up
in the next section.
Practice-policy tensions.
Like the theory-practice debate, tensions between practice and policy are seen across
fields. In education, tension between policy and practice can be partially traced to the political
nature of policy with Sindelar and Rosenberg (2000) arguing that “[p]rogram content is political
putty, ready to be shaped by decision makers in response to hot-button issues (p. 189). In
medicine, evidence-based medicine and evidence-based policy and practice are also in conflict as
Hunter (2003) points out that policy purports to be evidence-based but often falls victim to
idealization of a perfect world rather than reality, leading to reliance on “assumptions or
speculations that through their constant repetition become truisms” (p. 195). Policy has a strong
influence on practice as often mandates and requirements dictate how practice is to occur. Bartell
(2001), speaking in the context of education, suggests that use of practitioners in the knowledge
building process is the only way to bridge the gap.
In this study, a picture of the practice of fidelity studies has emerged. However, several
interviewees discussed their practice in relation to policies that guide or impact their practice.
This alludes to a second tension; that between practice and policy. One way to begin to
understand this tension is to examine policy documents that frame the conduct of fidelity studies.
In the next section, I first briefly summarize several policy documents, and then I summarize the
tensions practitioners expressed surfacing in putting these policies into action.
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Policies that frame fidelity studies.
Examining the practice of evaluating programs can offer some insight as to why this
disconnect between theory and practice may exist, as well as disconnects within practice as well.
Participants in this study stated that the main guidance for the way in which an evaluation should
be conducted, including how to define, measure, and interpret fidelity findings, comes from
funders and stakeholders. While no formal policy exists, to my knowledge, mandating the use or
study of implementation, institutions, foundations, and organizations do produce policy
documents outlining what is expected from researchers or evaluators seeking funding through an
RFP or request for applications. With RFPs and instruction by funders serving as the main source
of information on fidelity for practitioners in this study, the lack of citation or use of literaturebased fidelity models by funders may be fueling the disconnect between theory and practice by
not providing exposure to these models and frameworks. Only one participant interviewed in this
study was aware of fidelity of implementation models or frameworks in the literature. The
remaining respondents were only familiar with evaluation theories.
The disconnect between theory and practice in program evaluation may be explained by
the absence of fidelity literature present in numerous RFPs and vague guidance as to how to
approach, measure, or conceptualize FoI. Many RFPs state that evaluators must offer
explanations as to how they will ensure fidelity, or measure fidelity without further guidance as
to what elements should be measured, manner of reporting, or mention of models or literature
(see DCCCA, 2017; KDADS, 2018). An RFP for DCCCA’s SAFE Evaluation (2017) asked for
a retroactive examination of FoI to uncover levels of past FoI, barriers to FoI, and also relation of
level of FoI to outcome performance. No information was provided for guidance beyond the
statement of these desires. An RFP from KDADs (2018) followed similar suit requiring that
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applicants provide evidence of fidelity of implementation without specification on what that
looks like.
While most RFPs provide only a handful of mentions of fidelity, spoken about in general
language, some do provide additional information about what fidelity is and guidance as to when
measurement of fidelity is appropriate (see U.S. Department of Education Institute of Education
Sciences, 2018a). Extending this, RFPs such at the First 5 LA 2014 Welcome Baby
Implementation and Outcomes Evaluation RFP and the Project Here RFP (2018) provide fidelity
measures that are pre-created, but those measures often are not explicitly framed after fidelity
models seen in the literature, nor is the literature mentioned. The Project Here RFP (2018)
provides a link to fidelity worksheets aimed at ensuring teacher’s implementing the curriculum
were maintaining fidelity to the plan. These worksheets included Yes/No responses to whether or
not specific components were taught or not, essentially focusing on adherence.
Some categories of IES Request for Applications talk generally about fidelity without
reference to the literature, however the 2018 Request for Applications for the Partnerships and
Collaborations Focused on Problems of Practice or Policy does have footnote references to
Century and Cassata (2016) for information about when fidelity approaches are more appropriate
than others, and a reference to Weiss, Bloom, and Brock (2014), which contains an RCT-based
fidelity model (U.S. Department of Education Institute of Education Sciences, 2018b). Further
investigation into previous webinars and conference workshops within the IES archives revealed
presentations and reference to Cordray, and his work with fidelity for RCTs (e.g. Cordray, 2007,
Cordray & Hulleman, 2009).
Beyond the general lack of literature embedded in RFPs, participants being unaware of
fidelity frameworks and models present in the literature may stem from several places. Although
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written in terms of ecological research, Anderson (2014) presented three translatable reasons as
to why there is a gap between academic research and practitioners. First is the issue of access.
Many journals require a subscription in order to access full text of the articles. Unless working
through a larger firm, organization, or university, that subscription may be up to the practitioner.
Implementation research and articles are not located in one place, but rather present in a
multitude of journals across varying fields, making it difficult to know where to look. While
fidelity of implementation may be a component of implementation science, the Implementation
Science Journal is focused in medicine and on uptake of research, more so than fidelity as
defined in this study. Therefore, ease of locating articles, even with journal access is difficult. If
respondents did find articles discussing fidelity models and approaches, a study by Li et al.
(2016) found that the majority of articles reviewed had fidelity models specific to that study,
rather than using one of the models well-cited in the literature such as Dane and Schneider’s
(1998) five dimensions model.
Second, as full-time practitioners, staying up to date on research can be time-consuming
and impractical (Anderson, 2014). During several interviews, participants mentioned AERA or
AEA conferences and materials as the key ways in which they stayed in touch with trends and
new information in evaluation or research. These conferences, while a great source of
information, occur only for a few days once a year.
The third reason for lack of awareness of literature stems from the amount or type of
training of a practitioner. Although 47% of respondents in this study indicated their primary role
as being an evaluator, only 14% of respondents overall indicated their formal academic training
being in evaluation. Evaluators come from many backgrounds, some with and some without
formal training (Shadish, 2006). Several respondents formally trained in evaluation indicated that
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fidelity of implementation was not a subject taught in the classroom, although this may be due to
the renewed focus on fidelity being recent.
While the mention of fidelity models related to RCTs in some IES conference
presentations and RFPs are a start towards bringing policy and practice together, the focus on
RCTs relates to the further disconnect between funder/policy and researcher/evaluator
mentalities in terms of not only the methods through which evaluations should be conducted, but
also the role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity, and intentions of fidelity. Several
participants indicated that the way they typically practice evaluation, particularly when it comes
to investigations of fidelity of implementation, is often dictated by requirements by funders or
stakeholders via policy documents such as RFPs, rather than aligned with their own viewpoints.
It should be noted that the following is how respondents perceived funder views and may or may
not describe the actuality of the funder perspective or the general state of funding. Respondents
stressed the emphasis on quantitative methods, RCTs, and a focus on outcomes coming from
funders and RFPs, as seen in a Research Dissemination and Implementation Grants RFP from
the NIH (2011). This RFP specifically states that this initiative would continue to encourage the
use of rigorous study designs, including RCTs, but other design and analytic strategies may be
appropriate as well” (NIH, 2011). A 2018 Education Research Grant’s RFP by IES also states
that, “[r]andomized controlled trials are preferred whenever feasible because they have the
strongest internal validity for causal conclusions” (U.S. Department of Education Institute of
Education Sciences, 2018a, p. 69). Despite the assertions that other methodologies are also
permitted, respondents in this study stated that it is common knowledge that RCTs and more
quantitative-based studies are funded before mixed-methods or even qualitative studies. While
respondents were not opposed to use of RCTs and rigorous quantitative methods, they felt that
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the focus on outcomes, “checking the box”, and the focus on generalizability opposed their own
view of what knowledge looks like and how it is used. Measures of fidelity in an RCT focus on
measurement of fidelity to calculate achieved relative strength of the treatment. The complex and
ever-changing realities of classrooms brought forth feelings from participants in this study that
the focus on experimental methods and RCTs were not necessarily the most appropriate for
evaluating classroom programs, as they did not emphasize the why in terms of why adaptations
were deemed necessary by the implementer.
Participants perceived the preference on experimental methods and quantitative methods
as having the possible unintended consequence of promoting a focus on fidelity at the expense of
quality and student learning. This thought is not intended to diminish the importance of fidelity
measurements but rather emphasize that high adherence is not synonymous with high quality.
The tendency of fidelity research to focus on adherence and other structural aspects of fidelity is
part of a conversation in the literature about structural versus process components of fidelity. The
distinction between structural and process elements of fidelity is made by many authors in the
fidelity literature (Century et al., 2010; Harn, Parisi, & Stoolmiller, 2013; Mowbray et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 1984). Structural elements, such as adherence, can be easily and relatively
objectively measured through use of checkmarks and similar protocols. The number of sessions,
if a particular lesson was taught or material used, and even attendance are all elements of fidelity
that are considered structural elements. Mowbray et al. (2003) speaks to the prevalence of these
elements in fidelity work and the dearth of use of process elements. Process elements often
require more observation, qualitative data collection, and longer evaluation periods, but can
examine quality of delivery and interactions between the teacher and students (Harn et al., 2013).
Despite the increased cost and effort to conduct examinations of fidelity with both process and
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structure components, the inclusion of process components, “may provide essential and
additional insights as to why an intervention is or is not effective” (Harn et al., 2013, p. 183;
Mowbray et al., 2003)
In this section, I have discussed how the policies put forth by funding agencies and RFPs
serve as the main source of influence for how an evaluation is conducted but may conflict with
what practitioners believe practice should look like. Additionally, the role of RFPs in the
aforementioned disconnect of theory-practice in evaluation has been discussed, with participants
in this study reporting no awareness or knowledge of literature-based fidelity models or
approaches. Lastly, this section touched upon the possibility of unintended consequences
stemming from a focus on fidelity. While the previous two sections focus on the disconnect
between theory-practice and practice-policy, the next section dives into practice on its own to
discuss areas where participants indicated a lack of clarity or grey areas of practice.
The messiness of practice.
In the conduction of the on-the-ground practice of evaluation, the realities of conducting
evaluations and research comes with unexpected complexities. These struggles or problems may
not be foreseen, and only come out when in the thick of practice. Practitioners in this study drew
attention to these complexities and areas in which they felt there was uncertainty in practical
applications of evaluating fidelity of implementation. This section walks through two aspects of
FoI practice in which participants reported struggles with practice.
The literature provides discussions around how to handle adaptations in terms of
determining what adaptations are “acceptable adaptations” but does not provide fine-grained
discussions on how to handle adaptations in a practical sense (Carroll et al., 2007; Century et al.,
2010; Mowbray et al., 2003). Perhaps it is assumed that in measuring fidelity of implementation,
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evaluators will mark all modifications, additions, or subtractions as a deviation because it falls
outside of the guidelines. However, in this study, regardless of the understanding that deviations
should be notated, that was not the standard for practice. Respondents struggled with marking
deviations due to several reasons. First, the respondents in this study showed support for teacher
professional wisdom, and in line with this, support for the adaptations made by teachers to
benefit the students. Additionally, using their own professional wisdom, evaluators stated that
they did not typically mark deviations which they believe were not significant enough to alter the
outcomes. The messiness of when deviations are or are not marked stems from the underlying
issue of adaptations having a negative connotation. By marking a perceived pedagogically sound
adaptation as being a deviation, or a small deviation such as changing the names or context in a
word problem to be more culturally relevant, participants felt that they were essentially saying
that this adaptation was substandard. In order for a researchers and evaluators to truly feel
comfortable with objectively marking deviations, even ones that may be beneficial, it is
necessary to break the negative connotation associated with adaptation and the positive
connotation associated with adherence.
A toolkit developed by Cummins, Goddard, Formica, Cohen, and Harding (2003) not
only provides a place to notate whether or not an adaptation occurred, but also check off the
primary reason for the change, and a place for further explanation. Examples of the possible
reasons for change include recipient issues, program provider issues, community issues, and
setting issues. The ability to be specific about why the adaptation occurred, rather than just
marking lower fidelity, may ease the discomfort of some researchers and evaluators in marking
the deviation if the deviation is not believed to be problematic. Also, by using pre-determined
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categories for the reasons behind the deviation, quantitative studies can still get additional
information about why these deviations are occurring.
Another practical issue pointed out by respondents in this study is that they felt other
researchers/evaluators, funders, and stakeholders did not fully understand the difference between
when an implementation study or fidelity of implementation was appropriate, and what
information can or should be gleaned from each form of study. The literature does provide
separate definitions and explanations of the two forms of study which aligns with how
participants in this study describe the two (CDC, n.d.). In this study, participants advocated the
use of an implementation study, or some form of process evaluation in cases where a program is
still being developed, is being used in a new context, or with a new population. Fidelity of
implementation studies were described by respondents as summative and more aligned with
outcome or effectiveness evaluations. This differentiation is supported by direction provided by
the CDC as to when and why to use different types of evaluations (CDC, n.d.). The CDC (n.d.)
defined a process/implementation evaluation as one that, “determines whether program activities
have been implemented as intended” (p.1). It is advised that this form of evaluation is used as
soon as a program is implemented with the purpose of flagging potential implementation barriers
or problems, as well as allowing an examination of the program model or plan. Outcome
evaluations, rather than focusing on how a program was working, focus on effectiveness of the
program in terms of producing the expected outcome or change (CDC, 2018). Respondents in
this study brought forth the problem of funders or program developers not being clear on the
distinction between the two or expecting both in a very short window. Additionally, since fidelity
should not be expected in novice or newly established programs, respondents felt that fellow
researchers/evaluators who propose to provide fidelity measures and outcomes in a short number
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of years do not fully understand the need for implementation studies before outcome or
summative measures can be examined.
This section drew attention to two areas in which participants in this study emphasized
the messiness of practice, including diverging practices on how to handle adaptations and lack of
clarity on differences in the appropriateness of implementation study versus a FoI study. In
combination with the two previous sections, the disconnect between theory, policy, and practice
was examined, specifically as it applies to evaluation. The next section will propose possible
ways forward in terms of how theory, policy, and practice can be reconnected.
Reconnecting Theory, Policy, & Practice
While there is a current disconnect between theory, policy, and practice, there are
pathways that can be taken to begin the reconnection. This section will highlight ways in which
the results of this study draw attention to areas of progress but also provide practical suggestions
as to how the existing disconnects can be lessened.
Despite the traditional and dominant view of pro-adherence in the literature, results from
the LPA found that only 16% of respondents in this study aligned with this perspective. Of those
who did, 80% held doctorates, and the majority worked in academia. Unsurprisingly, more
technical-based fields such as psychology and educational psychology were predominately
represented in the pro-adherence perspective. The equally extreme pro-adaptation perspective
also contained only a small percentage of participants at 8%. The majority of participants in this
study advocated adherence specifically to the evidence-based core components and supported the
allowance for adaptations with negligent or positive impact on outcomes, especially in cases of
accessibility issues. This finding is a step forward in terms of finding consensus in the study and
evaluation of fidelity of implementation. The productive adaptation perspective can be seen as
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the compromise between the two extremes, indicating that perhaps the adherence-adaptation
debate is not as prolific as believed. Researchers and evaluators can use the description of the
three perspectives in this study to be clearer about their own views on this debate, and what
implications it has for the way they define fidelity and bound what is or is not fidelity. Clear selfidentification of one’s perspective on the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI may aid in
providing a foundation from which conversations can build. Funders can also use the description
of these perspectives to clarify their own perspective and their expectations as to what FoI looks
like in practice.
While the finding of 76% of participants aligning with the productive adaptation
perspective provides some evidence of progress towards consensus in the field at least in terms
of the role of adherence and adaptation in FoI, many hurdles in FoI still exist. The conclusions
stemming from the cognitive interviews in this study have parallels to those found by Sanetti and
Reed (2012) in their assessment of barriers to the progress of treatment integrity (another name
for fidelity of implementation) in school psychology. The greatest barrier found in their study of
barriers to progress included lack of theory and specific guidelines on treatment integrity
procedures. Within this domain more specific barriers such as determining acceptable levels of
fidelity, choosing the appropriate assessment method, and also understanding of how to assess
fidelity were described.
The messiness of practice discussed in the precious section is attributable, at least in
some way to the lack of specifications and guidelines provided to practitioners. As funders and
RFPs were mentioned as clear sources of what parameters to use when assessing fidelity,
whether in an evaluation or study, a start towards clarifying areas of confusion may in fact come
from the funders providing clearer and more descriptive guidelines and direction for what, how,
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and when fidelity should be measured. This guidance being in line with and citing the current
literature may also aid in bridging the theory-practice gap. The current vagueness in RFPs and
calls for applications and lack of literature-based fidelity models in RFPs is contributing to not
only a wide array of perceptions, approaches, and models of fidelity, but also a perhaps an
incorrect or incomplete viewpoint of participants in this study as to what the funders perspective
entails.
Additionally, standards have been produced for RCTs and nonrandomized designs, such
as the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) standards and the Transparent
Reporting of Evaluation with Nonrandomized Designs (TREND) standards, respectively (Moher
et al., 2010; Persch & Page, 2013). These standards were created to alleviate issues of
underreporting or partial reporting of results randomized and nonrandomized studies. These
standards provide guidance as to what needs to be reported, and therefore what needs to be
measured as well. Standards or guidelines surrounding fidelity of implementation may aid RFPs
in being clearer about what is expected to be measured and reported, and also allow a
conversation around fidelity to grow from a common basis. One participant suggested a
flowchart or decision tree similar to those seen in several methodology texts (see Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2006, p. 80) to aid researchers and evaluators in determining based on the stage of
the program being evaluated, the desired results, and the desired ability to make certain
inferences from the data, which pathway, in terms of methods, is the best to follow to meet those
goals.
My suggestion is not novel, as work has already been started on conceptualizing
standards for implementation and FoI (e.g. Mayo-Wilson, 2007; Persch & Page, 2007; Robb,
Carpenter, & Burns, 2010). While CONSORT standards have been useful in the improvement of
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report quality, the focus of standards “on the examination rather than the implementation of
interventions” has reinforced the omission of sufficient reporting on implementation (MayoWilson, 2007, p. 631). Authors in varying fields have suggested the addition of implementation
standards to the CONSORT standards including reporting about both the manner in which the
program was actually delivered versus how it was intended, as seen in the TREND standards
(Mayo-Wilson, 2007; Persch & Page, 2013). Although stemming from the field of music-based
interventions, Robb et al. (2010) proposed multiple additions to the CONSORT and TREND
standards to increase transparency about not only implementation as a whole, but FoI as well.
While inclusion of implementation and FoI in reporting standards would provide some
standardization around the way researchers report these findings, any resources that are
developed will not able to be utilized to the fullest extent unless there is a central hub
researchers, evaluators and funders alike can access easily.
Not having a central hub to turn to may also be inhibiting communication both within
theorists and practitioners, as well as across the two. Finding better dissemination methods to
ensure the most current research finds its way to practitioners not consistently immersed in an
academic environment, may help bridge the gap between research and practice. Respondents in
this study mentioned workshops, such as those during AEA’s annual conferences, and
conferences in general as key methods through which they learn about fidelity and ways to
examine it. It was suggested by a participant that a FoI topical interest group (TIG) or special
interest group (SIG) within one of these organizations may be a start towards providing a
platform for conversation and exchange of information between researchers, evaluators, and
funders from varying fields.
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This section offered four avenues through which the disconnect between theory, practice,
and policy can be lessened: 1) researchers, evaluators, and funders can use the perspective
descriptions to be clear about from which perspective they are coming from to build an
understanding of what these perspectives look like in practice, 2) the creation of clearer and more
descriptive guidelines and direction for what, how, and when fidelity should be measured within
RFPs, as well as the inclusion of literature citations within the guidance/RFPs from funders, 3)
creation of standards surrounding expectations for the conduction of FoI studies and evaluations,
as well as reporting standards to begin to build continuity within FoI, and 4) formation of a
central hub in which literature and conversations surrounding FoI be easily accessed and used.
The next section examines the strengths and limitations of this study to outlines boundaries of
the inferences that can be drawn from this study.
Strengths and Limitations
As is true for all studies, this study has both strengths and limitations. Strengths of this
study stem from three sources: the use of both quantitative and qualitative data to answer the
research questions comprehensively, purposeful actions to strengthen validity of the inferences,
and the contribution to the literature. The use of both quantitative and qualitative data allowed
research question 1 to be answered in a way unable to be answered by one type of data alone.
While the LPA results provided the number of classes that best fit the data and preliminary
interpretation of those classes based on the conditional means and variances, the nuances of each
class, specifically the productive adaptation class, could not have been ascertained without the
qualitative analysis of the FAM and cognitive interview data. The use of the semi-structured
nature of the cognitive interview protocol also allowed room for themes and patterns not
captured or planned for in the FAM or cognitive interview protocol. These themes transcended
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the three perspectives. Purposeful choices were made to increase the validity of this study. The
use of content validation through expert review and calculation of IRR for both the FAM and
cognitive interview coding also strengthened the validity of the inferences made from those
analyses. The class variable was not included until the qualitative coding of both the FAM and
the cognitive interviews were completed. Coding of the data without knowledge of class
membership protected against bias that may be unintentionally included if class membership was
known. The use of cognitive interviews also provided validity evidence for the inferences made
from the FAM data, as there was no significant misinterpretation of the items as written.
Although this was a non-random sample, effort was made to reach researchers and evaluators
across disciplines with varying educational and practical backgrounds. Lastly, surveying both
researchers and evaluators about their perspectives on the adherence-adaptation fills a gap in the
literature by offering empirical evidence as to what these perspectives are and proportions of
respondents who most likely belong to each mentality.
The limitations of this study centered on the sample size, sampling technique, RITA
analysis, as well as boundaries of the scenarios. This study contained a small sample size of 128
participants for the FAM and 20 participants for the cognitive interviews. While meeting
industry standards, the small n may decrease the ability of the analysis to detect some differences
between classes, as well as have an impact on the results from the latent profile analysis.
Although there is no set minimum sample size for use of latent profile analysis, modeling
techniques typically perform best with large sample sizes, due to the number of parameters that
need to be estimated (Little, 2013; Masyn, 2013). The small sample size combined with the nonrandom sample does not allow the results of this study to be generalized beyond the respondents
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in this study. The focus of the scenarios on US-based education programs also does not permit
generalizability to all contexts.
The RITA technique, although informative and beneficial for rapid analysis, is not
intended to be used as the sole qualitative component of a study due to the unknown differences
between this technique and traditional qualitive coding analysis of transcripts (Neal et al., 2015).
Additionally, traditional qualitive coding from transcripts provides a more holistic understanding
of the data (Neal et al., 2015). The amount of detail gleaned from the RITA technique is
dependent on the time-segments chosen for analysis. While a small time-segment of three
minutes was chosen for this study, the results could vary if a less detailed time-segment was
chosen. The RITA technique was not the sole qualitative data for research question one, but was
the sole data used for research question two. It is unknown if traditional transcript-based
qualitative analysis would have yielded the same results for the research questions.
The FAM developed for and used in this study did not undergo psychometric testing as
the intention of this measure was to provide data to identify groupings in the data, as opposed to
make claims about the overarching constructs. This study can make no claims about the
existence of the adherence or adaptation construct, or the relation between these constructs.
Due to the lack of specificity of the scenarios as to what adaptations are deemed
acceptable, if any, and also the lack of direct indication of which components are core to the
program, led some respondents whose most likely class is the productive adaptation class to be
unsure of what response to provide. Although direct identification of core components was
purposely not specified to allow respondents to come to their own conclusions, further detail
surrounding the identification of core components may have caused respondents in this class to
respond differently, reclassifying their most likely class.
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In this section, the strengths and weaknesses of this study were discussed. Actions were
purposely taken to provide a well-executed descriptive mixed methods study which provided
comprehensive responses to the purposes of this study, and the subsequent research questions.
Focusing on reinforcing the validity of the inferences made from this data in terms of content
validation, interrater reliability and coding bias reduction strengthened this study. However, the
sampling of a small non-random sample limited the ability to generalize these results beyond this
particular study. Additionally, due to the uncertainty on the alignment of the RITA technique
with traditional transcript-coding methods was a limitation in this study. As the discussion ends,
the final section in the main body of this dissertation will conclude the study with key takeaways
as well as future directions for research.
Conclusions and Future Research
This mixed methods descriptive study served to describe the current landscape of
adherence and adaption in fidelity of implementation in terms of both the perspectives on this
debate, as well as overarching areas of consensus or struggle. While all three hypothesized
profiles conceptualized by Century and Cassata (2016) garnered support from the FAM and
cognitive interviews, the proportions indicate a strong presence of the productive adaptation
perspective. Less than 25% of respondents had a most likely class of either the pro-adherence or
pro-adaptation perspectives. The pro-adherence and pro-adaptation classes were small but clear
in classification. Therefore, a key takeaway of this study related to RQ1 is that the debate
proliferated in the literature may not be as grand as portrayed. While all three perspectives exist
in this study data, the overwhelming majority of participants followed a productive adaptation
perspective, implying the possibility of a burgeoning consensus on this debate.
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Fidelity of implementation as a whole, however, does remain riddled with disconnect, as
alluded to in the divide between theory, practice, and policy. Rather than working reciprocally
with all elements influencing one another, theory, practice, and policy function more or less in
silos. The separation is fueled by theorists generally seen as out of touch with the reality,
practitioners seen as applicators of theory rather than contributing to knowledge, and policy
being detached from theory and practice alike. The cognitive interviews in this study speak to
these larger conversations in the literature, with the disconnect between the knowledge in the
literature and the practitioners who could benefit from this knowledge and additionally, the
disconnect in how researchers/evaluators in this study viewed fidelity and how they perceived
funders to view fidelity. Regardless of the level or field of academic background, respondents
noted being knowledgeable on evaluation literature as a part of formal and informal training but
removed from literature specific to fidelity of implementation. The overall themes identified in
the cognitive interviews also brought up practical questions from practitioners who struggled
with the line between objectivity and subjectivity in scoring fidelity, even on a structural element
such as adherence. A key takeaway from RQ2 is that the current siloed nature of theory, practice,
and policy prevents learning from occurring in the reciprocal cyclical fashion intended. Some of
the disconnects may be perceived rather than actuality due to a lack of conversation between
these entities. Four participant suggestions for reconnecting these segments were provided
focusing on increased clarity, guidance, and purposeful connection between theory, practice, and
policy.
Building from the results of this study, there are several avenues which can be explored
via future research. The survey (FAM) used in this study has not been psychometrically
evaluated, and test-retest reliability may aid in providing psychometric evidence for this
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instrument. Additionally, building from the conversation around the role of funders and RFPs as
key influencers of how fidelity is conceptualized and measured, examining the specifications in
RFPs verses the proposals received may illuminate the variation in how researchers and
evaluators interpret the vague language in RFPs surrounding fidelity and implementation.
Related to this, this study contained respondent perceptions of the funder perspective on FoI, but
further examination of how funders actually view what fidelity of implementation is and how it
should be evaluated is important. This may include determining where specifications for RFPs
come from, how those specifications are decided, and how often they are updated. How funder
requirements are crafted may aid in determining if the disconnect between researcher/evaluator
and funder mentalities is real or perceived.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Initial Fidelity Agreement Measure
SECTION ONE:
How do you define fidelity of implementation (FoI)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION TWO:
The first section contains a scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being measured via a
program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree with
the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions about your
responses to the scenario.
High schools in Chicago Public Schools are implementing a program known to increase student
understanding of Science, Technology, Engineering & Math (STEM) concepts through use of
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) based performance tasks. Two 45-minute
performance tasks per week require finding evidence using given sources and inductively
reasoning what scientific claims can be made. The program runs for the entire school year with
individual projects due at the end of each semester. The key aspect of the program is that
students generate their own conclusions, rather than have teachers guide them or give them the
claims and ask them to find evidence. Implementation of the program is being measured by an
evaluation team via teacher and student self-reports and observations in order to use
implementation fidelity as a variable moderating student outcomes.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario
above. Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Agree
(4)

Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Agree
(3)

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who changes the program
schedule to accommodate their
schools' schedule. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who translates materials to
accommodate non-English speaking
students. (2)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who creates a "word wall" of

o

o

o

o
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key terms used in the student books,
even though that is not part of
program. (3)
gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who has the semester projects
be group projects rather than
individual to accommodate lowerability students. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who alters the scenarios
being investigated to be more
culturally relevant to students. (5)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who provides lower-ability
students with the claims first and asks
them to find evidence to support the
claim. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 1?
Extremely important (1)
Very important (2)
Moderately important (3)
Slightly important (4)
Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION THREE:
This next section contains a second scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being
measured via a program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or
disagree with the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions
about your responses to the scenario.
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A San Francisco based program known to decrease instances of conflict amongst high school
students is being scaled-up and implemented across high schools the western United States.
Two mornings a week, the students participate in a 10-minute school-wide yoga session and two
afternoons a week, the students participate in a 10-minute school-wide silent meditation session.
In addition to these sessions, homeroom teachers lead lessons on prescribed positive coping
techniques, stress-relieving techniques, and team building activities. Consistency and community
are key aspects of this program. The program runs for the entire school year, with students
completing a monthly self-assessment to track changes in their stress levels, abilities to cope, and
amount of conflict they experience in school. Rates of student detentions, suspensions, and writeups are monitored monthly as well. Implementation fidelity is being measured by an evaluation
team via teacher and student self-reports and observations to aid in answering questions about
whether or not the program results in San Francisco can be seen in other western United States
locations.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario
above. Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Agree (3)

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
incorporated
additional
material and
activities beyond
the curriculum to
support
instruction of
coping
techniques. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
used class
reading
techniques rather
than individual
reading during
the homeroom
activities to
support
struggling
readers. (2)

o

o

o

o
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Strongly Agree
(4)

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
allowed students
to choose which
stress-relieving
activity they
would like to
participate
during the
allotted times
(e.g. meditation,
yoga, coloring,
sitting silently)
rather than
whole-class yoga
in first period
and whole-class
meditation in
last period. (3)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
modifies the
practice
situations during
team-building
exercises in
homeroom to
better represent
challenges faced
by students in
that area. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
completes the
prescribed
curriculum
during
homeroom every
other week
rather than every
week. (5)

o

o

o

o
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gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
provided prewritten notes to
students of
lower-ability
level to allow
them to focus on
paying attention
rather than
keeping up with
notetaking. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 2?
Extremely important (1)
Very important (2)
Moderately important (3)
Slightly important (4)
Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION THREE (ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO):
This next section contains a third scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being measured
via a program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree
with the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions about
your responses to the scenario.
Texas middle schools are implementing a state-sponsored intervention known to improve student
math problem-solving skills in effectiveness trials. This program contains three steps in
combination with prescribed word and equation-based math problems. First, similar-ability
partners work to solve a challenging problem, clearly annotating their method for solving the
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problem. Second, after sharing answers as a class, the class solves the problem together. Finally,
partners work on a second similar problem to solidify understanding of how to solve it. These
introduction activities then lead into regular instruction for the remainder of the period. Both
seventh and eighth grade classes are to implement this method daily for the entirety of the year
with quarterly assessments being used to track student growth in math problem-solving abilities.
Implementation fidelity is being measured by an evaluation team via teacher and student selfreports of math problem solving ability and observations in order to investigate the feasibility of
implementation in varying environments across the state.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario above.
Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Strongly Agree
Disagree (2)
Agree (3)
Disagree (1)
(4)
gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
used groups of
four students
rather than
partners due to a
large class size.
(1)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
placed lowability students
with higherability students
to support lowerability students.
(2)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
provided
Spanish versions
of the word
problems for
EnglishLanguage
Learners. (3)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to

o

o

o

o
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a teacher who
incorporates
math tiles and
other tangible
items to allow
students to
physically work
through the math
problems. (4)
gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
allows lowability students
to verbally
convey how they
completed the
problem rather
than writing it
out. (5)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
rewrites the
word-based math
problems to be
more relatable to
the students,
including using
student names
and student
interests. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 3?
o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 3, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 3, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION FOUR:
Demographics
Which of the following best represents your primary employment status?
o Employee of a college/university (1)
o Employee of a research, evaluation, and/or consulting firm (2)
o Self-employed independent contractor (3)
o Employee of a local, state, or federal government agency (4)
o Employee of a non-profit organization (5)
o Employee of a foundation (6)
o Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid) (7)
o I am not employed or involved in evaluation-related work (8)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using text box in next question) (9)
Display This Question:
If Which of the following best represents your primary employment status? = Other (If "Other"
please describe using text box in next question)
Please describe your primary employment status.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
How many years of experience, including this year, do you have researching and/or evaluating
fidelity of implementation? (Please enter a number between 0 and 100)
________________________________________________________________
About how many fidelity of implementation focused evaluations have you completed? (Please
enter a number).
________________________________________________________________
About how many fidelity of implementation focused research studies (empirical or conceptual)
have you completed? (Please enter a number)
________________________________________________________________
What is the highest educational degree have you attained?
o Associate's degree (including occupational or academic degrees) (1)
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o
o
o
o
o

Bachelor's degree (BA, BS, AB, etc.) (2)
Master's degree (MA, MS, MSW, etc.) (3)
Professional school degree (MBA, JD, RN, MD, etc.) (4)
Doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc.) (5)
Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (6)

Display This Question:
If What is the highest educational degree have you attained? = Other (If "Other" please describe
using the text box in the next question).
Please describe your highest educational degree you have attained.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
In which field of study did you attain your highest educational degree?
o Education (1)
o Educational Psychology (2)
o Evaluation (3)
o Health/Public Health (4)
o Psychology (5)
o Sociology (6)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (7)
Display This Question:
If In which field of study did you attain your highest educational degree? = Other (If "Other"
please describe using the text box in the next question).
Please describe in what field of study you attained your highest educational degree.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary
professional identity in evaluation (Select only one).
o Evaluator (1)
o College or university faculty member or instructor (2)
o Researcher (3)
o Trainer (4)
o Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid) (5)
o Unemployed or currently seeking employment in the evaluation field (6)
o Retired but still active in the evaluation field (7)
o Retired and no longer active in the evaluation field (8)
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o Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (9)
Display This Question:
If Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary
professi... = Evaluator
Please select your primary role as an evaluator.
o Internal evaluator (1)
o External evaluator (2)
Display This Question:
If Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary
professi... = Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question).
Please describe your primary professional identity in evaluation.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
How confident do you feel in your understanding/knowledge of fidelity of implementation?
o Not at all confident (1)
o Somewhat confident (2)
o Moderately confident (3)
o Very confident (4)
Thank you for completing this survey. If you are willing to participate in a brief interview
regarding your responses to this survey, please enter your name and email address in the space
below.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Content Validation Form
[DATE]
Dr. _____________,
An important phase in the development of any instrument is that of content validation. By
offering your expertise, you are contributing to the development of a measure that is content
valid. Your assistance in this phase of instrument development is sincerely appreciated.
A bit about this study – The draft scenarios and each associated item are being considered for
inclusion in a measure aiming to measure fidelity researcher and/or evaluator perceptions about
the importance of adherence and/or adaptation in fidelity of implementation. For the purposes of
this study and measure, fidelity of implementation is broadly defined as “the degree to which a
particular program follows a program model” (Bond, Evans, Salyers, Williams & Kim, 2000, p.
75).
Data from this measure will be used with latent profile analysis to determine groupings of
thought that may exist in the adherence/adaptation debate. The qualitative section will be used to
provide detail as to why these groupings may occur, as well as differences and similarities
between groups.
A bit about what you are being asked to do – The rating tasks have been split into several steps.
This is so that you first become familiar with the instrument before responding to focused
questions about the scenarios and items. Moreover, this expert review is being done through MS
word so that, if you wish, you may print out a copy of the draft instrument as you respond to
questions. Using MS word also allows for you to complete the expert review on your own
timeline.
Please email me with any questions at kristen.juskiewicz@uconn.edu. You may also email my
major advisor, Dr. Bianca Montrosse-Moorhead (CC), at bianca@uconn.edu. Thanks in advance
for your time and help!
Sincerely,
Kristen Juskiewicz
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STEP 1: READ THE DRAFT INSTRUMENT (You do not need to fill in this
section, just read the instrument to familiarize yourself with it)
Section directions: The draft Fidelity Agreement Measure (FAM) follows. Please read it before
moving on to Step 2.
Fidelity Agreement Measure
SECTION ONE:
How do you define fidelity of implementation (FoI)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION TWO:
The first section contains a scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being measured via a
program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree with
the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions about your
responses to the scenario.
High schools in Chicago Public Schools are implementing a program known to increase student
understanding of Science, Technology, Engineering & Math (STEM) concepts through use of
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) based performance tasks. Two 45-minute
performance tasks per week require finding evidence using given sources and inductively
reasoning what scientific claims can be made. The program runs for the entire school year with
individual projects due at the end of each semester. The key aspect of the program is that
students generate their own conclusions, rather than have teachers guide them or give them the
claims and ask them to find evidence. Implementation of the program is being measured by an
evaluation team via teacher and student self-reports and observations in order to use
implementation fidelity as a variable moderating student outcomes.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario
above. Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Agree
(4)

Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Agree
(3)

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who changes the program
schedule to accommodate their
schools' schedule. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who translates materials to

o

o

o

o
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accommodate non-English speaking
students. (2)
gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who creates a "word wall" of
key terms used in the student books,
even though that is not part of
program. (3)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who has the semester projects
be group projects rather than
individual to accommodate lowerability students. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who alters the scenarios
being investigated to be more
culturally relevant to students. (5)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who provides lower-ability
students with the claims first and asks
them to find evidence to support the
claim. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 1?
o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION THREE:
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This next section contains a second scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being
measured via a program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or
disagree with the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions
about your responses to the scenario.
A San Francisco based program known to decrease instances of conflict amongst high school
students is being scaled-up and implemented across high schools the western United States.
Two mornings a week, the students participate in a 10-minute school-wide yoga session and two
afternoons a week, the students participate in a 10-minute school-wide silent meditation session.
In addition to these sessions, homeroom teachers lead lessons on prescribed positive coping
techniques, stress-relieving techniques, and team building activities. Consistency and community
are key aspects of this program. The program runs for the entire school year, with students
completing a monthly self-assessment to track changes in their stress levels, abilities to cope, and
amount of conflict they experience in school. Rates of student detentions, suspensions, and writeups are monitored monthly as well. Implementation fidelity is being measured by an evaluation
team via teacher and student self-reports and observations to aid in answering questions about
whether or not the program results in San Francisco can be seen in other western United States
locations.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario
above. Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Agree (3)

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
incorporated
additional
material and
activities beyond
the curriculum to
support
instruction of
coping
techniques. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
used class
reading
techniques rather
than individual
reading during
the homeroom

o

o

o

o
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Strongly Agree
(4)

activities to
support
struggling
readers. (2)
gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
allowed students
to choose which
stress-relieving
activity they
would like to
participate
during the
allotted times
(e.g. meditation,
yoga, coloring,
sitting silently)
rather than
whole-class yoga
in first period
and whole-class
meditation in
last period. (3)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
modifies the
practice
situations during
team-building
exercises in
homeroom to
better represent
challenges faced
by students in
that area. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
completes the
prescribed
curriculum
during

o

o

o

o
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homeroom every
other week
rather than every
week. (5)
gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
provided prewritten notes to
students of
lower-ability
level to allow
them to focus on
paying attention
rather than
keeping up with
notetaking. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 2?
o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION THREE (ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO):
This next section contains a third scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being measured
via a program evaluation. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree
with the statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent questions about
your responses to the scenario.
Texas middle schools are implementing a state-sponsored intervention known to improve student
math problem-solving skills in effectiveness trials. This program contains three steps in
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combination with prescribed word and equation-based math problems. First, similar-ability
partners work to solve a challenging problem, clearly annotating their method for solving the
problem. Second, after sharing answers as a class, the class solves the problem together. Finally,
partners work on a second similar problem to solidify understanding of how to solve it. These
introduction activities then lead into regular instruction for the remainder of the period. Both
seventh and eighth grade classes are to implement this method daily for the entirety of the year
with quarterly assessments being used to track student growth in math problem-solving abilities.
Implementation fidelity is being measured by an evaluation team via teacher and student selfreports of math problem solving ability and observations in order to investigate the feasibility of
implementation in varying environments across the state.
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement based on the scenario above.
Indicate your level of agreement if an evaluator:
Strongly
Strongly Agree
Disagree (2)
Agree (3)
Disagree (1)
(4)
gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
used groups of
four students
rather than
partners due to a
large class size.
(1)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
placed lowability students
with higherability students
to support lowerability students.
(2)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
provided
Spanish versions
of the word
problems for
EnglishLanguage
Learners. (3)

o

o

o

o
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gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
incorporates
math tiles and
other tangible
items to allow
students to
physically work
through the math
problems. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
allows lowability students
to verbally
convey how they
completed the
problem rather
than writing it
out. (5)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to
a teacher who
rewrites the
word-based math
problems to be
more relatable to
the students,
including using
student names
and student
interests. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 3?
o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 3, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 3, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

STEP 2: RATE THE REALISM AND RELEVANCE OF EACH SCENARIO
Step 2 directions: Now that you have reviewed the instrument, please type or write your first and
last name so that I can keep track of expert reviewers. Then, rate the realism and the relevance of
each scenario. Again, it may be helpful to have a printed copy of the draft instrument as you
respond to these questions.
Please type your first and last name:______________________________
Please indicate how realistic you believe each fidelity of implementation evaluation scenario is:
Completely Somewhat Somewhat Very
Unrealistic Unrealistic Realistic
Realistic
Scenario 1: Chicago Public Schools
STEM scenario
Scenario 2: San Francisco program
scenario
Scenario 3: Texas student math problemsolving skills scenario
Please indicate how relevant you believe each fidelity of implementation evaluation scenario is:
Completely Somewhat Somewhat Highly
Irrelevant
Irrelevant Relevant
Relevant
Scenario 1: Chicago Public Schools
STEM scenario
Scenario 2: San Francisco program
scenario
Scenario 3: Texas student math problemsolving skills scenario

Do you have any suggestions regarding the realism of scenarios?
______________________________
Do you have any suggestions regarding the relevance of scenarios?
______________________________
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Do you have any additional thoughts or comments regarding the scenarios?
______________________________
STEP 3: RATE THE ITEMS
Step 3 directions: The goal of this step is to gather information about the ability for responses to
items to differentitate between respondents with differing assumptions in this debate. The
hypothesized groupings stemming from Century & Cassata (2016) are defined below.
Hypothesized Groupings Conceptual Definition
I
Pro-fidelity
Respondents in this group support strict adherence to the program model,
with alterations or adaptions of the program structure and/or procedure being
considered lower fidelity.
II
Pro-adaptation
Respondents in this group support all adaptations of the program model by
implementers in order to better fit the program to the context or participants.
III Productive
Respondents in this group can be seen as the mid-ground between the two
adaptation
previous perspectives. Respondents in this group support adaptations as long
as they are consistent with the program’s core design and the adaptations do
not drastically change the program.
Keeping these definitions in mind, please rate each item along the following dimensions:
Item Relevance: Please indicate how relevant you feel each item is to a fidelity implementation
evaluation using the following scale:
I. Completely Irrelevant
II. Somewhat Irrelevant
III. Somewhat Relevant
IV. Highly Relevant
Item Differentiation: Please indicate how well you believe this item will differentiate between
the three hypothesized groups. (Note: The productive adaptation group may not be able to be
differentiated from the adaptation group by particular item, rather items as a whole).
I. Does not differentiate
II. May differentiate between some respondents
III. Will most likely differentiate between respondents
Item Certainty: Please indicate how certain you feel about your ratings for differentitating
between respondents with differing assumptions in this debate by circling the appropriate
numeral.
I. Completely Uncertain
II. Somewhat Uncertain
III. Somewhat Certain
IV. Very Certain
Please Note:
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Feel free to write comments and suggestions regarding the item stems directly on the stems.
(These comments could regard suggested changes in wording or if you feel the item should be
eliminated. If there is an area or segment of the content I am missing or need more of, please feel
free to comment on this as well.) Your comments and suggestions will help me to eliminate
unnecessary items and ensure my measure is content valid. Thank you!
Again, it may be helpful to have a printed copy of the draft instrument as you respond to these
questions.
Scenario 1 Items
Item
Diff
Certainty
Comments
Relevance
1a. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who changes the
program schedule to accommodate their
schools' schedule.
1b. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who translates
materials to accommodate non-English
speaking students.
1c. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who creates a "word
wall" of key terms used in the student
books, even though that is not part of
program.
1d. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who has the semester
projects be group projects rather than
individual to accommodate lower-ability
students.
1e. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who alters the
scenarios being investigated to be more
culturally relevant to students.
1f. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
rating to a teacher who provides lowerability students with the claims first and
asks them to find evidence to support the
claim.
1g. How important do you believe
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
measurement of fidelity of
implementation is in Scenario 1?
1h. For Scenario 1, in which contexts or
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
situations should the evaluator give
higher fidelity scores?
1i. For Scenario 1, in which contexts or
I II III IV I II III I II III IV
situations should the evaluator give lower
fidelity scores?
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Scenario 2 Items
2a. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who incorporated
additional material and activities beyond
the curriculum to support instruction of
coping techniques..
2b. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who used class reading
techniques rather than individual reading
during the homeroom activities to
support struggling readers.
2c. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who allowed students
to choose which stress-relieving activity
they would like to participate during the
allotted times (e.g. meditation, yoga,
coloring, sitting silently) rather than
whole-class yoga in first period and
whole-class meditation in last period
2d. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who modifies the
practice situations during team-building
exercises in homeroom to better
represent challenges faced by students in
that area.
2e. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who completes the
prescribed curriculum during homeroom
every other week rather than every week.
2f. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who provided prewritten notes to students of lower-ability
level to allow them to focus on paying
attention rather than keeping up with
notetaking.
2g. How important do you believe
measurement of fidelity of
implementation is in Scenario 2?
2h. For Scenario 2, in which contexts or
situations should the evaluator give
higher fidelity scores?
2i. For Scenario 2, in which contexts or
situations should the evaluator give lower
fidelity scores

Item
Relevance
I II III IV

Diff

Certainty

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV
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Comments

Scenario 3 Items
3a. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who used groups of
four students rather than partners due to a
large class size.
3b. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who placed low-ability
students with higher-ability students to
support lower-ability students.
3c. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who provided Spanish
versions of the word problems for
English-Language Learners.
3d. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who incorporates math
tiles and other tangible items to allow
students to physically work through the
math problems.
3e. An evaluator gives a lower fidelity
rating to a teacher who allows low-ability
students to verbally convey how they
completed the problem rather than
writing it out.
3f. An evaluator gives a higher fidelity
rating to a teacher who rewrites the
word-based math problems to be more
relatable to the students, including using
student names and student interests
3g. How important do you believe
measurement of fidelity of
implementation is in Scenario 3?
3h. For Scenario 3, in which contexts or
situations should the evaluator give
higher fidelity scores?
3i. For Scenario 3, in which contexts or
situations should the evaluator give lower
fidelity scores?

Item
Relevance
I II III IV

Diff

Certainty

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

I II III IV

I II III

I II III IV

Comments

STEP 4: RATE THE CLOSED-ENDED SCALES AS A WHOLE
Step 4 directions: The goal of this step is to gather information about the ability for responses to
items as a collective whole to differentitate between respondents with differing assumptions in
this debate. The hypothesized groupings stemming from Century & Cassata (2016) are defined
below.
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Hypothesized Groupings Conceptual Definition
I
Pro-fidelity
Respondents in this group support strict adherence to the program model,
with alterations or adaptions of the program structure and/or procedure being
considered lower fidelity.
II
Pro-adaptation
Respondents in this group support all adaptations of the program model by
implementers in order to better fit the program to the context or participants.
III Productive
Respondents in this group can be seen as the mid-ground between the two
adaptation
previous perspectives. Respondents in this group support adaptations as long
as they are consistent with the program’s core design and the adaptations do
not drastically change the program.
Keeping these definitions in mind, please rate each item along the following dimensions:
Scale Differentiation: Please indicate how well you believe the items as a collective will
differentiate between the three hypothesized groups.
o Does not differentiate
o May differentiate between some respondents
o Will most likely differentiate between respondents
Scale Certainty: Please indicate how certain you feel about your ratings for differentitating
between respondents with differing assumptions in this debate by circling the appropriate
numeral.
o Completely Uncertain
o Somewhat Uncertain
o Somewhat Certain
o Very Certain
Please Note:
Feel free to write comments and suggestions regarding the item stems directly on the stems.
(These comments could regard suggested changes in wording or if you feel the item should be
eliminated. If there is an area or segment of the content I am missing or need more of, please feel
free to comment on this as well.) Your comments and suggestions will help me to eliminate
unncessary items and ensure my measure is content valid. Thank you!
Again, it may be helpful to have a printed copy of the draft instrument as you respond to these
questions

Scenario 1 items as a whole

Scale Diff
I II III

Certainty
Comments
I II III IV

Scenario 2 items as a whole

I II III

I II III IV

Scenario 3 items as a whole

I II III

I II III IV
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STEP 5: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Step 5 directions: Please answer the final set of questions below.
Do the items appear to completely cover the construct? Do you have suggestions for additional
items? ______________________________
Are the items clearly worded? Do you have any suggestions for improving the items?
______________________________
Are the items appropriate for researchers and evaluators who study fidelity?
______________________________
Please feel free to add any additional thoughts or comments: ________
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Appendix C: Final Fidelity Agreement Measure
Placeholder for IRB information sheet (see Appendix R)
I consent to participate in this study.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Skip To: End of Survey If I consent to participate in this study. = No
SECTION ONE:
How do you define fidelity of implementation (FoI)?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION TWO:
The first section contains a scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being measured via a
program evaluation. The scenario describes the program as it is intended to be implemented.
Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree with the statement. There
are 6 multiple-choice statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent open-ended questions about
your responses to the scenario.
High schools in Chicago Public Schools are implementing a program shown to increase student
understanding of Science, Technology, Engineering & Math (STEM) concepts through use of
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) based performance tasks. Two 45-minute
performance tasks per week require students to use inductive reasoning to ascertain what
scientific claims can be made from evidence located in the given sources. Each task is meant to
be timed (45 minutes) and given during one class period only. These performance tasks increase
in difficulty as the school year progresses. The program runs for the entire school year, with
individual projects due at the end of each semester. These individual projects require students to
examine real data and determine which claims can and cannot be made from the data, and why.
The key aspect of the program is that students generate their own conclusions, rather than have
teachers guide them or give them the claims and ask them to find evidence. Each performance
task and data set used in this program has undergone pilot testing and has shown to improve
student outcomes when used in succession. Implementation of the program is being measured by
an evaluation team via three components: 1) monthly teacher self-report checklists to assess the
frequency of use of the performance tasks, as well as which performance tasks were used by the
teacher, 2) monthly student self-report questionnaires to assess their perceived self-efficacy in
STEM concepts, and 3) at least four classroom observations. Implementation fidelity data is
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being used in order to examine implementation fidelity as a variable moderating student
outcomes.
Based on the scenario above, please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree (2)
Agree
Disagree (1)
(3)
(4)
gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who allows students 60
minutes to complete each task due to
block scheduling. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who translates materials to
support English Language Learners.
(2)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who supplements the
performance tasks with additional
articles and sources not provided by
the program. (3)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who has the semester projects
be group projects rather than
individual to support lower-ability
students. (These are not students with
legally-mandated accommodations).
(4)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher fidelity rating to a
teacher who alters the performance
task’s content to be more culturally
relevant to students. (5)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower fidelity rating to a
teacher who provides lower-ability
students with the claims first and asks
them to find evidence to support the
claim. (These are not students with
legally-mandated accomodations).
(6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 1?
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o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 1, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION THREE:
This next section contains a second scenario in which fidelity of implementation is being
measured via a program evaluation. The scenario describes the program as it is intended to be
implemented. Please read the scenario and respond how much you agree or disagree with the
statement. There are 6 multiple-choice statements in this scenario with 3 subsequent open-ended
questions about your responses to the scenario.
Texas middle schools are implementing a state-sponsored intervention shown to improve student
math problem-solving skills in effectiveness trials. This program contains three steps to be used
in combination with prescribed word and equation-based math problems. First, similar-ability
partners work to solve a challenging problem, clearly annotating their method for solving the
problem. Second, after sharing answers as a class, the class solves the problem together. Finally,
partners work on a second similar problem to solidify their understanding of how to solve this
type of problem. The key component of this program is to allow students to work through the
problem without the help of the teacher before working through the problem as a class. After
these activities are completed, teachers resume “business-as-usual” instruction for the remainder
of the period. Both seventh and eighth grade classes are to implement this method three times a
week for the entirety of the year, with quarterly assessments being used to track student growth
in math problem-solving abilities. Implementation fidelity is being measured by an evaluation
team via three components: 1) monthly teacher self-report checklists to assess the frequency of
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use of the intervention technique, as well as which prescribed problems were used by the teacher,
2) monthly student self-report questionnaires to assess their perceived belief of their math
problem-solving ability, and 3) at least four classroom observations. Implementation fidelity data
is being used to investigate the feasibility of implementation in varying environments across the
state.
Based on the scenario above, please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator:
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Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Agree (3)

Strongly Agree
(4)

gives a lower
fidelity rating to a
teacher who
rewrites the wordbased math
problems to be
more culturally
relatable to the
students by
changing names
in the problem,
and the context of
the question. (1)

o

o

o

o

gives a higher
fidelity rating to a
teacher who uses
the program daily,
rather than the
prescribed three
times a week. (2)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower
fidelity rating to a
teacher who
provided Spanish
versions of the
word problems
for EnglishLanguage
Learners. (3)

o

o

o

o
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gives a higher
fidelity rating to a
teacher who
supplemented the
prescribed
materials with
math tiles and
other tangible
items to allow
students to
physically work
through the math
problems. (4)

o

o

o

o

gives a lower
fidelity rating to a
teacher who
allows lowerability students to
verbally convey
how they
completed the
problem rather
than writing it
out. (These are
not students with
legally-mandated
accommodations).
(5)

o

o

o

o

Gives a higher
fidelity rating to a
teacher who
works through the
problems step-bystep with the
students rather
than having them
complete the
problem on their
own first. (6)

o

o

o

o

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation is in Scenario 2?

o Extremely important (1)
o Very important (2)
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o Moderately important (3)
o Slightly important (4)
o Not at all important (5)
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give higher fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
For Scenario 2, in which contexts or situations should the evaluator give lower fidelity scores?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
SECTION FOUR:
Demographics
Which of the following best represents your primary employment status?

o Employee of a college/university (1)
o Employee of a research, evaluation, and/or consulting firm (2)
o Self-employed independent contractor (3)
o Employee of a local, state, or federal government agency (4)
o Employee of a non-profit organization (5)
o Employee of a foundation (6)
o Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid) (7)
o I am not employed or involved in evaluation-related work (8)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using text box in next question) (9)
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Display This Question:
If Which of the following best represents your primary employment status? = Other (If "Other" please describe
using text box in next question)

Please describe your primary employment status.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

How many years of experience, including this year, do you have researching and/or evaluating
fidelity of implementation? (Please enter a number between 0 and 100)
________________________________________________________________

About how many fidelity of implementation focused evaluations have you completed? (Please
enter a number).
________________________________________________________________

About how many fidelity of implementation focused research studies (empirical or conceptual)
have you completed? (Please enter a number)
________________________________________________________________
What is the highest educational degree have you attained?

o Associate's degree (including occupational or academic degrees) (1)
o Bachelor's degree (BA, BS, AB, etc.) (2)
o Master's degree (MA, MS, MSW, etc.) (3)
o Professional school degree (MBA, JD, RN, MD, etc.) (4)
o Doctorate degree (PhD, EdD, etc.) (5)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (6)
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Display This Question:
If What is the highest educational degree have you attained? = Other (If "Other" please describe using the text
box in the next question).

Please describe your highest educational degree you have attained.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

In which field of study did you attain your highest educational degree?

o Education (1)
o Educational Psychology (2)
o Evaluation (3)
o Health/Public Health (4)
o Psychology (5)
o Sociology (6)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (7)
Display This Question:
If In which field of study did you attain your highest educational degree? = Other (If "Other" please describe
using the text box in the next question).

Please describe in what field of study you attained your highest educational degree.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary
professional identity in evaluation (Select only one).

o Evaluator (1)
o College or university faculty member or instructor (2)
o Researcher (3)
o Trainer (4)
o Student involved in evaluation (paid or unpaid) (5)
o Unemployed or currently seeking employment in the evaluation field (6)
o Retired but still active in the evaluation field (7)
o Retired and no longer active in the evaluation field (8)
o Other (If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question). (9)
Display This Question:
If Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary professi... =
Evaluator

Please select your primary role as an evaluator.

o Internal evaluator (1)
o External evaluator (2)
Display This Question:
If Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is currently your primary professi... = Other
(If "Other" please describe using the text box in the next question).

Please describe your primary professional identity in evaluation.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Is your work primarily focused in the United States of America?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
How confident do you feel in your understanding/knowledge of fidelity of implementation?

o Not at all confident (1)
o Somewhat confident (2)
o Moderately confident (3)
o Very confident (4)
How did you hear about this survey?

o Personally contacted by a member of the UConn Research Team (1)
o Other (e.g. LISTSERVs or email blasts through professional organizations) (2)
Thank you for completing this survey. If you are willing to participate in a brief interview
regarding your responses to this survey, please enter your name and email address in the space
below.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Appendix D: IRB Approval Letter

DATE:

May 24, 2018

TO:

Bianca Montrosse-Moorhead
Kristen Juskiewicz, Student Investigator
Educational Psychology

FROM:

Diana Sobieraj, Pharm. D.
Institutional Review Board Member
FWA #00007125

RE:

Protocol #: H18-096, “Researcher & Evaluator Perceptions of the AdherenceAdaptation Debate in Fidelity of Implementation”
FWA #00007125
Funding Source: Unfunded
Approval Period: From: May 24, 2018 Valid Through: May 24, 2019
“Expiration Date”

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this protocol on May 24, 2018. The research
presents no more than minimal risk to human subjects and qualifies for expedited approval under
category # 7 - Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not
limited to, research on perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication,
cultural beliefs or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral
history, focus group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or quality assurance
methodologies.
Enclosed are the validated information sheets. A copy of the approved, validated information
sheet (with the IRB’s stamp) must be used to consent each subject.
Per 45 CFR 46.117(c)(2), the IRB waived the requirement for the investigator to obtain a signed
consent form for the subjects because it found that the research presents no more than minimal risk
of harm to subjects and involves no procedures for which written consent is normally required outside
of the research context.
The principal investigator must notify the IRB immediately of any changes that may affect the status
of the research study referenced above.

Ofﬁce of the Vice President for Research
Research Compliance Services
438 WHITNEY ROAD EXTENSION, UNIT 1246
STORRS, CT 06269-1246
PHONE 860.486.8802
FAX 860.486.1044
compliance.uconn.edu

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Appendix E: Sample Recruitment Email for Fidelity Agreement Measure
(if a personal contact) Mr./Ms./Dr._________________,
My name is Kristen Juskiewicz and I am a PhD candidate at the University of Connecticut. I am
requesting participants to assist in my dissertation research by completing my Fidelity
Agreement Measure (FAM) which aims to measure fidelity researcher and/or evaluator
perceptions about the importance of adherence and/or adaptation in fidelity of implementation.
This measure contains two scenarios with a mixture of quantitative and qualitative items. It is
estimated it will take 15-20 minutes to complete. Your responses will be captured by the
Qualtrics survey software and will remain completely anonymous. At the end of the measure, if
you would like to participate in a cognitive interview about your responses, please leave your
email address. Note that providing an email address does remove anonymity, although responses
will still be kept confidential. Please feel free to forward this link to any researchers or evaluators
you believe may be interested in participating. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel
free to email me at kristen.juskiewicz@uconn.edu or my advisor Dr. Bianca MontrosseMoorhead at bianca@uconn.edu.
Thank you in advance,
Kristen Juskiewicz
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Appendix F: Provisional “Start List” Deductive Codes & Operational Definitions
Category
Code
Abbreviation
Definition
Definition
General Definition D-GEN
A general definition
of fidelity was given
that included a
general notion of a
program following
the prescribed
program model.
Components
D-COMP
The definition of
fidelity included
mention of
components of
fidelity either by
name or in general.
Adherence
D-ADH
The definition of
fidelity includes
mention of
adherence.
Adaptation
D-ADA
The definition of
fidelity includes
mention of
adaptation.
Scenario 1
H-Adherence
S1-H-AD
Adherence to the
program model was
mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 1.
H-Improvement
S1-H-IM
General
improvement of
current program
model via adaptation
was mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 1.
H-Academic Needs S1-H-AN
Adaptations to better
fit academic needs of
students were
mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 1.
H-School Needs
S1-H-SN
Adaptations to better
fit school or teacher
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Scenario 2

L-Adaptation

S1-L-ADA

L-Drastic Changes

S1-L-DC

H-Adherence

S2-H-AD

H-Improvement

S2-H-IM

H-Academic Needs

S2-H-AN

H-School Needs

S2-H-SN
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needs of students
were mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 1.
Adapting the
program from the
original program
model was
mentioned as a
reason for lower
fidelity scores for
Scenario 1.
It was mentioned that
changes being made
to the program were
too drastic as a
reason for lower
fidelity scores in
Scenario 1.
Adherence to the
program model was
mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 2.
General
improvement of
current program
model via adaptation
was mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 2.
Adaptations to better
fit academic needs of
students were
mentioned as a
reason for higher
fidelity scores in
Scenario 2.
Adaptations to better
fit school or teacher
needs of students
were mentioned as a
reason for higher

fidelity scores in
Scenario 2.
L-Adaptation

S2-L-ADA

L-Drastic Changes

S2-L-DC
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Adapting the
program from the
original program
model was
mentioned as a
reason for lower
fidelity scores for
Scenario 2.
It was mentioned that
changes being made
to the program were
too drastic as a
reason for lower
fidelity scores in
Scenario 2.

Appendix G. Final Qualitative Codes for NVivo Analysis of FAM Data
Name
I.

Description

Example

k. D-ACCT

The definition of fidelity
includes mention of need to
fulfil legislative, legal, or other
mandated aspects (e.g. Title 1).

“[…] For public programs this
includes fidelity with legislative
intent, consistency with
implementation plans, and
consistency of implementation across
sites for programs with multiple loci
of implementation” (participant 49).

l. D-ADA

The definition of fidelity
includes mention of adaptation
or a synonym of adaptation
(e.g. change, modify, or alter).

“[…] most interventions need to be
adapted to a particular client’s
circumstances and according to the
resources locally available […]”
(participant 70).

m. D-ADH

The definition of fidelity
includes mention of adherence
or a synonym of adherence (e.g.
follow or be faithful to).

“Strict adherence to the program
model, logic model, or theory of
action provided by the program
developer” (participant 95).

n. D-BENCH

A specific benchmark was
given for fidelity, whether it be
denoting the percent of
adherence that constitutes
fidelity or denoting the
allowable margin of error in a
specific number.

“Are the participants adhering to the
program 90% of the time”
(participant 112).

o. D-COMP

The definition of fidelity
included mention of
components of fidelity in
general (e.g. core components
or key components).

“How well the core components of a
program or intervention are
implemented” (participant 48).

Definition

2. DCOMPSPEC

p. D-DES

The definition of fidelity
“I define FoI as both fidelity to the
includes mention of specific intended program as designed, which
components of fidelity such as
includes the quality of the
quality of delivery or
programming, dosage of services,
participant responsiveness. This
quality of staff, engagement of
may also include mention of
participants, etc.” (participant 21).
specific authors or fidelity
frameworks.
The focus is on relation or
adherence of program design to
program goals.
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“The degree to which the design of a
study is aligned with its purported
goals” (participant 11).

Name

II.

Description

Example

q. D-GEN

A general definition of fidelity
was given that included a
general notion of a program
following the prescribed
program model.

“Fidelity is the extent to which an
intervention is delivered as it was
designed to be delivered”
(participant 28).

r. D-NEG

Fidelity of implementation is
mentioned as a negative or
unnecessary thing.

“FoI is overrated in most aspects
[…]” (participant 97).

s. D-RES

The definition mentions the
“I define fidelity of implementation
need for empirically-based, as following the criteria that has been
research-based or validated
specifically validated to achieve the
components or something of the
desired outcomes for a program or
nature.
initiative” (participant 22).

t. D-SPIRIT

The definition mentions staying
true to spirit of the
implementation or purpose (not
strict adherence). The definition
may also include mention of
staying true to the heart of the
program.

“The extent to which an intervention
is implemented in the spirit of or
aligned with the theoretical
framework for the intervention”
(participant 34).

Chicago
Scenario

All codes pertaining to
responses for the Chicago
Scenario.

i. S1-HACCESS

Higher fidelity scores due to
adaptation for the sake of
accessibility for students
(culturally or language).

“higher fidelity scores should be
given if modifications or
accommodations are made to
overcome a barrier that prevents a
valid inference with respect to ability
in the target area” (participant 74).

j. S1-H-AD

Adherence to the program
model was mentioned as a
reason for higher fidelity in the
Chicago scenario. Of note that
synonyms of adherence are also
acceptable.

“My thoughts are that higher fidelity
scores should be given when
activities match the manualized
intervention […]” (participant 8).

2. S1-HADC

Adherence to the core
components specified rather
than overall adherence.

“Adherence to core components”
(participant 35).

k. S1-H-AN

Adaptations to better fit
academic needs of students

“I think if the student has a
documented IEP or Disability, those
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Name

Description

Example

were mentioned for higher
fidelity scores in the Chicago
scenario.

accommodations should be made
[…]” (participant 77).

l. S1-H-IM

General improvement of
current program model via
adaptation was mentioned as a
reason for higher fidelity scores
in the Chicago scenario.

“[…] Instructors who augment the
minimum criteria do not necessarily
compromise the fidelity, but rather
enhance the model” (participant 86).

m. S1-H-PW

There is mention of a teacher
making appropriate
modifications based on
professional wisdom,
knowledge of students, etc.
These mentions are made with
a positive tone, as it relates to
higher fidelity.

“Any time a teacher makes a change
to benefit his or her own students,
they should rate the teacher higher
because he or she is going above and
beyond to ensure the program works
for his or her students” (participant
61).

n. S1-H-SC

Small changes to the program,
as long as they don't impact
outcomes, and they are aligned
with the spirit or heart of the
intervention, they should not be
penalized.

“Lower fidelity would result from
apparent departures from the
INTENT of the curriculum. Thus, 60
minutes vs 45 does not defy the
INTENT of the curriculum”
(participant 18).

o. S1-L-ADA

Adapting the program from the
original program model was
mentioned as a reason for lower
fidelity scores for the Chicago
scenario.

“The instructor should be given
lower fidelity scores if they deviate
form the research plan and/or allow
the students to deviate from the
plan.[…] (participant 12).

3. S1-LDC

It was mentioned that changes
being made to the program
were too drastic and altered the
purpose of the program as a
reason for lower fidelity scores
in the Chicago scenario.

“Lower fidelity scores should be
given when protocols are changed
significantly from the intended
program. For example, changing the
process, length or time, or content
that is delivered” (participant 87).
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Name

III.

Description

Example

4. S1-LTOC

Adaptations that specifically
alter theory of change, theory
are mentioned, or they may
mention adaptations lowering
the effectiveness of program.

“instances where the intervention's
theory of change proposition is
changed or biased due to unplanned,
misaligned and unjustifiable
technical implementation
modifications made by those
implementing the intervention”
(participant 114).

p. S1-L-LOA

Giving lower fidelity score for
not providing modifications to
support access (ELL,
Academic, Culture).

“each student is not given an
equitable chance to process the tasks
on their own or in language they
understand” (participant 118). *Of
note this was in response to question
3 which asked for contexts in which
a teacher should receive a lower
fidelity score.

Texas
scenario

All codes for questions from
the Texas scenario

a. S2-HACCESS

Higher fidelity scores due to
adaptation for the sake of
accessibility for students
(culturally or language).

“situations/contexts in which the
program implementers adhered to
intervention design but facilitated
where applicable to have students
optimally understand the tasks so
they could complete effectively”
(participant 114).

b. S2-H-AD

Adherence to the program
model was mentioned as a
reason for higher fidelity in the
Texas scenario. Of note that
synonyms of adherence are also
acceptable.

“When the teacher is doing the
activities as prescribed and in the
frequency prescribed” (participant
8). *Of note this is in response to
question 4 which asks which
contexts or situations a teacher
should receive a higher fidelity
score.
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Name

Description

Example

Adherence to the core
components specified rather
than overall adherence.

“Maintaining dosage and adhering to
the critical procedural ingredients
[…]” (participant 3).

c. S2-H-IM

General improvement of
current program model via
adaptation was mentioned as a
reason for higher fidelity scores
in the Texas scenario.

“I do believe in positive infidelity,
that the teacher in this case could aid
the program in being better by
adding to it but if it isn't done in
cooperation with the program
developers then this could hinder it”
(participant 2).

d. S2-H-PW

There is mention of a teacher
making appropriate
modifications based on
professional wisdom,
knowledge of students, etc.
These mentions are made with
a positive tone, as it relates to
higher fidelity.

“Again, all adaptations made can
better the program and be
pedagogically sound decisions,
therefore we should trust the
professional wisdom of the teacher”
(participant 96).

e. S2-H-SC

Small changes to the program,
as long as they don't impact
outcomes, and they are aligned
with the spirit or heart of the
intervention, they should not be
penalized.

“some changes do not entail higher
or lower fidelity scores. Here I am
thinking of changing the names of
people in the problem; this is a
minimal change” (participant 41).

f. S2-L-ADA

Adapting the program from the
original program model was
mentioned as a reason for lower
fidelity scores for the Texas
scenario.

“If any of the elements/procedures
are not followed/implemented as
specified above, a low fidelity scores
applies” (participant 20).

1. S2-HADC

1. S2-LDC

2. S2-LTOC

It was mentioned that changes
“When the tasks are substantially
being made to the program
altered (e.g., only doing one of the
were too drastic and altered the
three activities) to the point that it
purpose of the program as a would not be possible to say that the
reason for lower fidelity scores program is faithfully representing the
in the Texas scenario.
general guidelines in the protocol”
(participant 4).
Adaptations that specifically
alter theory of change, theory
are mentioned, or they may
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“Any adaptation to this would be too
severe of an adaptation to the core
component of the program and

Name

g. S2-L-LOA

IV.

Overall
Codes

Description

Example

mention adaptations lowering
the effectiveness of program.

would mean any conclusions about
the efficacy or effectiveness of the
program could not be determined
because the program was changed far
beyond the core part of the program”
(participant 21).

Giving lower fidelity score for
not providing modifications to
support access (ELL,
Academic, Culture).

“Failure to teach diverse learners
using multiple modalities - you
cannot do a one-size-fits all model”
(participant 117).

Codes that get at issues beyond
the scenario and beyond S1 vs
S2 or H vs L

a. OEVALFIND

Notating the adaptation is key “I cannot know what should be given
to ensure it shows up as an
a higher or lower score without
evaluation finding. Notating the
knowing the impact on the program
adaptation as a deviation then
model. The impact of these changes
examining outcomes to see if
on the program outcomes must be
the adaptation alters the
looked at first” (participant 32).
outcomes in a significant way
(or even improves them).

b. O-STAGE

Stage of program (maturity or
phase) is key when deciding if
implementation or adherence is
needed or warranted.
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“if this is a randomized control trial
or strict research project, then they
are unacceptable. If, though, this is
simply an evaluation of the efficacy
of the program's general framework,
and modifications and tweaks are
OK, as discussed before the program,
then I think all of those are fine”
(participant 90).

Appendix H: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
Introduction:
Hello Mr./Ms./Dr. __________________, this is Kristen Juskiewicz, a doctoral candidate at the
University of Connecticut, calling in regard to our scheduled cognitive interview. This interview
should take approximately 30-45 minutes and will focus on walking through your thinking
process as you read and responded to the scenarios and statements in the fidelity agreement
measure. Do you have the copy of your responses I sent in our last email?
[Wait for response and for interviewee to be ready]
Before we begin, I would like to ask your permission to audio record this interview so that I can
re-listen to your responses again as I work on thematically coding all of the interview responses.
Of note is that I will not say your name in the recording so that you are not identifiable on the
recording. I will instead use a participant number to identify you in the beginning of the tape so I
can keep the recordings categorized. The recordings will be kept in a locked drawer in a secure
office and deleted once the project has been completed.
[Wait for response. If the participant agrees, begin recording. If the participant does not agree, be
prepared to take detailed notes]
(If given permission) I am now beginning the recording. [turn on recording device]
This recording is for participant number (insert number).
Scenario 1
There were two scenarios presented in this measure. Scenario one entailed a program in
(location) focused on (purpose of program). Can you please take a moment to reread scenario
one to yourself and let me know when you are finished?
1. As you read scenario one, before you began answering the questions below it, what were
your first thoughts or impressions?
a. Possible prompts: What part of the scenario drew your attention first and why?
2. (For the quantitative questions) For each question, I will read it aloud and remind you of
your response. Please tell me how you decided upon your response such as any thoughts
you had, if it related to experiences you have had in evaluation, etc.
3. In the open-ended questions, you were asked to respond to situations or contexts in
Scenario 1 which would support a lower fidelity score or a higher fidelity score.
a. In regard to a higher fidelity score you mentioned (summarize answer). How did
you come up with these responses?
b. In regard to a lower fidelity score you mentioned (summarize answer). How did
you come up with these responses?
c. (Prompts may be needed if these two questions do not illuminate what constitutes
high fidelity or a lack of fidelity in the perception of the interviewee).
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Scenario 2
Can you please take a moment to reread scenario two to yourself and let me know when you are
finished?
1. As you read scenario two, before you began answering the questions below it, what were
your first thoughts or impressions?
a. Possible prompts: What part of the scenario drew your attention first and why?
2. (For the quantitative questions) Just as with scenario 1, for each question, I will read it
aloud and remind you of your response. Please tell me how you decided upon your
response such as any thoughts you had, if it related to experiences you have had in
evaluation, etc.
3. In the open-ended questions, you were asked to respond to situations or contexts in
Scenario 1 which would support a lower fidelity score or a higher fidelity score.
a. In regard to a higher fidelity score you mentioned (summarize answer). How did
you come up with these responses?
b. In regard to a lower fidelity score you mentioned (summarize answer). How did
you come up with these responses?
c. (Prompts may be needed if these two questions do not illuminate what constitutes
high fidelity or a lack of fidelity in the perception of the interviewee).
Concluding
That concludes all of the questions that are a part of this measure. Is there anything else related
to fidelity of implementation or these scenarios you would like to discuss?
[Wait for response. If yes, allow participant to continue, if no then finish the interview]
Thank you for participating in this interview. I appreciate your help in my dissertation.
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Appendix I: Sample Recruitment Email to Potential Interviewee
Mr./Ms./Dr._________________,
My name is Kristen Juskiewicz and I am a PhD candidate at the University of Connecticut. I am
emailing you in response to your indication on the Fidelity Agreement Measure you completed
that you would be interested in being interviewed about your responses. This cognitive interview
is a brief phone interview in which I would ask you to walk me through your initial reactions to
the two scenarios presented in the measure you completed, and your thought process for each
response within each of the scenarios. I anticipate the phone interviews lasting approximately 3045 minutes. Your responses in this interview would be confidential, as are your recorded
responses to the measure. The responses to the interviews will be qualitatively coded and
presented in aggregate. If you are still interested in participating in an interview, please respond
with two to three dates and times you are available, as well as the best number to reach you at. If
you are no longer interested, I thank you for your participation in my dissertation research thus
far.
Respectfully,
Kristen Juskiewicz
Of note, once a time and date are agreed upon, a PDF of the respondent’s survey responses will
be sent to him/her so that he or she can have a copy of the measure in front of them during the
interview and also so they can see what their responses were to each question.
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Appendix J: Blank Initial RITA Coding Form
Rapid Identification of Themes from Audio Recordings (RITA) Form Stage 1
Interview ID: ____
Coder: _____
Coding Time: _____minutes
Listen to the interview audio in 3-minute segments. After each segment, mark an X if you heard the mention of the theme in that
segment.
0:00 3:00 6:00 9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 24:00 27:00 30:00 33:00 36:00 39:00 42:00 Tota
Themes
2:59

5:59

8:59

11:5
9

14:59

17:59

20:59

23:59

Adherence
Adaptation
Core
Components/To
C
Accessibility
Professional
Wisdom

Validity/Eval
Finding

Study Phase or
Stage
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26:59

29:59

32:59

35:59

38:59

41:59

44:59

l

Unintended
Consequences

Requirements

Adapted from Neal, J. W., Neal, Z. P., VanDyke, E., & Kornbluh, M. Expediting the Analysis of Qualitative Data in Evaluation: A
Procedure for the Rapid Identification of Themes from Audio Recordings (RITA). American Journal of Evaluation.DOI:
10.1177/109821401453660
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Appendix K: Detailed Latent Profile Analysis Results
In order to assess the best model fit, one can use three indicators: the BIC, the Bootstrap
Likelihood Test, and the Lo-Mendell Rubin Test. Model fit indices for the two, three, four, and
five-model tests can be found in Table 38. The BIC should be the lowest in the best fitting model
and should not be affected by sample size. The Bootstrap Likelihood Test, produced in TECH14,
bootstraps samples to empirically estimate the difference in the distributions of the log-likelihood
difference test statistic (Masyn, 2013). In this test, a significant p-value (p≤0.05) means that the
estimated model (higher number of classes) is the preferred model whereas a non-significant pvalue favors the smaller model. Looking at the Lo-Mendell Rubin Test (adjusted), one can
compare the model being estimated with a model that contains one less class (e.g. comparing a 5
latent class model to a 4 latent class model) (Masyn, 2013). This test, reported in TECH 11,
produces a p-value which specifies the probability as to whether or not the data could have been
generated by the lower-class model. If the p-value is significant at a p≤0.05, then the larger
model (the one being estimated) is the better fitting model (Masyn, 2013). If the p-value is not
significant, then the smaller model is the preferred model. The relative fit indices for the two,
three, four, and five class models tested supported different models, as seen in Table 38.
Table 38
Model Fit Indices
Number of
Latent Classes
2
3
4
5

BIC

Bootstrap
LRT

BLRT
p-value

3787.534
3492.150
3412.078
3360.898

-2014.925
-1804.004
-1624.774
-1553.200

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Lo-Mendell
Rubin Test
(Adjusted)
415.258
352.866
140.914
112.473

LMRT
p-value
0.0002
0.0015
0.1562
0.6286

Note. The Lo-Mendell Rubin Test compares the model being estimated to a K-1 model.

Statistically significant BLRT p-values for all models and the presence of the lowest BIC of
3360.898 support a five-class model. However, the statistical significance for the p-value for the
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LMR test for the three-class model followed by the non-statistical significance of the four-class
model supports the preference of three latent classes over two.
The examination of model utility provides information about how well classified each
class is, and the amount of latent class separation and within-class homogeneity. Table 39
displays one method of examining model utility, relative entropy. The two-class model had the
highest relative entropy of 0.996 and three latent classes being a close second with 0.987 (0.009
difference). The relative entropy for four and five classes is close to one another whereas the
relative entropy for two and three are close to each other as well. The relative entropy is highest
for the two-class solution, although entropy is expected to decrease as the number of classes
increase due to the increased chance of error with class assignment.
Table 39
Entropy
Number of Latent Classes
2
3
4
5

Relative Entropy
0.996
0.987
0.952
0.947

Latent class separation and within class homogeneity can also be examined visually by
plotting the conditional means, with classification tables and posterior probabilities, and with
interpretation of each class based on examination of conditional means and variances. This
process was completed for each model tested.
Figure 3 displays the plotted conditional means for each item for a two-class model.
There is a clear visual separation between the two classes. The percentages on the graph refer to
the proportion of people in each class (92.1% for class 1 and 7.9% for class 2).
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Figure 3. Two-Class Model
Figure 4 below displays a 3-group solution with 15.9% of respondents being categorized into
class 1, 76.3% in class 2, and 7.8% in class 3. There is good latent class separation between
these three groups with classes, with a clear distinction between all three classes on each item.
Classes 1 and 2 do respond similarly for item 12, however there is no overlap.
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Figure 4. Three-Class Model
Figure 5 below displays the 4-group solution with 25.9% of respondents in class 1, 15.6%
in class 2, 50.7% in class 3, and 7.8% in class 4. There is visual separation between the classes
on many items, but classes 1 and 3 seem to have relatively similar responses for items 1, 2, 6,
and 11. Classes 1 and 2 seem to have similar responses on items 3, 4, 8, 10, and 12. Classes 2
and 4 have the same back and forth pattern found in the three-class solution.
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Figure 5. Four-Class Model
In Figure 6 below, one can see the five-class solution with 24.7% of respondents in class
1, 16.6% in class 2, 15.2% in class 3, 7.8% in class 4, and 35.7% in class 5. There is less visual
latent class separation in this solution. Classes 2 and 3 follow very similar patterns for items 3-6
and classes 1, 2, and 3 have very similar responses for items 8, 10, and 12. The opposite pattern
seen in classes 2 and 4 in the four-class model can also be seen in the five-class model with
classes 3 and 4.
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Figure 6. Five-Class Model
Based on the above figures, it would seem that the 4 and 5 class models are not as strong
in differentiating clearly between groups due to visually similar means on some items and
similarities in response patterns between classes. The visual delineation between classes is
muddied in some areas.
The following section examines the proportions of most likely class membership, as well
as posterior probabilities, and classification probabilities for each of the class models not chosen.
The posterior probabilities provide information about the homogeneity of respondents within a
class, as well as the level of difference between classes. If there is strong within-class
homogeneity and latent class separation, not only are the groups clearly separate in their
responses/response patterns (as visualized in the figure above), the posterior probabilities are
also larger for one latent class but small for the other classes (Little, 2013). This means there is a
higher probability of you being in one class than being in other classes (the classes are different
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from one another). If there was not a high probability of being in one class, the class separation is
weaker and there is less homogeneity within classes.
In the two-class model, the majority of the respondents were classified as most likely
being a member of class 1 (92.2%).
Table 40
Final Class Counts and Proportions for the Latent Classes Based on Their Most Likely Latent
Class Membership

Latent Class

Number of People
1
2

Proportion of Total in Class
118
0.92188
10
0.07812

Table 41 shows the probability of being in the class one is placed in or the posterior
probability of belonging to the latent class (column) given that the respondent is a member of
that latent class (row). The diagonal is the average posterior probability in each class whereas the
off-diagonal shows where misclassifications might occur. There is very strong within class
homogeneity in the two-class solution, with average posterior probabilities within the classes
ranging from 0.999 to 1.000.
Table 41
Average Latent Class Probabilities for Most Likely Latent Class Membership (row) by Latent
Class (column)
Membership

Latent Class
1
0.999
0.000

1
2

2
0.001
1.000

Table 42 shows the probability of being placed in a class conditional on the respondent’s
class membership, or the probability that your latent class membership is (column) given you
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belong to latent class (row). For example, there is a 0.992 probability of your latent class
membership being class 2, given that you actually belong to class 2, whereas only a 0.008
probability you actually belong to class 2 but are categorized as a member of class 1. The class 1
classification probabilities are very strong within the class, however, there is less strong
classification for class 2.
Table 42
Classification Probabilities for the Most Likely Latent Class Membership (column) by Latent
Class (Row)
Latent Class

Membership
1
1.000
0.008

1
2

2
0.000
0.992

In the three-class model, the majority of the respondents were classified as most likely
being a member of class 2 (76.56%), with classes 1 and 3 being much smaller at 15.63% and
7.81% respectively (see Table 41). Table 44 shows the probability of being in the class one is
placed in or the posterior probability of belonging to the latent class (row) given that you are a
member of that latent class (column). The diagonal is the average posterior probability in each
class whereas the off-diagonal shows where misclassifications might occur. There is strong
within class homogeneity in the three-class solution, with average posterior probabilities within
the classes ranging from 0.995 to 1.000 and misclassification ranging from 0.000 to 0.005. There
is less certainty within class 2 than class 1, but the numbers indicate solid classification
probabilities for all three classes.
Table 43.
Final Class Counts and Proportions for the Latent Classes Based on Their Most Likely Latent
Class Membership
Latent Class

Number of People
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Proportion of Total in Class

1
2
3

20
98
10

0.15625
0.76562
0.07812

Table 44.
Average Latent Class Probabilities for Most Likely Latent Class Membership (row) by Latent
Class (column)
1
0.996
0.005
0.000

1
2
3

2
0.004
0.995
0.000

3
0.000
0.000
1.000

Table 45 shows the probability that your latent class membership is (column) given you
belong to latent class (row). For example, there is a 0.999 probability of your latent class
membership being class 2, given that you actually belong to class 2, whereas only a 0.001
probability you actually belong to class 1 but are categorized as a member of class 2. The class 2
and 3 classification probabilities are very strong within the class, however, there is less strong
classification for class 1. There is a small probability of 0.022 that a participant is assigned class
2 as their most likely class when they actually belong to class 1. This may be due to the fact that
class 2 is the largest class, and one must have a distinctly different response pattern to fall into
class 1 or 3; otherwise, they are placed in class 2.
Table 45.
Classification Probabilities for the Most Likely Latent Class Membership (column) by Latent
Class (row)
1
2
3

1
0.978
0.001
0.000

2
0.022
0.999
0.000
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3
0.000
0.000
1.000

Table 46 displays the final class counts and proportions for the four-class solution. The majority
of respondents are most likely members of class 3 (51.6%), with class 4 being a very small class
(7.8%) Tables 47 and 48 show that although class 4 is the smallest latent class, it has the
strongest within-class homogeneity and latent class separation. There is some probability of
misclassification for classes 1, 2, and 3. Class 3 has the lowest within-class probability seen thus
far with a 0.974 probability of being a member of class 3 given that you belong to latent class 3.
Table 46
Final Class Counts and Proportions for the Latent Classes Based on Their Most Likely Latent
Class Membership
Latent Class
1
2
3
4

Number of People
32
20
66
10

Proportion of Total in Class
0.25000
0.15625
0.51562
0.07812

Table 47
Average Latent Class Probabilities for Most Likely Latent Class Membership (row) by Latent
Class (column)

1
2
3
4

1
0.976
0.013
0.026
0.000

2
0.005
0.987
0.000
0.000

3
0.019
0.000
0.974
0.001

4
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.999

Table 48
Classification Probabilities for the Most Likely Latent Class Membership (column) by Latent
Class (Row)

1
2
3
4

1
0.941
0.008
0.009
0.000

2
0.008
0.991
0.000
0.000

3
0.051
0.001
0.991
0.000
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4
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

Tables 49-51 display results from the five-class solution. Class 5 had the highest
proportion of respondents at 35.9%, with the smallest class (4) having 7.8% of the respondents.
The smallest latent class (4) once again had the strongest within-class homogeneity and latent
class separation.
Table 49
Final Class Counts and Proportions for the Latent Classes Based on Their Most Likely Latent
Class Membership
Latent Class
1
2
3
4
5

Number of People
32
21
19
10
46

Proportion of Total in Class
0.25000
0.16406
0.14844
0.07812
0.35938

Table 50
Average Latent Class Probabilities for Most Likely Latent Class Membership (row) by Latent
Class (column)

1
2
3
4
5

1
0.957
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.020

2
0.014
0.943
0.001
0.000
0.021

3
0.000
0.023
0.999
0.000
0.000

4
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000

5
0.030
0.030
0.000
0.000
0.958

Table 51
Classification Probabilities for the Most Likely Latent Class Membership (column) by Latent
Class (Row)

1
2
3
4
5

1
0.968
0.020
0.000
0.000
0.021

2
0.003
0.933
0.025
0.000
0.014

3
0.000
0.001
0.975
0.000
0.000
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4
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000

5
0.030
0.046
0.000
0.000
0.965

Determining the best fitting model depends upon a culmination of not only the data
above, but also an examination of where the means lie for each group and conceptually what the
groupings mean. Examination of the two-class solution shows that class 1 responses indicate
these respondents disagree with providing higher fidelity scores for adaptations and agree with
lower fidelity scores for adaptations except in the cases of translating materials for English
Language Learners. This is the one adaptation this groups of respondents disagrees with giving a
lower fidelity score for. This class still disagrees with higher scores and agrees with lower scores
for adaptations made for cultural reasons but feels less strongly about this adaptation. Class 2
tends to agree with the allowance of adaptations across the board, indicated by disagreements
with lowering scores for adaptations and agreeing with giving higher scores. This class supports,
to varying degrees, the use of adaptation, even in more significant adaptation such as items 6 and
12 in which the teacher used instruction that was in opposition to a key aspect of the program.
For the three-class model, based upon the distribution of means for class 1, respondents
in this class typically endorse lower scores, and disagree with higher scores for teachers who
adapt, modify or add to the curriculum. Respondents in this class have means near the extremes
of the scale (strongly disagree and strongly agree). Class 2, the largest class, generally disagrees
with both higher scores and lower scores for adaptations, although respondents did agree with
lowering fidelity scores for providing additional time for students (x1) or the use of deductive
instead of inductive reasoning in X6, which completely opposed the purpose of the program.
Although respondents still disagreed with higher scores for modifications for language and
culture, they were rated less harshly than other modifications. Respondents from this class did
disagree with lower fidelity scores for adaptations for ELL students (items x2 and x9). Class 3,
the smallest class, includes respondents who generally advocate adaptation regardless of what
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the adaptation is, or how significant the adaptation is. This class disagrees with scoring teachers
lower on any of the modifications and agrees with higher scores for modifications, as well. Class
3 in the three-class model tends to respond in the opposite manner of class 1. Class 3 typically
has means in the extremes (strongly disagree or strongly agree).
In the four-class solution, the same general adhere (class 2) and adapt (class 4) groupings
can be found that were seen in the two and three-class solutions. It seems that class 2 from the
three-group solution was essentially split into two classes in the four-class model, with one class
(class 3) having less extreme disagreement with adaptations than class 1. Both “mid-point”
classes in this solution generally agree and disagree with the same items, just to varying degrees
of extremity.
In the five-class solution, the same adherence (class 3) and adaptation (class 4) can be
seen, however the mid-classes are now split into three-classes. All three mid-classes agree and
disagree with the use of adaptation, generally, with varying degrees. For example, all three midclasses disagree with lower scores for ELL modifications in both Scenario 1 and 2. In scenario 1,
class 1 has a mean of 1.29 for item 2, class 2 has a mean of 1.61 and class 5 has a mean of 1.86.
All three means are between 1 and 2 (strongly disagree and disagree). For scenario 2, class 1 has
a mean of 1.05 for item 9, class 2 has a mean of 1.74, and class 5 has a mean of 2.11. These
means are slightly more spread out than scenario 1, but all correspond with some level of
disagree.
It seems that with each additional class added beyond the three-class model, adherence
and adaptation-centered groups remain, albeit with different proportions, and the mid-class
breaks into smaller groups of respondents who generally agree and disagree on item ratings, but
with varying degrees.
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The five-class model has the best BIC, and BLRT. The three-class model has a
significant LMRT, making it the best fit according to this test. The two-class model has the best
entropy, although only 0.009 units higher than the three-class model. Visually, there is a clear
latent class separation between classes in the two and three-class models, whereas there begins to
be less visual distinction in conditional means in the four and five-class models. In terms of
within-class homogeneity and latent-class separation numerically, the relative entropy leans
towards two-classes, although the relative entropies are all extremely high, but both the two and
three-class model are essentially comparable in terms of posterior probabilities. It is my opinion
that the three-class model is the best model because of the significant LMRT and the fact that
relative entropy typically decreases with each additional class, but the three-class model has an
entropy only 0.009 lower than the two-class model but 0.035 higher than the four-class solution.
Also, the three-class model has solid within-class homogeneity, latent class separation, and the
results are clearly interpretable and not muddied or intelligible. The four and five class solution
essentially contain sub-classes of the mid-class (class 2) in the three-class solution.
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Appendix L: Fidelity Agreement Measure IRB-Approved Information Sheet

Information Sheet for Fidelity Agreement Measure Survey

Principal Investigator: Dr. Bianca Montrosse-Moorhead
Student: Kristen M. Juskiewicz
Title of Study: Researcher and Evaluator Perceptions of the Adherence-Adaptation
Debate in Fidelity of Implementation
You are invited to participate in this survey of researcher and evaluator perceptions on
the adherence-adaptation debate in fidelity of implementation. I am a graduate student at the
University of Connecticut, and I am conducting this survey as part of my dissertation
research. I am interested in finding out the perceptions and underlying assumptions of
researchers about the role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity of implementation, as well
as what implications these perceptions may have on practice.
Your participation in this study will require completion of the attached questionnaire.
This should take approximately 30 minutes of your time. Your participation will be
anonymous, and you will not be contacted again in the future, unless you actively agree to
further participation via a subsequent cognitive interview. The survey is being conducted via
an online survey software, Qualtrics. You will not be paid for being in this study. This survey
does not involve any risk to you. However, the benefits of your participation may impact
society by helping increase knowledge about the role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity
of implementation.
You do not have to be in this study if you do not want to be. You do not have to
answer any question that you do not want to answer for any reason. We will be happy to
answer any questions you have about this study. If you have further questions about this
project or if you have a research-related problem, you may contact me, Kristen Juskiewicz
(the student) at kristen.juskiewicz@uconn.edu or my advisor, Dr. Montrosse-Moorhead at
(860) 486-0177. If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you
may contact the University of Connecticut Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 860-486-8802.
The IRB is a group of people who review research studies to protect the rights and welfare of
research participants.
Thank you.

UConn IRB PROTOCOL H18-096 APPROVED 5/24/18
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Appendix M: Blank Final RITA Coding Form
Rapid Identification of Themes from Audio Recordings (RITA) Form Stage 2
Interview ID: ____
Coder: _____
Coding Time: _____minutes
Class: ______
Listen to the interview audio in 3-minute segments. After each segment, indicate whether you heard a positive (+) negative (-), and/or
neutral (0) instance of each theme below.
0:00 3:00 6:00 9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 24:00 27:00 30:00 33:00 36:00 39:00 42:00 Tota
Themes
2:59

5:59

8:59

11:5
9

14:59

17:59

20:59

23:59

Adherence
Adaptation
Core
Components/To
C
Accessibility
Professional
Wisdom

Validity/Eval
Finding

Study Phase or
Stage
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26:59

29:59

32:59

35:59

38:59

41:59

44:59

l

Unintended
Consequences

Requirements

Adapted from Neal, J. W., Neal, Z. P., VanDyke, E., & Kornbluh, M. Expediting the Analysis of Qualitative Data in Evaluation: A
Procedure for the Rapid Identification of Themes from Audio Recordings (RITA). American Journal of Evaluation.DOI:
10.1177/10982140145366
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Appendix N. Content Validation Results
Fourteen experts agreed to provide feedback on the Fidelity Agreement Measure (FAM).
Of these fourteen, eleven completed the content validation form in its entirety, one expert
completed the rating for section one, then provided qualitative feedback for the remainder of the
sections, and three experts provided qualitative feedback for each section of the form in lieu of
quantitative ratings. All experts provided comments pertaining to item wording, additional
information needed, and suggestions.
The content validation ratings were first used to ascertain which two scenarios were rated
the highest in term of realism and relevancy and therefore would be retained for the final
measure.
Realism and relevancy.
The first section of the content validation was ratings of realism and relevancy for each
scenario overall. Figure 7 displays the frequencies with which experts rated the realism of the
three scenarios.
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Frequency of Expert Realism Ratings
8

7

6

Frequency

5

4

3

2

1

0
Compl etely Unrealistic

Somewhat Unrealistic

Somewhat Realistic

Very Realistic

Level of Realism
Chicago

Western

Texas

Figure 7. Frequencies of Expert Realism Ratings
From this figure, one can see no scenarios received a rating of completely unrealistic, and
only the Western scenario received a rating of somewhat unrealistic (n=4). To compute averages
for each scenario, each scale point was assigned a point value (1-4) which 1 being completely
unrealistic and 4 being very realistic. Table 52 displays these averages. The highest realism
score was for the Texas scenario at 3.58, with the second highest being the Chicago scenario
with a rating of 3.50. The Western scenario received the lowest realism rating at 3.08. The
average ratings for Chicago and Texas centered between somewhat realistic and very realistic.
Table 52
Average Realism Scores
Scenario

Average Realism Score
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Chicago

3.50

Western

3.08

Texas

3.58

Note: n=12
Next, the relevancy of the three scenarios was analyzed. From the frequency chart in
Figure 8, one can see that the majority of the ratings for all three scenarios were located in the
highly relevant category. There were no scenarios that received ratings as completely irrelevant.
Both Chicago and Western received one and two somewhat irrelevant ratings, respectively. All
three scenarios received at least one somewhat relevant rating. The average relevancy rating for
each scenario can be found in Table 53.
Frequency of Expert Relevancy Ratings
12

10

Frequency

8

6

4

2

0
Compl etely Irrelevant

Somewhat Irrelevant

Somewhat Rel evant

Level of Relevancy
Chicago

Western

Figure 8. Frequencies of Expert Relevancy Ratings
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Texas

Highly Relevant

Table 53
Average Relevancy Scores
Scenario

Average Relevancy Score

Chicago

3.75

Western

3.50

Texas

3.92

Note: n=12
From Table 53, one can see that Texas received the highest average relevancy score at
3.92. Chicago received the second highest average relevancy at 3.75, followed by Western at
3.50. Both the averages for Chicago and Texas were near the highly relevant category.
For this section of the content validation form, Texas was rated the highest for realism and
relevancy, followed by Chicago, and then Western.
Individual item ratings of relevancy and differentiation ability.
In this section of the content validation form, each item was rated by the experts in terms
of its relevance to fidelity of implementation, its ability to differentiate between the three
hypothesized groups (pro-adherence, pro-adaptation, and productive adaptation), and the
certainty of his or her ratings. Item relevancy was rated on a four-point scale from completely
irrelevant (1) to highly relevant (4). Item differentiation was rated on a three-point scale from
does not differentiate (1) to will most likely differentiate between respondents (3). Item rating
certainty was rated on a four-point scale from completely uncertain (1) to very certain (4). The
average relevancy, differentiation, and certainty ratings for each item for each scenario are
presented first, followed by the averages for each category for each scenario will be reported
here (see Tables 54 and 55 respectively).
Table 54
Average Relevancy, Differentiation, and Certainty Ratings for Each Item for Each Scenario
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Item

Relevance

Differentiation

Certainty

Chicago Scenario
1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
1f
1g
1h
1i

3.364
3.636
3.364
3.727
3.909
3.364
3.364
3.818
3.909

2.456
2.636
2.455
2.727
2.818
2.364
2.000
2.455
2.636

3.273
3.636
3.091
3.182
3.455
3.091
2.909
3.091
3.182

Western Scenario
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f
2g
2h
2i

3.400
3.300
3.700
3.100
3.600
2.900
3.500
3.600
3.700

2.600
2.500
2.500
2.200
2.400
2.300
2.200
2.600
2.600

3.200
3.000
3.500
2.700
3.000
2.500
3.000
3.200
3.200

2.636
2.273
2.455
2.545
2.545
2.727
2.364
2.636
2.727

3.455
3.000
3.182
2.818
3.818
3.364
3.182
3.273
3.364

Texas Scenario
3a
3b
3c
3d
3e
3f
3g
3h
3i

3.273
3.455
3.455
3.364
3.545
3.455
3.545
3.636
3.818
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Table 55
Average Relevancy, Differentiation, and Certainty Ratings
Scenario

Average Item Relevance

Average Differentiation

Average Certainty

Chicago

3.61

2.51

3.21

Western

3.42

2.43

3.03

Texas

3.51

2.55

3.20

Note: n=11, relevancy and certainty scales are out of 4 points and differentiation is out of 3
points.
Table 55 shows that Chicago received the highest item relevancy rating on average with
3.61, followed by Texas with 3.51 and then Western with 3.42. The ratings are relatively close in
this category, varying by less than 0.20 points between the three groups. Texas also received the
highest for the perceived ability of the items to differentiate between the three hypothesized
groups at 2.55. Chicago followed with a close second at 2.51 and Texas at 2.43. Again, these
three ratings varied by 0.12 points. A reminder that this scale was out of three points. In terms of
expert certainty of ratings, Chicago was rated as containing the most certainty of rating on
average at 3.21. Texas was next with a rating of 3.20 and Western had a rating of 3.03. These
three ratings varied by less than 0.20 points. The Chicago and Texas scenarios were the two
highest scenarios in this section of the content validation.
Overall scale ratings.
The final section of the quantitative ratings for the content validation form included
ratings of the ability of the items within each scenario as a whole to differentiate between the
three hypothesized groups, as well ratings as to the certainty of the expert about his or her
ratings. Table 56 displays the average overall differentiation score for each scenario and the
average certainty scores. Chicago and Texas tied with 2.55 for the ability of the scenario items as
a whole to differentiate between the three hypothesized groups. The Western scenario was rated
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0.27 points lower at 2.28. Chicago and Texas again tied with an average certainty rating of 3.10,
with Western being rated an average of 0.37 points lower. Chicago and Texas were the two
highest rated scenarios for this section of the content validation.
Table 56
Average Overall Differentiation and Certainty Ratings
Scenario
Chicago

Average Overall Differentiation
2.55

Average Certainty
3.10

Western

2.28

2.73

Texas

2.55

3.10

Although all scenarios were rated highly, the consistent higher ratings of the Chicago and Texas
scenarios over the Western scenario led to the deletion of the Western scenario for the final
measure.
The Final Measure
The comments provided for both the remaining Chicago and Texas scenarios, item and
overall comments were examined to look for improvements or adjustments that were needed to
improve the clarity or function of the scenarios and/or items. Table 57 contains the text for the
initial Chicago scenario and the final Chicago scenario. All changes have been highlighted. The
final version of Chicago includes wording to clarify that the scenario describes the
implementation as intended rather than actual implementation. Also, additional detail was
provided to ensure clarity of the program elements, and how implementation was measured and
used in this scenario. All changes stemmed from comments from experts.
Table 57
Modifications to the Chicago Scenario
Initial Chicago

Final Chicago
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The first section contains a scenario in which
fidelity of implementation is being measured via a
program evaluation. Please read the scenario and
respond how much you agree or disagree with the
statement. There are 6 statements in this scenario
with 3 subsequent questions about your responses
to the scenario.
High schools in Chicago Public Schools are
implementing a program known to increase
student understanding of Science, Technology,
Engineering & Math (STEM) concepts through
use of Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS)
based performance tasks. Two 45-minute
performance tasks per week require finding
evidence using given sources and inductively
reasoning what scientific claims can be made. The
program runs for the entire school year with
individual projects due at the end of each
semester. The key aspect of the program is that
students generate their own conclusions, rather
than have teachers guide them or give them the
claims and ask them to find evidence.
Implementation of the program is being measured
by an evaluation team via teacher and student
self-reports and observations in order to use
implementation fidelity as a variable moderating
student outcomes.

The first section contains a scenario in which
fidelity of implementation is being measured via a
program evaluation. The scenario describes the
program as it is intended to be implemented.
Please read the scenario and respond how much
you agree or disagree with the statement. There
are 6 multiple-choice statements in this scenario
with 3 subsequent open-ended questions about
your responses to the scenario.
High schools in Chicago Public Schools are
implementing a program shown to increase
student
understanding of Science, Technology,
Engineering & Math (STEM) concepts through
use of Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS)
based performance tasks. Two 45-minute
performance tasks per week require students to
use inductive reasoning to ascertain what
scientific claims can be made from evidence
located in the given sources. Each task is meant to
be timed (45 minutes) and given during one class
period only. These performance tasks increase in
difficulty as the school year progresses. The
program runs for the entire school year, with
individual projects due at the end of each
semester. These individual projects require
students to examine real data and determine which
claims can and cannot be made from the data, and
why. The key aspect of the program is that
students generate their own conclusions, rather
than have teachers guide them or give them the
claims and ask them to find evidence. Each
performance task and dataset used in this program
has undergone pilot testing and has shown to
improve student outcomes when used in
succession.
Implementation of the program is being measured
by an evaluation team via three components: 1)
monthly teacher self-report checklists to assess
the frequency of use of the performance tasks, as
well as which performance tasks were used by the
teacher, 2) monthly student self-report
questionnaires to assess their perceived selfefficacy in STEM concepts, and 3) at least four
classroom observations. Implementation fidelity
data is being used in order to examine
implementation fidelity as a variable moderating
student outcomes.
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Note. Changes seen in red.
Each item for both scenarios had a comment box next to it in the content validation form,
to allow experts to provide item-specific feedback about wording, specificity of the item, and the
content. Every item underwent some form of modification. Table 58 below shows the initial and
final items for the Chicago scenario with the changes marked in red. Changes ranged from
adding specificity to complete rewriting of items. Many experts noted that it was not clear if the
students of focus in items 4 and 6 were students with individualized education plans (IEPs) and
therefore accommodations are legally-mandated, or if they were lower-ability students who are
able, legally, to receive the same curriculum as other students. Therefore, the addition of this
clarity ensured respondents understood these accommodations were not of legal necessity.
Table 58
Modifications to Items for Chicago Scenario
Initial Chicago Items
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who changes the program schedule to
accommodate their schools' schedule.
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who translates materials to accommodate
non-English speaking students.
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who creates a "word wall" of key terms
used in the student books, even though
that is not part of program.
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who has the semester projects be group
projects rather than individual to
accommodate lower-ability students.
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher
who alters the scenarios being
investigated to be more culturally
relevant to students.
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher
who provides lower-ability students with

Final Chicago Items
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who
allows students 60 minutes to complete each task
due to block scheduling.
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who
translates materials to support English Language
Learners.
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who
supplements the performance tasks with additional
articles and sources not provided by the program.
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who has
the semester projects be group projects rather than
individual to support lower-ability students.
(These are not students with legally-mandated
accommodations).
gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who
alters the performance task’s content to be more
culturally relevant to students.
gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who
provides lower-ability students with the claims
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the claims first and asks them to find
evidence to support the claim.

first and asks them to find evidence to support the
claim. (These are not students with legallymandated accommodations).

Note. Changes seen in red.
The Texas scenario and the corresponding items were also altered in similar fashions. The final
version of the FAM in its entirety can be found in Appendix C.

Appendix O: Qualitative Results for Overall Sample
FAM qualitative analysis for the overall sample.
Of the 128 participants used for analysis, 102 provided answers for all five qualitative
questions on the FAM, 23 provided answers for at least one of the questions, but no more than
four questions, and 3 provided no qualitative responses. The qualitative data was examined as a
whole before the class variable was used to examine within and between class similarities and
differences. Table 59 displays the number of references for the overall sample. See appendix G
for the final codebook for this analysis.
Table 59
Number of References for Overall Sample
Node
I.

Number of References

Definition
a.

192

D-ACCT

3

b. D-ADA

3

c. D-ADH

52

d. D-BENCH

3

e. D-COMP

30

i. D-COMP-SPEC
4

265

f. D-DES

1

g. D-GEN

79

h. D-NEG

2

i. D-RES

13

j. D-SPIRIT
II.

2

Scenario 1

269

a. S1-H-ACCESS

17

b. S1-H-AD

78

i. S1-H-ADC

3

c. S1-H-AN

4

d. S1-H-IM

12

e. S1-H-PW

11

f. S1-H-SC

16

g. S1-L-ADA

102

i. S1-L-DC

4

ii. S1-L-ToC
18
h. S1-L-LOA
III.

4

Scenario 2

218

a. S2-H-ACCESS

16

b. S2-H-AD

61

i. S2-H-ADC
15

266

c. S2-H-IM

10

d. S2-H-PW

5

e. S2-H-SC

12

f. S2-L-ADA

80

i. S2-L-DC

6

ii. S2-L-ToC
12

IV.

g. S2-L-LOA

1

Overall Codes

35

a. O-EVALFIND

26

b. O-STAGE

9

There were 714 coded references across all 125 participants who provided at least one
qualitative response. Of note is that each qualitative response to each question may have more
than one node referenced. With 192 overall references for the definition parent node, the 79
participant references to the general definition of fidelity accounts for 41.2% of definition
references. This definition includes some mention of fidelity of implementation being the extent
to which the program was implemented as intended. An example of a general definition provided
was, “how aligned the implementation is with what was intended” (participant 3). The second
most common definition reference was adherence with 52 references (27.1% of definition
references). An example of a participant-provided definition containing the term adherence is,
“implementation adherence to the specific parameters of the prescribed program” (participant 9).
The focus on a general definition of fidelity does not give much information in to how the
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respondents are thinking about fidelity as it does not preference adherence or adaptation. Rather
the focus is the objective comparison between the intended and observed implementation. The
focus on adherence as the second most common definition is more telling. The use of the term
adherence, or a synonym of adherence, indicated the mentality that adherence and fidelity are
synonymous and therefore you cannot have one without the other.
The most frequently referenced codes for scenario 1 and scenario 2 for the overall sample
included the indication that lower fidelity scores should be given to those who adapt, modify, or
add to the program model (102 references or 37.9% of Scenario 1 references and 80 references
or 38.8% of scenario 2 references). The second greatest frequency of nodes included the notion
that higher fidelity scores should be given to those who adhere to the program as written (78
references or 29% of scenario 1 references and 61 references or 28% of scenario 2 references).
Some participants provided general statements such as, “higher scores should be for strictly
adhering to the original methods”, whereas others used examples specifically from the scenarios
to point out instances that should receive a higher or lower fidelity score (participant 66). An
example of a participant response that described what modifications from scenario two are
indicative of a lower fidelity score is as follows: “whenever the teacher adjusts the plan, that is
lower fidelity. Adding the tiles is changing the intervention completely. Adjusting the time or the
order of events is also lower fidelity” (participant 78).
Cognitive interview analysis with RITA.
Twenty respondents participated in cognitive interviews about their responses to the
FAM. The interviews ranged from 16 minutes to 44 minutes in length with an average length of
32 minutes and 27 seconds. To start analysis, nine preliminary codes were identified and used for
the first round of coding. The definitions of these codes can be found in Appendix Q. The
interviews were coded in three-minute segments. During this first round of coding, an “x” was
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placed in the cell if the theme was mentioned during the three-minutes. A blank initial RITA
form can be found in Appendix J. The frequency for each code across the 20 interviews can be
found in column 1 of Table 60 below, and the average number of mentions per interview can be
found in column 2.
Table 60.
Frequency of Theme in Overall Cognitive Interviews
Frequency of Mention
Themes

Total

Average

Adherence

126

6.3

Adaptation

139

6.95

Core Components/ ToC

85

4.25

Accessibility

64

3.2

Professional Wisdom

35

1.75

Validity

88

4.4

Study Phase or Stage

20

1

Unintended Consequences

37

1.85

8
0.4
Requirements
Adaptation was mentioned the most in the interviews, with a total of 139 mentions or just under
7 mentions per interview. These are general mentions without regard to tone. Examination of the
tone of these mentions (+, 0, -) can be found later in this analysis. Adherence was the second
most mentioned theme with 126 mentions, averaging 6.3 mentions per interview. Because there
are a different number of interviews per class, the averages are more informative than the total
number of mentions. Although the tone of the mentions cannot be determined from Table 61,
one can see that certain themes were mentioned on average more or less than others dependent
on the class. For example, accessibility, professional wisdom, and unintended consequences
were mentioned more on average in class 3 than the other two classes.
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Table 61.
Frequency of Theme in Cognitive Interviews for Each Latent Class

Themes

LC1 Frequency of

LC2 Frequency of

LC3 Frequency of

Mention

Mention

Mention

Total

Average

Total

Average

Total

Average

Adherence

15

5

99

6.19

12

12

Adaptation

15

5

114

7.13

10

10

7

2.33

72

4.5

6

6

6

2

51

3.19

7

7

2

0.67

29

1.81

4

4

6

2

76

4.75

6

6

0

0

16

1

4

4

7

2.33

24

1.5

6

6

1

0.33

6

0.38

1

1

Core
Components/
ToC
Accessibility
Professional
Wisdom
Validity
Study Phase
or Stage
Unintended
Consequences
Requirements

Prior to the second round of coding, the definitions for each theme was revised and some
codes were merged together. The “academic needs” was merged with “accessibility” because
typically in the interviews, adaptations for culture, language, and academic needs were lumped
together, and distinguishing them was not necessary. The “Evaluative Findings” code was
combined with the “Validity” theme because, again, when one was coded, the other was coded as
well, making them essential repeats of one another. See Appendix Q for stage 2 codes and
definitions. The seven remaining codes were then used to code the interviews for a second time.
During the second round of coding, rather than putting an “x” to indicate the presence of the
theme, a “+” sign was placed in the cell if the theme was mentioned in a positive manner, a “0”
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sign if the theme was mentioned in a neutral manner, and a “-“ sign if mentioned in a negative
manner. There can be more than one mention of any kind during the three-minute period. The
frequency of +/0/- for the 20 interviews can be found in Table 36 below. A description of each
theme and what a positive, neutral, or negative mention looks like can be found in Appendix Q.
The coding procedures were finished before the class variable was overlaid to determine
which interviewee was from which class. Of the 20 interviews, 15% were with participants had
their most likely class membership as class 1, 80% from class 2, and 5% from class 3. These
percentages align closely with the proportion of respondents in each class (15.63%, 76.56%, and
7.81%).
The overall number and average number of mentions for each theme as well as mentions
in terms of positive, neutral, and negative in the overall sample can be found in Table 62. From
this table it can be seen that overall, adherence is mentioned in a positive manner with 142
positive mentions, averaging 7.1 positive mentions per interview. Adaptation on the other hand,
was more often mentioned in a negative manner with 139 total negative mentions, averaging just
under 7 negative mentions per interview. Core components or the theory of change and the stage
of the program or phase of the program was mentioned in a neutral way more often than in a
negative or positive way. Accessibility and professional wisdom were most often mentioned in a
positive way. Validity was most often mentioned in a negative way, often citing adaptations as
the cause for a decrease in validity, both internal and external. Unintended consequences were
also mentioned in a negative manner most often. Requirements were mentioned in a positive or
neutral manner most often.
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Table 62.
Frequency of Themes in Overall Cognitive Interviews
Positive Mention
Themes

Neutral Mention

Negative Mention

Total

Average

Total

Average

Total

Average

Adherence

142

7.1

13

0.65

20

1

Adaptation

56

2.8

17

0.85

139

6.95

ToC

31

1.55

50

2.5

30

1.5

Accessibility

63

3.15

5

0.25

11

0.55

Wisdom

27

1.35

9

0.45

8

0.4

Validity

31

1.55

34

1.7

54

2.7

4

0.2

18

0.9

0

0

Consequences

0

0

2

0.1

49

2.45

Requirements

3

0.15

4

0.2

1

0.05

Core Components/

Professional

Study Phase or
Stage
Unintended
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Appendix P: FAM Analysis Variable Names
Variable Name
Description
Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
X1
evaluator gives a lower fidelity score to a teacher who allows students 60
minutes to complete each task due to block scheduling.
X2

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who translates materials
to support English Language Learners.

X3

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who supplements the
performance tasks with additional articles and sources not provided by
the program.

X4

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who has the semester
projects be group projects rather than individual to support lower ability
students. (These are not students with legally-mandated
accommodations).

X5

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who alters the
performance task’s content to be more culturally
relevant to students.

X6

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who provides lowerability students with the claims first and asks them to find evidence to
support the claim. (These are not students with legally-mandated
accommodations).

Y1

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation
is in Scenario 1?

X7

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who rewrites the wordbased math problems to be more culturally relatable to the students by
changing names in the problem, and the context of the question.

X8

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who uses the program
daily, rather than the prescribed three times a week.
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X9

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who provided Spanish
versions of the word problems for English-Language Learners.

X10

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who supplemented the
prescribed materials with math tiles and other tangible items to allow
students to physically work through the math problems.

X11

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a lower fidelity rating to a teacher who allows lower
ability students to verbally convey how they completed the problem rather
than writing it out. (These are not students with legally mandated
accommodations).

X12

Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement, if an
evaluator gives a higher fidelity rating to a teacher who works through the
problems step-by-step with the students rather than having them complete
the problem on their own first.

Y2

How important do you believe measurement of fidelity of implementation
is in Scenario 2?

D1

Which of the following best represents your primary employment status?

D2

How many years of experience, including this year, do you have
researching and/or evaluating fidelity of implementation? (Please enter a
number between 0 and 100)

D3

About how many fidelity of implementation focused evaluations have you
completed? (Please enter a number).

D4

About how many fidelity of implementation focused research studies
(empirical or conceptual) have you completed? (Please enter a number)

D5

What is the highest educational degree have you attained?

D6

In which field of study did you attain your highest educational degree?

D7

Many of us occupy multiple roles in the evaluation field. What is
currently your primary professional identity in evaluation (Select only
one).

D8

Is your work primarily focused in the United States of America?

D9

How confident do you feel in your understanding/knowledge of fidelity of
implementation?
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D10
CLASS

How did you hear about this survey?
Most likely class membership
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Appendix Q- Stage 2 RITA Code Definitions
Theme

Definition

Positive (+)

Neutral (0)

Negative (-)

Adherence

Mention of adhering or
adherence overall (to a
program model, core
components, logic model,
etc.) Can include any
synonym of adherence
(e.g. follow)

Adherence is good
and/or beneficial (may
mention it in terms of
increasing fidelity
scores as well).

Adherence is mentioned
but not for or against,
rather mentioned
neutrally, as in a
definition.

Adherence is
mentioned in a
negative manner,
either in terms of
lowering a fidelity
score, causing issues
with validity or being
unnecessary.

Adaptation

Mention of adaptation or
of adapting the program
model, core components,
logic model, etc. Can
include any synonym of
adaptation (e.g. modify
and alter).

Adaptation is good
and/or beneficial (may
mention it in terms of
increasing fidelity
scores as well).

Adaptation is
mentioned but not for or
against, rather
mentioned neutrally, as
in a definition.

Adaptation is
mentioned in a
negative manner,
either in terms of
lowering a fidelity
score, causing issues
with validity or being
unnecessary.

Core Components/
Theory of Change

Mention of the core
components of a program,
theory of change (ToC), or
theory of action (ToA).
This may involve general
mention of the terms
above or specific
components from the
scenarios.

Participant mentions
that following the core
components is good,
that an action follows
the ToC/ToA, or
benefits the ToC/ToA.

Core components, ToC,
or ToA is mentioned
but not for or against,
rather mentioned
neutrally, as in a
definition.

Participant mentions
that core components
are unnecessary, that
they were violated,
or that an action
alters/goes against
the core components
or ToC/ToA of the
program.
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Accessibility

The idea of making
modifications to a
program for purposes of
making it accessible to all
(e.g. ELL, culture, and
academic).

Accessibility mentioned
as necessary, important,
or a positive
modification.

Accessibility mentioned
neutrally, not for or
against.

Accessibility
mentioned as
unnecessary,
detracting, or
negative in some
capacity.

Professional Wisdom

The idea of teacher’s
having professional
wisdom (PW) or expertise
which may influence
adaptations. Idea that
teachers know what is best
for students.

The use of PW is good,
adaptations due to PW
are beneficial, and/or
mention that teacher
expertise is
needed/necessary.

PW is mentioned
neutrally, not for or
against.

Adaptations based on
PW may have
unintended
consequences,
detract from the
program, or may be
unnecessary.

Validity

Discussion of the impact
on outcomes, the ability to
make valid inferences, or
comparability of
results/groups.

Participant mentions an
action can contribute or
strengthen validity, or
inferences.

Validity is mentioned
but not for or against.

Participant mentions
an action can alter
outcomes, negatively
impact validity or
comparability of
results/group.

Stage/Type

The stage of the program
(e.g. new or mature) or the
type of program (e.g.
prescriptive or vaguely
defined) is mentioned.

Participant mentions
that the stage/type of
program is ready to
measure/examine FoI or
is compatible with
measuring/examining
FoI. This is specific to
these scenarios.

The stage of a program
or the type is mentioned
generally, but not
specific to these
scenarios.

Participant mentions
that the stage/type of
program is not ready
to measure/examine
FoI or is compatible
with not
measuring/examining
FoI. This is specific
to these scenarios.
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Unintended
Consequences

There is mention of
unintended consequences
or results of an action.

There are no unintended
consequences, or
unintended
consequences are
mentioned as a positive.
I doubt this category
will be mentioned
positively.

Unintended
consequences were
generally mentioned but
not mentioned
negatively or positively.

Negative unintended
consequences were
mentioned. These
unintended
consequences can be
from adaptations,
adherence, or from
fidelity of
implementation in
general.

Requirements

Requirements in terms of
federal, legal, grant,
funders, title I
requirements are
mentioned.

An action or component
is mentioned as
contributing to fulfilling
these requirements, or
requirements are
mentioned as
important/necessary.

Requirements as
specified in the
definition are
mentioned neutrally.

An action or
component is
mentioned as going
against the
requirements
specified in the
definition, or the
requirements are
mentioned in a
negative manner.
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Appendix R: Cognitive Interview IRB-Approved Information Sheet

Information Sheet for Participation in a Research Study

Principal Investigator: Dr. Bianca Montrosse-Moorhead
Student Researcher: Kristen M. Juskiewicz
Study Title: Researcher and Evaluator Perceptions of the Adherence-Adaptation Debate in
Fidelity of Implementation

Introduction
You are invited to participate in a research study to better understand the researcher and evaluator
perceived role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity of implementation. You are being asked to
participate because you have self-identified as either a fidelity researcher and/or evaluator during
your participation in the Fidelity Agreement Measure survey.

Why is this study being done?
The purpose of this research study is to provide additional insight into the assumptions underlying
your beliefs about the role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity of implementation. This study
contains two parts: the Fidelity Agreement Measure survey you have already completed, and
cognitive interviews with select participants to gain further insight into why participants responded
the way they did on the survey. Interviews allow a more in-depth understanding of the perspective
the participant has on fidelity of implementation in general, as well as in the context of the scenarios
in the survey. The two objectives of this study are to 1) classify researcher and evaluator perceptions
of the adherence-adaptation debate in fidelity of implementation into groups based on likeresponses, and 2) provide additional detail as to why these groupings occur.

What are the study procedures? What will I be asked to do?
If you agree to take part in this portion of the study, you will be asked to complete an audiorecorded cognitive interview with the student researcher, which would take place over the phone.
This cognitive interview is expected to last approximately 30-45 minutes. Once a time is set up
for the interview, a .pdf of your responses from the Fidelity Agreement Measure will be emailed
to you for your reference during the interview. Once the interview call begins, you will be asked
for verbal consent to participate, as well as verbal consent to be audio recorded. Being audiorecorded is a requirement for participation due to the form of analysis being used on this data.
Once verbal consent is given for participation and audio-recording, the recorder will be turned on
and the interview will begin. The interview consists of you reading the scenarios and questions
aloud, while providing insight as to what drew your attention in the scenario or question,
anything that confused you, and reasons as to why you responded the way that you did. You may
provide as much or as little information for each question as you would like and can withdraw
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participation at any time. The student researcher will be in a private conference room or home
office to protect confidentiality during the interview. You will not be contacted again after this
interview.

What are the risks or inconveniences of the study?
We believe there are no known risks associated with this research study; however, a possible
inconvenience may be the time it takes to complete the study.

What are the benefits of the study?
You may not directly benefit from this research; however, we hope that your participation in the
study may provide greater clarity and understanding as to researcher and evaluator perceptions of
the role of adherence and adaptation in fidelity of implementation research and evaluations.

Will I receive payment for participation? Are there costs to participate?
There are no costs and you will not be paid to be in this study.

How will my personal information be protected?
The following procedures will be used to protect the confidentiality of your data. We will do our
best to protect the confidentiality of the information we gather from you, but we cannot guarantee
100% confidentiality. Your confidentiality will be maintained to the degree permitted by the
technology used. Specifically, no guarantees can be made regarding the interception of data sent via
the Internet by any third parties. The researchers will keep all study records (including any codes to
your data) a secure location on a secure University of Connecticut server. Audio recordings from
the cognitive interviews will be labeled with a code. The code will be a sequential 3-digit code,
beginning at 001 and continuing through the number of participants that participate in the cognitive
interview portion of this study. A master key that links names and codes will be maintained in a
separate and secure location on the University of Connecticut secure server. The master key and
audiotapes will be destroyed after 3 years. All electronic files (e.g., database, spreadsheet, etc.)
containing identifiable information will be password protected. All emails sent containing your
response data from the Fidelity Agreement Measure survey will be sent via a secure Office 365
University of Connecticut email. Any computer hosting such files will also have password
protection to prevent access by unauthorized users. Only the members of the research staff will
have access to the passwords. Data that will be shared with others will be coded as described above
to help protect your identity.
At the conclusion of this study, the researchers may publish their findings. Information will be
presented in summary format and you will not be identified in any publications or presentations.
Three years after study completion, the primary investigator (Dr. Montrosse-Moorhead) will
permanently delete the master key. However, files stripped of identifiable information will be
kept indefinitely.
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You should also know that the UConn Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Research Compliance
Services may inspect study records as part of its auditing program, but these reviews will only focus
on the researchers and not on your responses or involvement. The IRB is a group of people who
review research studies to protect the rights and welfare of research participants.

Can I stop being in the study and what are my rights?
You do not have to be in this study if you do not want to. If you agree to be in the study, but later
change your mind, you may drop out at any time. There are no penalties or consequences of any
kind if you decide that you do not want to participate. You do not have to answer any question that
you do not want to answer during the course of the interview. Audio-recording is a requirement for
participation, therefore if consent is not given, participation will be concluded for this portion of the
study.

Whom do I contact if I have questions about the study?
Take as long as you like before you make a decision. We will be happy to answer any question you
have about this study. If you have further questions about this study or if you have a researchrelated problem, you may contact the principal investigator, (Dr. Montrosse-Moorhead, 860-4860177) or the student researcher (Kristen Juskiewicz, 860-287-2795). If you have any questions
concerning your rights as a research participant, you may contact the University of Connecticut
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 860-486-8802.
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Appendix S: Latent Classes Means Table

Variables

Estimate

S.E.

Est./S.E.

Two-Tailed PValue

Latent Class 1

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

3.794
3.532
1.112
1.008
1.353
3.510
3.687
1.209
3.574
1.362
3.589
1.155

Means
0.099
0.161
0.071
0.013
0.113
0.239
0.117
0.104
0.149
0.174
0.186
0.148

38.323
21.934
15.714
76.338
11.957
14.668
31.408
11.617
24.000
7.829
19.280
7.810

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.460
0.319
0.361
0.331
0.394
0.910
0.595
0.323
0.333
0.559
0.549
0.355

Variances
0.065
0.037
0.041
0.052
0.049
0.125
0.075
0.039
0.054
0.085
0.078
0.081

7.066
8.592
8.706
6.325
8.005
7.269
7.900
8.388
6.122
6.552
7.059
4.379

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

38.296

0.000

Latent Class 2

X1

2.906

Means
0.076
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X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

1.619
1.806
1.664
2.217
3.057
2.221
1.858
1.682
2.144
2.262
1.285

0.061
0.068
0.065
0.069
0.097
0.089
0.062
0.064
0.080
0.076
0.053

26.605
26.530
25.448
31.953
31.423
24.986
30.121
26.234
26.915
29.909
24.431

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.460
0.319
0.361
0.331
0.394
0.910
0.595
0.323
0.333
0.559
0.549
0.355

Variances
0.065
0.037
0.041
0.052
0.049
0.125
0.075
0.039
0.054
0.085
0.078
0.081

7.066
8.592
8.706
6.325
8.005
7.269
7.900
8.388
6.122
6.552
7.059
4.379

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

9.435
11.564
40.985
23.178
29.995
8.367
11.542
25.452
2134.295
40.882
7.053

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Latent Class 3

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11

1.200
1.100
3.900
3.600
3.800
1.700
1.100
3.700
1.000
3.900
1.500

Means
0.127
0.095
0.095
0.155
0.127
0.203
0.095
0.145
0.000
0.095
0.213
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X12

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

3.100

0.331

9.371

0.000

0.460
0.319
0.361
0.331
0.394
0.910
0.595
0.323
0.333
0.559
0.549
0.355

Variances
0.065
0.037
0.041
0.052
0.049
0.125
0.075
0.039
0.054
0.085
0.078
0.081

7.066
8.592
8.706
6.325
8.005
7.269
7.900
8.388
6.122
6.552
7.059
4.379

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.826
6.860

0.068
0.000

Categorical Latent Variables

CA#1
CA#2

0.712
2.278

Means
0.390
0.332
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Appendix T: Post-Hoc Testing Results
Multiple Comparisons
Mean

95% Confidence Interval

Difference (IDependent Variable
(I) Class (J) Class
X1
Bonferroni 1
2
2
3
Bonferroni 1

3
X3

Bonferroni 1

X4

Bonferroni 1
2

1.30

3

2.600*

.266

.000

1.95

3.25

1

-.892*

.169

.000

-1.30

-.48

3

1.708*

.228

.000

1.15

2.26

1

-2.600

*

.266

.000

-3.25

-1.95

-1.708

*

.228

.000

-2.26

-1.15

1.928

*

.140

.000

1.59

2.27

2.450

*

.221

.000

1.91

2.99

-1.928

*

.140

.000

-2.27

-1.59

3

.522*

.190

.020

.06

.98

1

-2.450*

.221

.000

-2.99

-1.91

2

-.522*

.190

.020

-.98

-.06

2

-.706

*

.149

.000

-1.07

-.34

-2.800

*

.235

.000

-3.37

-2.23

.706

*

.149

.000

.34

1.07

-2.094

*

.201

.000

-2.58

-1.61

1

2.800

*

.235

.000

2.23

3.37

2

2.094*

.201

.000

1.61

2.58

2

-.663*

.143

.000

-1.01

-.32

3

-2.600*

.225

.000

-3.15

-2.05

1

.663

*

.143

.000

.32

1.01

-1.937

*

.193

.000

-2.41

-1.47

2.600

*

.225

.000

2.05

3.15

1.937

*

.193

.000

1.47

2.41

2

-.864

*

.156

.000

-1.24

-.49

3

-2.450*

.247

.000

-3.05

-1.85

1

.864*

.156

.000

.49

1.24

3

-1.586*

.211

.000

-2.10

-1.07

1

2.450

*

.247

.000

1.85

3.05

1.586

*

.211

.000

1.07

2.10

2

.439

.237

.200

-.14

1.01

3

*

.374

.000

.89

2.71

-.439

.237

.200

-1.01

.14

2
1

1

3
3

1
2

X5

Bonferroni 1
2
3

2
X6

Bonferroni 1
2

Lower Bound Upper Bound
.48

3
3

Sig.
.000

3
2

Error
.169

3
2

J)
*

2
X2

Std.

1

.892

1.800
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3

3

1.361*

.321

.000

.58

2.14

1

-1.800

*

.374

.000

-2.71

-.89

-1.361

*

.321

.000

-2.14

-.58

2

-.582*

.192

.009

-1.05

-.12

3

-1.200*

.303

.000

-1.93

-.47

1

.582

*

.192

.009

.12

1.05

3

-.618

.260

.056

-1.25

.01

1

*

.303

.000

.47

1.93

2

.618

.260

.056

-.01

1.25

2

1.476

*

.192

.000

1.01

1.94

3

2.600

*

.302

.000

1.87

3.33

1

-1.476*

.192

.000

-1.94

-1.01

3

1.124*

.259

.000

.50

1.75

1

-2.600

*

.302

.000

-3.33

-1.87

-1.124

*

.259

.000

-1.75

-.50

-.657

*

.141

.000

-1.00

-.31

-2.500

*

.223

.000

-3.04

-1.96

.657

*

.141

.000

.31

1.00

-1.843

*

.191

.000

-2.31

-1.38

1

2.500*

.223

.000

1.96

3.04

2

1.843*

.191

.000

1.38

2.31

2

1.916

*

.142

.000

1.57

2.26

2.600

*

.224

.000

2.06

3.14

-1.916

*

.142

.000

-2.26

-1.57

.684

*

.192

.002

.22

1.15

-2.600

*

.224

.000

-3.14

-2.06

2

-.684

*

.192

.002

-1.15

-.22

2

-.793*

.186

.000

-1.24

-.34

3

-2.550*

.293

.000

-3.26

-1.84

1

.793

*

.186

.000

.34

1.24

-1.757

*

.251

.000

-2.37

-1.15

2.550

*

.293

.000

1.84

3.26

1.757

*

.251

.000

1.15

2.37

1.335

*

.184

.000

.89

1.78

3

2.100

*

.291

.000

1.39

2.81

1

-1.335*

.184

.000

-1.78

-.89

3

.765*

.249

.008

.16

1.37

1

-2.100

*

.291

.000

-2.81

-1.39

-.765

*

.249

.008

-1.37

-.16

2
Y1

Bonferroni 1
2
3

X7

Bonferroni 1
2
3

2
X8

Bonferroni 1

2
3

2

1
3

3
X9

Bonferroni 1

3
2

1
3

3
X10

Bonferroni 1
2

1

3
3

1
2

X11

Bonferroni 1
2
3

2

2

1.200
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X12

Bonferroni 1
2
3

Y2

Bonferroni 1

2

-.136

.148

1.000

-.49

.22

3

*

.234

.000

-2.52

-1.38

1

.136

.148

1.000

-.22

.49

3

-1.814*

.200

.000

-2.30

-1.33

1

1.950*

.234

.000

1.38

2.52

2

1.814

*

.200

.000

1.33

2.30

-.668

*

.192

.002

-1.13

-.20

-1.350

*

.302

.000

-2.08

-.62

.668

*

.192

.002

.20

1.13

-.682

*

.259

.029

-1.31

-.05

1.350

*

.302

.000

.62

2.08

2

.682*

.259

.029

.05

1.31

2

.765

2.370

1.000

-4.99

6.52

3

5.250

3.734

.487

-3.81

14.31

1

-.765

2.370

1.000

-6.52

4.99

3

4.485

3.203

.492

-3.29

12.26

1

-5.250

3.734

.487

-14.31

3.81

2

-4.485

3.203

.492

-12.26

3.29

2

2.288

1.666

.516

-1.76

6.33

3

4.150

2.620

.347

-2.21

10.51

1

-2.288

1.666

.516

-6.33

1.76

3

1.862

2.250

1.000

-3.60

7.32

1

-4.150

2.620

.347

-10.51

2.21

2

-1.862

2.250

1.000

-7.32

3.60

2

-1.930

4.863

1.000

-13.74

9.87

3

3.684

7.837

1.000

-15.34

22.71

1

1.930

4.863

1.000

-9.87

13.74

3

5.615

6.751

1.000

-10.78

22.00

1

-3.684

7.837

1.000

-22.71

15.34

2

-5.615

6.751

1.000

-22.00

10.78

2

.332

.202

.304

-.16

.82

3

.650

.318

.129

-.12

1.42

1

-.332

.202

.304

-.82

.16

3

.318

.273

.739

-.34

.98

1

-.650

.318

.129

-1.42

.12

2

-.318

.273

.739

-.98

.34

2
3

2

1
3

3
D2

Bonferroni 1
2
3

D4

Bonferroni 1
2
3

D3

Bonferroni 1
2
3

D9

Bonferroni 1
2
3

1

-1.950

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. Non-statistically significant p-values at the 0.05 level are
highlighted.
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Appendix U: Variance & Standard Deviation of LPA Items

Item
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12

Class 1
LPA 3-Class Model
Variance
SD
0.460
0.678
0.319
0.565
0.361
0.601
0.331
0.575
0.394
0.628
0.910
0.954
0.595
0.771
0.323
0.568
0.333
0.577
0.559
0.748
0.549
0.741
0.355
0.596

Calculated
SD
0.410
0.605
0.308
0.000
0.489
1.100
0.470
0.410
0.503
0.745
0.821
0.671

Difference
0.268
-0.040
0.293
0.575
0.139
-0.146
0.301
0.158
0.074
0.003
-0.080
-0.075

Item
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12

Class 2
LPA 3-Class Model
Variance
SD
0.460
0.678
0.319
0.565
0.361
0.601
0.331
0.575
0.394
0.628
0.910
0.954
0.595
0.771
0.323
0.568
0.333
0.577
0.559
0.748
0.549
0.741
0.355
0.596

Calculated
SD
0.747
0.584
0.668
0.641
0.677
0.961
0.856
0.609
0.619
0.786
0.740
0.518

Difference
-0.069
-0.019
-0.067
-0.066
-0.049
-0.007
-0.085
-0.041
-0.042
-0.038
0.001
0.078
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Item
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12

Class 3
LPA 3-Class Model
Variance
SD
0.460
0.678
0.319
0.565
0.361
0.601
0.331
0.575
0.394
0.628
0.910
0.954
0.595
0.771
0.323
0.568
0.333
0.577
0.559
0.748
0.549
0.741
0.355
0.596
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Calculated
SD
0.422
0.316
0.316
0.516
0.422
0.675
0.316
0.483
0.000
0.316
0.707
1.101

Difference
0.256
0.249
0.285
0.059
0.206
0.279
0.455
0.085
0.577
0.432
0.034
-0.505

